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Summary

Computational analyses of blood cells: somatic evolution and

morphology

José Guilherme Coelho Peres de Almeida

Haematopoiesis is the complex process of blood cell production, carried out by haemato-

poietic stem cells in the bone marrow. Over the human lifespan, it generates quadrillions

of cells which participate in essential bodily functions such as immunity (whiteblood cells),

oxygen distribution (red blood cells) and blood coagulation (platelets). However, several con-

ditions affect this process — a lack of nutrients such as iron or folate can lead to alterations

to the production of red and white blood cells, whereas the accumulation of somatic mu-

tations contributes to the formation of genetically distinct subpopulations of haematopoietic

stem cells (or clones) whose behaviour is partly determined by mutations conferring growth

advantages (also known as driver mutations).

When mutations in cancer-associated genes are present in the blood of healthy individ-

uals this is known as clonal haematopoiesis, a benign condition that can progress to blood

cancers such as myelodysplastic syndromes, characterized by an excess of abnormally de-

veloped (or dysplastic) cells in the bone marrow and in the blood. Blood cancers such as

these are usually diagnosed by trained experts using a number of complementary analyses,

including the inspection of blood cell morphology (cytomorphology) — which can have high

inter-individual variance — and differential cell counts under the microscope. In this work,

I have studied how the haematopoietic system and blood are altered in two distinct set-

tings — the evolution of somatic mutations in healthy individuals and the cytomorphological

alterations to blood cells in myelodysplastic syndromes.

Firstly, I studied the somatic evolution of the haematopoietic system in healthy individuals

using longitudinal sequencing and single-cell-derived colonies. With simulations, I devel-

oped a computational model and applied it to a cohort of elderly individuals with clonal

haematopoiesis and show i) how driver genetics determine the growth rate of different

clones, ii) how clones appear consistently through life (with few exceptions), iii) that clones
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decelerate due to an increasingly competitive clonal landscape and iv) how mutations which

confer greater growth advantages are associated with a greater risk of developing haema-

tological malignancies.

Secondly, I used a cohort of digitalised whole blood smears from healthy individuals and

individuals with anaemia or myelodysplastic syndromes to study how each condition leads to

cytomorphological alterations through computational methods. To do this, i) I developed and

implemented methods for the high-throughput detection of blood cells from digitized whole

blood slides, ii) developed a cellular characterisation protocol that captures morphological

features relevant for the prediction of clinically-relevant conditions and the presence of spe-

cific mutations in myelodysplastic syndromes and iii) described novel associations between

blood cell phenotype and anaemia or myelodysplastic syndrome subtypes.

By studying how haematopoietic stem cells evolve in the human body, I contributed to

the understanding of early cancer development and to the broader field of human somatic

evolution, and by quantitatively studying alterations to cytomorphology in clinically-relevant

conditions, I showed how this can reveal novel blood cell phenotypes which can aid in di-

agnostic and prognostic. Both projects offer different perspectives into haematopoiesis as

a dynamic process and contribute to clinical research by highlighting connections between

somatic evolution in healthy individuals and cancer onset, and by discovering previously

unknown cellular phenotypes-disease associations.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Blood in normal adult individuals

1.1.1. Haematopoiesis in normal adult individuals

Haematopoiesis is the process that generates the entire population of blood cells and is

carried out by haematopoietic stem cells (HSC) in the bone marrow. This happens contin-

uously through life and approximately one trillion blood cells are produced every day [1] —

equivalent to almost 19 quadrillion cells over adult life. HSC have two defining abilities —

self-renewal and multipotent differentiation. As such, they are not only able to continuously

repopulate the bone marrow, but are also capable of differentiating into all possible lineages

of blood cells, including erythrocytes (or red blood cell (RBC)) and leukocytes (or white blood

cell (WBC)) such as granulocytes, lymphocytes and monocytes [2–4]. However, despite their

very high rate of blood cell generation, it has been estimated that successive self-renewing

cell divisions happen every 2-20 months for a population size of 50,000-200,000 HSC [5].

This entails that the number of HSC effectively giving rise to the genetic variation in ma-

ture blood cells is several orders of magnitude smaller than what their productivity would

otherwise suggest.

As mentioned, HSC have the ability to populate the blood, giving rise to a diverse land-

scape of mature blood cells. The process of HSC differentiation — of haematopoiesis itself

— starts as early as 30 days after conception in the yolk sac [6], the first fetal and extra-

embryonic membrane that is formed in all mammals [7]. Later, HSC start being formed in

the placenta and subsequently in the liver. Only at about 12 weeks after conception do fetal

HSC start migrating to the spleen and only closer to birth do the first HSC appear in the

bone marrow [6]. Interestingly, Lee-Six et al. determined in [5] that all blood derives from

a single common ancestor which predates gastrulation, the process of embryonic develop-

ment characterized as the formation of the gastrula from the blastocyst happening three

weeks after conception [8]. This has strong implications for the study of somatic mutations

and evolution in the blood as it defines the period over which a single genotype — that of

the germline — accumulates mutations as this process of development eventually leads to

the better studied process of adult haematopoiesis. The most relevant difference between
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1. Introduction

embryonic and adult haematopoiesis is that fetal HSC demonstrate a much higher ability to

regenerate haematopoiesis [9–11].

At this point, it is worth noting that when discussing haematopoiesis it is difficult to ac-

curately describe this process as exclusively determined by characteristics intrinsic to the

HSC population or individual HSC. Indeed, there is evidence that this mechanism is highly

complex, with a role being played by, among others, the HSC niche (the specialized micro-

environment where HSC reside), extracellular signals, and transcription factors [12]. While

these factors are not a particular concern of this dissertation, a few are mentioned to high-

light their multiplicity and importance to the haematopoietic process. Studies on the HSC

niche show that, for example, endothelial cells and perivascular cells — cells encircling the

endothelial cells of capillaries and microvessels [13] — are localised near HSC [14, 15] and

play a key role in HSC regulation through the secretion of stem cell factor and CXCL12,

two crucial factors in stem cell maintenance [14, 16, 17]. Several extracellular signals also

play a large role in HSC regulation. Particularly, the interaction of c-Kit ligand with c-Kit

receptor on HSC is essential for the survival and the loss of the latter leads to the death of

embryos and depletion of mature blood cells [18], and a deficiency of transforming growth

factor β receptor 2 — responsible for binding to transforming growth factor β1, expressed

by several peripheral blood cells, stromal cells and endothelial cells [19] — in HSC leads to

reduced repopulation activity [20]. As for transcription factors, pre-B cell leukemia transcrip-

tion factor 1 deletion in HSC affects their ability to differentiate and self-renew by maintaining

their quiescence [21], whereas transcription factors such as runt-related transcription factor

1 (RUNX1) are essential for HSC maintenance and survival in embryonic development [22],

losing its importance in the maintenance of HSC in adult individuals [23]. Instead, mutations

in such factors result in a few abnormalities in cell differentiation and a mild myelodysplastic

phenotype [23, 24].

Haematopoiesis as specification. The best way to think about haematopoiesis is as a

cascading loss of multilineage potential and specification [6]. Figure 1.1 offers a schematic

representation of this process. There are many factors and cells contributing to adult haemato-

poiesis but HSC are the only cells capable of both long-term regeneration and differentiation,

losing their self renewal ability as they further differentiate [6, 25]. This loss of self-renewal

potential happens along the complex and multi-branched lineage that begins with HSC and

ends, for the purpose of this dissertation, with circulating blood cells. Over the following

paragraphs I provide a simplified description of the differentiation process of HSC, with a

more complete version being present in, for example, [6]. It is worth noting that these lin-

eages and categories are well-defined and the method which is typically used to classify
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the stage of development of individual cells is based on the identification of surface markers

through flow cytommetry [26, 27] — for instance, HSC express no Lineage (Lin) or CD38

but express CD34 (they are Lin-CD34+CD38- cells), whereas committed lymphoid progen-

itors are Lin-CD34+CD45RA+CD10+ cells (cells not expressing Lin, but expressing CD34,

CD45RA and CD10) and naive T lymphocytes are CCR7+CD27+CD45RA+CD28+ (cells

expressing CCR7, CD27, CD45RA and CD28) [28, 29]. These fine differences between

cells impact their function and are dependent on the identification of specific cellular mark-

ers through techniques which I did not use during this work; as such, I focus on a simpler

and coarser-grained definition of haematopoiesis.

Haematopoietic stem cell

Lymphoid progenitorMyeloid progenitor

Myeloblast

Eosinophil Neutrophil Basophil Monocyte T lymphocyte B lymphocyteNatural killer

White blood cells

Megakaryocyte-erythroid 
progenitor

Reticulocyte

Megakaryocyte

Red blood cellPlatelets

common

uncommon

Granulocyte-macrophage
progenitor

Figure 1.1.: Simplified representation of haematopoiesis. HSC commit to different paths which can
change depending on specific chemical stimuli — the megakaryocyte-erythroid lineage,
giving rise to megakaryocytes and erythrocytes (or red blood cells), the granulocyte-
macrophage lineage, giving rise to granulocytes (neutrophils, basophils and eosinophils)
and monocytes, and the lymphoid lineage, giving rise to natural killer cells and T- and
B-lymphocytes. Dashed arrows represent relatively uncommon transitions, whereas full
arrows represent common transitions.

Progenitors. The process of differentiation first gives rise to progenitor cells from stem

cells. These cells can have different degrees of potency depending on how many lin-

eages they can give rise to (multipotent, oligopotent or unipotent) and are generally less

capable of self-reneweal when compared with stem cells. Particularly for haematopoiesis,

HSC give origin to multipotent progenitor cells with intermediate-term repopulating capac-
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ity, which give rise to multipotent progenitor cells with short-term repopulating capacity.

From here on, lineages consistently lose their multilineage potential. First, if cells don’t be-

come megakaryocyte-erythrocyte progenitors (responsible for the generation of megakary-

ocytes, whose fragmentation leads to the production of platelets, and RBC), they lose their

megakaryocyte-erythrocyte potential, becoming lymphoid-primed or early lymphoid progen-

itors [30]. If after losing their megakaryocyte-erythrocyte potential cells do not become com-

mon myeloid progenitors they become common lymphoid progenitors [31]. However, this

does not mean these cells lose their potential to become myeloid cells; indeed, evidence

shows that a small fraction of myeloid cells comes from common lymphoid progenitors or

even early T- and B-cell progenitors [32, 33].

Lymphoid cells. Most common lymphoid progenitors mature into lymphocytes and fur-

ther commit to two possible paths: migrating to the thymus to become T-cells, or staying in

the bone marrow or migrating to the spleen to become B-cells [34]. Both T- and B-cells have

a wide repertoire of functions but are mainly responsible for the recognition of and response

against specific antigen epitopes and are heavily involved in the acquired immune response

[35]. T-cells (characterized as expressing T-cell receptors) can then be further divided into

CD4+ cells, which can have roles as diverse as chemokine production, cellular immunity

promotion against intracellular pathogens and induction of the transformation of B-cells into

plasma cells, and into CD8+ cells, which have an essentially cytotoxic role (upon recogni-

tion of the target cell, cytolytic granules are released, leading to the degradation of the target

cell) [35]. B-cells (characterised as expressing B-cell receptors), on the other hand, are re-

sponsible for releasing antibodies which facilitate the recognition of cellular targets by other

leukocytes (mainly T-cells) and can transform into plasma cells — which have increased

antibody secretion capabilities — upon helper T-cell signalling [35, 36].

Myeloid cells. After committing to myeloid lineage, cells can further commit to two dis-

tinct lineages — the megakaryocyte-erythrocyte lineage or the granulocyte-macrophage lin-

eage [37]. Intuitively and as mentioned, the megakaryocyte-erythrocyte lineage can further

differentiate into megakaryocytes, whose fragmentation generates platelets [38], and ery-

throcytes, whose main function is the transport of oxygen to relevant tissues [39]. The

granulocyte-macrophage lineage is responsible for the generation of granulcoytes (neu-

trophils, eosinophils and basophils) and monocytes. Monocytes are the default lineage

for the granulocyte-macrophage lineage and are long-lived cells capable of differentiating

into macrophages (immune cells involved in the detection, phagocytosis and destruction

of pathogens, as well as in antigen presentation [40]) [41]. Monocytes and macrophages

have also relevant roles in controlling inflammation (with context-dependent pro- or anti-
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inflammatory capabilities [42, 43]) and, by migrating to the tissue, become antigen-presenting

cells [44, 45]. Granulocytes, which are much more short-lived than monocytes [46], can be

further divided into neutrophils, eosinophils and basophils, all of which participate in the

innate immune response. Neutrophils are circulating WBC and primary mediators of the

immune response against pathogens of bacterial and fungal origin [47]. Eosinophils are

involved in the immune response to parasitic pathogens, allergic reactions and asthma [48,

49]. Finally, basophils are more elusive — until recently, very little was known about their

nonredundant roles in the immune system [50, 51] — but recent studies have shown that

they play a role in the mediation of type 2 helper T-cell subtype differentiation [52, 53] and,

together with eosinophils, in parasitic infections [49, 51].

1.1.2. The analysis of blood in normal adult individuals

The diversity described in the previous section is complicated, especially when one wants

to consider cell morphology. While flow cytometry can be used to derived simple shape

descriptors for individual cells (size or granularity [54]) only through the analysis of cell mor-

phology — or cytomorphology — using a whole blood slide (WBS) can clinicians gain a

comprehensive perspective on cell morphology. However, while informative, the analysis of

a WBS is generally not the first way through which experts analyze blood — after anamnesis,

automated blood counts are often the following step in haematological diagnostic.

Blood counts

Complete blood count (CBC) are fully or practically automatic and give clinicians a few

standardized parameters that describe the distribution of specific blood components, which

I describe below with their common names in the clinic in parentheses. Currently, one can

expect a CBC to provide values pertaining to the concentration of RBC and WBC in blood

(red blood cell count (RBCC) and white blood cell count (WBCC), respectively), the concen-

tration of haemoglobin in blood (haemoglobin concentration (Hb)), the average size of RBC

(mean corpuscular volume (MCV)), the width of the distribution that characterises RBC vol-

ume (red blood cell distribution width (RDW)), the average haemoglobin and haemoglobin

concentration in each cell (mean corpuscular haemoglobin (MCH) and mean corpuscular

haemoglobin concentration (MCHC), respectively), the percentage of blood occupied by

cells and by RBC (packed cell volume (PCV) and haematocrit, respectively), the concen-

tration of platelets in the blood and the average platelet size (platelet count (Plt) and mean

platelet volume (MPV), respectively), the number of immature RBC (reticulocytes) in the

blood (reticulocyte count) and the speed at which RBC descend in a standardized tube (ery-

throcyte sedimentation rate (ESR)) [55, 56]. There are normal and expected values for these

parameters, but it should be noted that their values are altered for a wide range of charac-
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teristics, conditions or circumstances, such as gender [57, 58], ethnicity [57, 59], pregnancy

[60] or menstrual cycles [58]. Recently, it was also shown that genetics can explain inter-

individual differences in blood counts, with up to 28% of this variation being attributable to

genetics [61]. Additionally, these parameters also change with age [62–64]. The automation

of CBC, together with the amount of possible confounding variables, make CBC a tool that is

mostly valuable for assessing whether an individual may have a disease or condition, being

insufficient for adequately diagnosing most diseases on its own.

Cytomorphology

Whole blood slides. In the case of an abnormality in the CBC, it is often required to

inspect the morphology of blood cells to further narrow the diagnostic. Indeed, CBC can

be informative when the absolute and relative proportions of different blood cells are con-

cerned, but provide little information about the morphology of individual cells; this requires

the analysis of WBS (Figure 1.2). The preparation of WBS is generally done by drawing

venous blood from an individual, generally from a vein in the antecubital fossa, by a trained

professional with adequate patient consent. An anticoagulant is used to allow for the preser-

vation of blood in liquid form and clear inspection of individual cells under a microscope —

the anticoagulant of choice is generally an ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA) salt, due

to the fact that calcium is essential for blood coagulation and that EDTA has strong cation-

binding properties [53]. Unfortunately, much like any other coagulant, EDTA has its caveats,

being that, after the addition of EDTA, the WBS should be prepared as soon as possible to

avoid cytomorphological artefacts [53, 55]. Adequate blood mixing should be ensured prior

to the preparation of a WBS [65]. Next, blood can be placed on a microscope slide and man-

ually spread or smeared (which is why WBS are also known as ”blood smears”). Following

air drying, WBS should be fixed in methanol with adequate care [55] and stained. Stain-

ing, while not being particularly consistent between laboratories, is generally based on the

Romanowsky stain, consisting of old methylene blue and eosin and developed to stain the

nucleus of a malarial parasite in purple and the cytoplasm in blue [60]. In the United King-

dom, the most commonly used stains are the May-Grünwald-Giemsa stain, a combination

of the May-Grünwald stain (which is also quite similar to the earlier Jenner stain formulation)

[66] with the Giemsa stain [67], both a modification of the original Romanowsky stain [55].

In essence, the colours that can be expected from stains derived from the Romanowsky

stain are purple for chromatin and nuclei, light purple for neutrophilic granules, deep purple

for basophilic granules, orange for eosinophilic granules, blue-grey for monocytic cytoplasm

and deep-blue for RNA-rich cytoplasm (as is the case in the basophils) [55].
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10mm

Figure 1.2.: Image of a whole blood slide from the MLL cohort used in Section 5.

Morphological taxonomy. Having considered the preparation of WBS and being aware

of a few possible differences in this process, it is important to address their object of analysis

- the cytomorphology of circulating blood cells. As mentioned in Section 1.1, the variety of

mature blood cells that are generated by HSC is considerable and complex, quickly becom-

ing intractable when considering all possible blood cell phenotypes. Additionally, the main

purpose of this is to contextualise the importance of their cytomorphology in diagnosis. Here,

I present a hierarchical taxonomy of blood cell types that is simplified but sufficient for the

work covered in this dissertation (Figure 1.3). I present this below, considering 4 relevant

WBC types (one of which is further subdivided) which are common in normal individuals

(details on observable abnormalities are considered when discussing MDS in Section 1.6):

1. Granulocytes — granulocytes are a subtype of WBC best characterised as having

observable and characteristic granules in the cytoplasm [68]. When considering only

blood-circulating WBC we can further divided granulocytes into neutrophils, eosinophils

and basophils:

a) Neutrophils — a granulocyte and the most abundant WBC found in peripheral

blood, constituting between 50-70% of all circulating WBC [69]. They are best

characterised as measuring 12-15µm, a pink cytoplasm (attributable to the fine

and invisible secondary granules), the existence of small, visible primary gran-

ules, and a nucleus divided into two to five lobes connected by thin filaments, with

a small protuberance being observable in some female individuals attributable to

chromosome X segregation [55] (Figure 1.3 (top left));

b) Eosinophils — slightly larger than the neutrophil (measuring 12-17µm) and ac-

counting for only 1-5% of all circulating WBC [70], eosinophiles have their nu-

cleus partitioned into two or three lobes and have a much higher density of gran-
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ules than neutrophils. The granules in eosinophils are quite different from those

found in neutrophils, being more spherical and reddish-pink in colour. When

fewer granules are present, the cytoplasm becomes visible, revealing a pale blue

cytoplasm [55] (Figure 1.3 (top center left));

c) Basophils — basophils are the smallest granulocytes (measuring 10 — 14µm)

and represented between 0.5-1% of all circulating WBC. The nucleus is often

hard to distinguish among the cloud of dark purple granules that carries the bulk

of the cytoplasm. The nucleus is divided into more than one lobe [55] (Figure 1.3

(top center right));

2. Lymphocytes — lymphocytes constitute 10-15% of all circulating WBC and can be

split into smaller (measuring 10 — 12µm) and larger (12 — 16µm) lymphocytes. In the

former case their light-blue (basophilic) cytoplasm is barely visible, with the nucleus

occupying most of the cell, which is round in shape. Larger lymphocytes are more

amorphous and their chromatin is less compact, leading to lightpurple nuclei, and

the cytoplasm is more translucent. A few lymphocytes may also display granules in

healthy individuals [55]. While it would be relevant to distinguish between T- and B-

cells, these have no differences in regard to their cytomorphology [35] (Figure 1.3

(bottom left));

3. Monocytes — monocytes are the largest circulating WBC, measuring 12 — 20µm.

The nuclei in monocytes are purple and their cytoplasm is greyish-blue in colour. On

occasion, very fine blue granules may be observable, as well as small vacuoles —

regions, typically one or a group of blobs, of the cytoplasm with no colour [55] (Fig-

ure 1.3 (bottom center)).

Granulocytes

MonocyteLymphocyte

Neutrophil Eosinophil Basohpil

Red blood cells

Platelets

25uM

White blood cells

Figure 1.3.: Examples of the blood cells considered over this dissertation: white blood cells, red
blood cells and platelets. White blood cells are further divided into granulocytes (divided
into neutrophils, eosinophils and basophils), lymphocytes and monocytes.
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Red blood cells and platelets. Apart from WBC, one expects to find the other, much

more abundant type of blood cell when analysing WBS — the RBC. RBC are, in healthy

individuals, round and light pink, with a brighter centre [55] (Figure 1.3 (top right)). This

is a characteristic feature of mature RBC — RBC are shaped like disks with a concavity

with about one third of the total diameter of the cell in their centre, which is known as the

central pallor. Due to the decreased thickness of the cell in the central pallor region, light

passes more easily, making it look brighter. Finally, when analysing WBS one must consider

platelets — these are megakaryocyte fragments and show up as small purple specks across

the whole blood slide [38, 55] (Figure 1.3 (bottom right)).

Compared with CBC, the inspection of WBS is far more cumbersome and considerably

more subjective with some variance in terms of inter-individual concordance when the iden-

tification of specific cell types is concerned, highlighting the role of analysing relatively large

collections of blood cells [71]. However, it permits the extraction of morphological character-

istics relevant for clinical practice and diagnosis.

1.1.3. Studying alterations to haematopoiesis through blood

It is important to note that while some alterations to the haematopoietic process can be

diagnosed with recourse to the analysis of CBC or WBS, others require more complex meth-

ods. These alterations can be manifold and it would be unwise to cover all of them exten-

sively. I focus specifically on the ones discussed on Chapters 3 and 5.

Firstly, it is important to consider that alterations to haematopoiesis can be assessed in-

directly — for instance, if a haematologist finds an abnormally large MCV this is enough

to diagnose macrocytic anaemia (large RBC with low levels of haemoglobin). However,

macrocytic anaemia is itself a symptom of several different conditions — vitamin B12 de-

ficiency, folate deficiency, megaloblastic anaemia, alcoholism or MDS are a few that could

be mentioned [72]. Conversely, an abnormally small MCV is enough to diagnose microcytic

anaemia, itself caused by different factors — iron deficiency, recent blood donation, colonic

carcinoma or long-term use of aspirin are but few of the possible causes [73]. These two

examples, while detected in the blood and relating to the same fundamental aspect — the

size of RBC — are signs of alterations in the haematopoietic process, but not necessarily

to the HSC population; indeed, only MDS could be considered an example of such. More

particularly, while the diagnosis of MDS — a cancer characterised by an absence of healthy

blood cells — relies heavily on the morphological characterisation of blood cells and is aided

by CBC, it would be incomplete if no molecular characterisation was available [74]. Indeed,

MDS and other types of blood cancer require comprehensive diagnostic algorithms that

concern not only cytomorphology and CBC, but also cytogenetics and molecular character-
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ization as discussed in Section 1.5. From these few but meaningful examples, it becomes

clear that studying the clinical manifestations of alterations to the HSC population can be

complicated if one focuses excessively on the phenotype.

Genetics. The analysis of WBS and CBC allow us to study haematopoiesis by studying its

product — circulating blood cells. However, it is clear that different modalities of analysis are

useful for different tasks — while the inspection of cytomorphology in a WBS can help the

haematologist detect the presence of oncological disease in the HSC population, such would

be complicated if the acquired mutations do not cause any form of phenotypic alteration. For

instance, to this date, there is no association between cytomorphology in WBS and genetics

in MDS, with the detection of ring sideroblasts in the bone marrow figuring as one of the few

methods that would entail a specific genetic association — with splicing factor 3b subunit 1

(SF3B1) — in MDS. With this in mind, it is no wonder that the investigation of risk factors

became indissociable from the genetic and genomic characterisation of individuals.

HSC accumulate mutations as they self-renew. Sometimes, a subset of HSC acquires

mutations that confer them a growth advantage, leading to their greater rate of proliferation

when compared with the rest of the HSC population. These mutations — known as "driver

mutations" — affect specific parts of the genome and are an essential step in oncogenesis

[75]. Consequently, it often becomes necessary to inspect the acquisition of mutations

through whole genome or targeted sequencing. To this effect, circulating blood cells are

sequenced since they are representative of the HSC population. Indeed, it has been shown

that bone marrow and peripheral blood VAF have a high degree of correlation for shared

variants, indicating that peripheral blood can be used to track the clonal composition of

HSC [76–78]. Additionally, it is estimated that the life cycle of granulocytes and circulating

monocytes lasts a few days and that of lymphocytes corresponds to a few months [79–

81], thus eliminating the possibility of sampling an outdated clonal landscape of the bone

marrow, especially considering that annual variations in the VAF of different clones at old

age are quite small as shown in Chaper 3. However, this should not imply that the molecular

characterisation of mutations is sufficient to study alterations to the HSC population; indeed,

mutations associated with oncological disorders accumulate and even expand significantly

in seemingly healthy individuals, a condition known as CH that is associated with later onset

of haematological malignancies [82].

1.2. Clonal haematopoeisis

CH is characterized as the non-pathological existence of genetically distinct and well-

defined subpopulations — or clones — of circulating blood cells and HSC [83]. While it
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was only recently that CH was extensively characterized, it is worth noting that one can

come across several ways of detecting and consequently defining CH, creating some con-

fusion and different operating definitions of CH. CH was first discovered as the non-random

phenomenon of chromosome X inactivation (CXI) in elderly women [84, 85] — specific pat-

terns of CXI were being observed in healthy individuals with no alterations to their blood

counts when this was thought to be indicative of MDS. A few years earlier, the theory that

acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) was caused by a progressive formation of leukaemic/pre-

leukaemic clones had already been proposed [86] and, together with the evidence that dif-

ferent clones could be detected in elderly individuals, led to the theory of CH as a stage of

the development of blood cancers. In 2012, studies had been able to associate CXI with

specific genotypes — mutations in tet methylcytosine dioxygenase 2 (TET2), which I further

discuss in this section, were shown to be associated with CXI CH [87].

It was in the next few years that the operating version of CH detection I use for this disser-

tation was proposed — CH is the presence of subpopulations of blood cells with mutations

in genes typically associated with myeloid neoplasms [82, 88–90], using either exome se-

quencing [82, 88, 89] or targeted sequencing [90]. Other possible markers include large

chromosomal rearrangements — mosaic chromosomal alterations (mCA) — in the cells of

healthy individuals [91–94], which can be detected using single nucleotide polymorphism

array data and were shown to be associated with specific mutations [93, 94]. Interest-

ingly, mutations in genes such as TET2 and protein phosphatase Mg2+/Mn2+-dependent 1D

(PPM1D) were associated with mCA in the chromosomes where each gene is, raising the

possibility that large structural variants play a role on the acquisition of single nucleotide

variants or vice-versa [94]. This raises important issues for targetted sequencing data, used

in the analysis presented in Chapter 3 — while I assumed that mutations are heterozygous

and that the fraction of mutated reads is representative of clone size (the fraction of cells

harbouring a mutation), this assumption may not hold in the presence of undetected copy

number variations. Additionally, the use of specific markers through the years has led to a

large fraction of clones in CH remaining undetected [88, 95, 96]. Consequently, it should be

noted that the study of CH is, in reality, the study of only a portion of CH. Together with recent

work by Mitchell et al., the work I present in Chapter 3 highlights this to some extent — us-

ing single-cell colonies one can observe clearly that most expansions in the haematopoietic

system are not associated with previously known driver mutations [97, 98].

The prevalence of CH and average clone size increases with age (CH is detected in less

than 1% of individuals younger than 40 years of age, but in 10-20% of individuals older than

70) [82], showing specific patterns of mutations accumulation [90] and has been shown to

be associated with a number of adverse outcomes, including cancer, cardiovascular disease
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and death [82, 88, 99–101]. While the link between CH and cardiovascular disease is still

a target of speculation [102], with recent research showing that atherosclerosis accelerates

somatic mutation and CH [103], its connection with cancer is much better understood and

intuitive as they both are processes of somatic mutation and CH can be used to predict the

onset of AML [100, 101]. However, it should be noted that not all individuals with CH develop

haematological cancers and that this is generally associated with specific mutations — for

instance, the tumor protein P53 (TP53) and U2 small nuclear RNA auxiliary factor 1 (U2AF1)

contribute much more significantly towards the risk of AML onset than the gene encoding

DNA (cytosine-5)-methyltransferase 3A (DNMT3A) [101]. Additionally, signature analysis

performed on passenger mutations in CH carriers and non-carriers reveals that there is an

enrichment for signatures 4 and 6, caused by smoking and deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)

mismatch repair, respectively, in CH carriers.

1.2.1. The genetics of clonal haematopoiesis

The association of different genes with different risks of developing haematological malig-

nancies such as AML is certainly one of the most interesting aspects of CH, requiring close

attention. Considering that during this dissertation I studied CH through the analysis of the

clonal trajectories of 17 genes under positive selection (an explanation on this is offered in

Section 1.4), I provide here short descriptions for each and discuss them in the context of

CH, referring to the genes in their italic format and to the proteins encoded by these genes in

their plain text format unless otherwise noted (for example, gene AB encodes protein AB).

In Table 1.1, I introduce these genes and group them regarding their role in cell biology

providing their average mutation prevalence per individual and in Figure 1.4 I show their

relative number of mutations.

Epigenetic modifications

DNA (cytosine-5)-methyltransferase 3A (DNMT3A)

DNMT3A encodes a de novo DNA-methylating protein [104] which is expressed across

tissues and enriched in fetal tissues and liver [105]. Particularly, DNMT3A has been shown

to be involved in the methylation of lysine-4 in histone H3 [106] and of CpG islands in early

development [107]. Its essential role in neurogenesis has been used to suggest that the

promoter-independent activity of DNMT3A may be used to maintain the expression of de-

velopmental genes by promoting active chromatin states [108]. Additionally, and through

the interaction with Tet genes, DNMT3A is involved in the process of DNA methylation and

demethylation that regulates early body plan formation during gastrulation [109]. While

merely demonstrative, this body of evidence points towards DNMT3A as a gene which is
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Table 1.1.: Physiological role of the 17 genes studied in the context of clonal haematopoiesis.

Name Abbreviation Role
Average

proportion
(range)

Gene
location

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)
(cytosine-5)-methyltransferase

3A
DNMT3A

Epigenetic
modifications

0.6126
(0.0098-2.9000)

2p23.3

Tet methylcytosine dioxygenase
2

TET2
Epigenetic

modifications
0.3487

(0.0025-1.6176)
4q24

ASXL transcriptional regulator 1 ASXL1
Epigenetic

modifications
0.0663

(0.0020-0.3529)
20q11.21

CCCTC-binding factor CTCF
Epigenetic

modifications
0.0003

(0.0000-0.0009)
16q22.1

KRAS proto-oncogene GTPase KRAS Cell cycle regulation
0.0314

(0.0000-0.2500)
12p12.1

Janus kinase 2 JAK2 Cell cycle regulation
0.0176

(0.0000-0.1176)
9p24.1

Protein tyrosine phosphatase
non-receptor type 11

PTPN11 Cell cycle regulation
0.0067

(0.0000-0.0294)
12q24.13

Tumor protein P53 TP53
DNA damage

regulation
0.0723

(0.0000-0.3000)
17p13.1

Protein phosphatase
Mg2+/Mn2+ dependent 1D

PPM1D
DNA damage

regulation
0.0153

(0.0012-0.0482)
17q23.2

BRCA1/BRCA2-containing
complex subunit 3

BRCC3
DNA damage

regulation
0.0003

(0.0000-0.0005)
Xq28

Splicing factor 3b subunit 1 SF3B1 Splicing factors
0.0211

(0.0000-0.1471)
2q33.1

Serine and arginine rich splicing
factor 2

SRSF2 Splicing factors
0.0155

(0.0000-0.0882)
17q25.1

U2 small nuclear RNA auxiliary
factor 1

U2AF1 Splicing factors
0.0127

(0.0000-0.0882)
21q22.3

Isocitrate dehydrogenase
(NADP+) 2

IDH2 Glucose metabolism
0.0132

(0.0000-0.0882)
15q26.1

Isocitrate dehydrogenase
(NADP+) 1

IDH1 Glucose metabolism
0.0039

(0.0000-0.0294)
2q34

G protein subunit beta 1 GNB1
G-protein coupled
receptor-mediated

signaling

0.0009
(0.0000-0.0020)

1p36.33

Cbl proto-oncogene CBL Protein degradation
0.0493

(0.0002-0.1765)
11q23.3

essential for normal development. Conversely, DNMT3A mutations lead to increased onco-

logical pathogenicity — indeed, in AML, which affects one of the few tissues with stem cell

potential, DNMT3A mutations are present in over 20% of all individuals and are associated

with increased mortality risk [110], and mutations, while not leading to differences in global

methylation patterns or expression, lead to aberrant or decreased activity [111]. Individu-

als with MDS are more likely to progress to AML if they have a DNMT3A mutation [112],
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Grey squares represent studies where these genes were not covered.

and DNMT3A mutations are almost exclusively early or foundational mutations [113, 114].

Healthy individuals with DNMT3A have a higher likelihood of developing AML in the future

[101, 115], a change that also increases with DNMT3A clonality [100].

This body of evidence shows that DNMT3A, apart from playing an important role in early

development, is also a key player in AML and clonal development in HSC. However, despite

the increased AML and mortality risk that is associated with DNMT3A mutations, these

are also among the most prevalent in CH, being the most prevalent across several stud-

ies [82, 88, 90, 96, 100, 116–120] (0.6126 mutations per individual on average (0.0098-

2.9); Table 1.1; Figure 1.4). Additionally, CH with mutations in DNMT3A is associated

with increased RDW [121], a strong predictor of AML onset [101]. This is counterintuitive

— if DNMT3A increases the risk of haematological cancers, how can it be so prevalent in

seemingly healthy individuals? A few studies may elucidate this — DNMT3A, much like

most mutations in AML is frequently mutated with other genes, particularly Nucleophosmin

1 (NPM1) and Fms Related Receptor Tyrosine Kinase 3 (FLT3), with a third of all individuals

with AML and DNMT3A mutations also having these two mutations [122, 123]. Other studies

have shown that, while the loss of TET2 alone is capable of inducing lymphoid and myeloid

disease, its interaction with the loss of DNMT3A further enhances this effect [124]. Addition-
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ally, recent studies have shown that acute and chronic infection drive clonal expansion of

DNMT3A clones in CH through inflammation and particularly for loss-of-function mutations

[125, 126]. This points to two distinct aspects of DNMT3A mutations — they probably re-

quire other mutations to exert pathogenic consequences and infection-driven inflammation

potentiates their expansion.

Tet methylcytosine dioxygenase 2 (TET2)

TET2 is one of the ten-eleven translocation (TET) enzymes, responsible for the regu-

lation of gene expression patterns through epigenetic changes [127], namely through the

oxidation of 5-methylcytosine (5-mC) to form 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5-hmC) in both DNA

[128–130] and ribonucleic acid (RNA) [131, 132], and through their interaction and mediation

of the spliceosome [133, 134], while being involved in other forms of epigenetic regulation

[135]. The role of the TET enzyme family is manifold, playing a relevant role in both early

and late embryonic development, totipotency induction and maintenance and differentia-

tion [135]. The role of TET2 in tumour suppression has also been confirmed [136] and

its associated role in pathogenicity has also been studied: in paediatric acute lymphocytic

leukaemia (ALL), childhood MDS and adult myeloid malignancies, low expression of TET2,

TET2 loss of function or TET2 mutation-associated low levels of 5-hmC are associated with

poor outcome [137–139], and its loss has been shown to be associated with hypermutability

[140]. Additionally, loss of Tet2 in mice leads to enhanced in vivo HSC self-renewal [141].

TET2 mutations are present in most myeloid malignancies [142, 143], being particularly fre-

quent in chronic myelomonocytic leukaemia (CMML) [143] and in MDS and AML, where its

acquisition is likely to be early [113, 144, 145].

TET2 constitutes one of the most prevalently mutated genes in CH [82, 88, 96, 100, 116–

120] (0.3487 mutations per individual on average (0.0025-16176); Table 1.1; Figure 1.4)

and its mutation prevalence is associated with age [89, 146]. TET2 is one of the few muta-

tions in CH for which a heritable predisposition has been detected with no TET2 germline

mutations [146, 147]. TET2 CH have also been shown to be driven by inflammation [148,

149], with TET2 loss-of-function mutations being associated with increased inflammation

[149, 150]. Additionally, TET2 CH is associated with increased monocyte counts, decreased

eosinophil counts, and increased platelet counts [121, 146].

ASXL transcriptional regulator 1 (ASXL1)

The protein encoded by ASXL transcriptional regulator 1 (ASXL1) functions as an epige-

netic regulator and is involved in histone modifications [151]. It is a part of the polycomb

repressive complex (PRC) and plays a determinant role in stem cell biology [152]. Particu-

larly, it has been found that ASXL1 is a part of the polycomb repressive complex 2 (PRC2),
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which is responsible for the methylation of histone H3, and polycomb repressive complex 1

(PRC1), responsible for the ubiquitination of histone H2A, leading to transcription repression

and to the formation of heterochromatin [153, 154]. The loss of ASXL1 leads to the complete

depletion of H3K27me3, a trimethylated state of histone H3 in lysine 27 promoted by PRC2,

which leads to myeloid transformation [155]. Additionally, it should be noted that mutations

in other PRC-associated genes are associated with myeloid malignancies — this indicates

that the leukemogenic capacity of ASXL1 is associated with alterations in histone modifica-

tion [156, 157]. Mutations in ASXL1 are also indicative of poor prognosis for individuals with

aplastic anaemia [158].

In individuals with CH, mutations in ASXL1 are among the most common [82, 88, 96,

100, 116–120] (0.0663 mutations per individual on average (0.0020-0.3529); Table 1.1; Fig-

ure 1.4) and are associated with smoking, with 69% of all individuals with ASXL1 mutations

having previous smoking experience [121].

CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF )

CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF ) is a gene that encodes a protein responsible for delimiting

regulatory domains [159]. In other words, it acts as a transcriptional insulator by regulating

chromatin architecture in a DNA-methylation-dependent way [160], ensuring that the activity

of enhancer or silencer elements is restricted to bounded regions of the genome [161].

CTCF is composed of 11 zinc fingers, tertiary structures which have evolved to recognise

DNA, showing a high level of conservation across higher vertebrates [162]. However and

despite its remarkably high conservation across species, there are few but important human

disease-associated conserved CTCF-binding sites across species [163] or tissues within

the same species [164]. In normal haematopoiesis, CTCF has been shown to be essential

for the maintenance of the HSC population [165], whereas where dynamic CTCF-binding

sites — CTCF-binding sites which change in specific contexts — are essential for specific

lineages and their disruption leads to abnormal cell differentiation [166]. In the context of

AML, there is a mounting body of evidence showing that CTCF-binding is altered in the

context of this disease, but few mechanistic explanations available [167].

In CH, CTCF is rarely among the mutated genes and observed in cases of therapy-related

CH [82, 116, 117] (0.0003 mutations per individual on average (0.0000-0.0009); Table 1.1;

Figure 1.4).

Cell cycle regulation

KRAS proto-oncogene GTPase (KRAS)

The KRAS proto-oncogene GTPase (KRAS) gene encodes a protein that is a part of
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the Ras family of proteins and is essential in normal tissue signaling, participating in path-

ways that are associated with cell development, differentiation and proliferation [168] and

its activity and cellular localization is modulated by the protein kinase C family [169] and

by phosphodiesterase delta [170], whose activity increases Ras family signaling by concen-

trating these proteins in the cell membrane. Mutations in KRAS have been shown to be

associated with glucose deprivation and, while they do not lead to proliferation, they can

trigger apoptosis resistance [171]. In tumours, KRAS is one of the most mutated genes

[168] and has been shown to depend on both nuclear factor kappa B and TANK-binding

kinase 1 signalling, both of which are involved in modulating inflammation and immune re-

sponse [172, 173]. In haematological malignancies, KRAS mutations are associated with

poorer survival in AML [174] and in specific subtypes of chronic myeloid leukaemia (CML)

(where there is also an enrichment of KRAS mutations) [175]. Additionally, KRAS mutations

are also indicative of more aggressive cases of lymphoid neoplasms [176] and are often

subclonal and present upon lymphoid neoplasm relapse [177, 178].

Taking such associations into account, KRAS becomes an obvious candidate for further

inspection in CH. However, there is little to be said — KRAS, while detectable in cases of CH,

shows relatively low prevalence [82, 88, 90, 96, 116–120] (0.0314 mutations per individual

on average (0.0000-0.2500); Table 1.1; Figure 1.4). Interestingly, in individuals with solid

tumors, mutations in KRAS were amongst the most common CH clones [179, 180].

Janus kinase 2 (JAK2)

Janus kinase 2 (JAK2) encodes a tyrosine kinase involved in cytokine receptor signaling,

whose expression is significantly enriched in circulating WBC, among other tissues [181].

JAK2 binds to the growth hormone receptor (GHR), forming a dimer which forms a larger

complex with a second JAK2-GHR complex. In its inactivated state, this complex inactivates

both JAK2 proteins by having the pseudokinase domain of one JAK2 inhibiting the other and

its converse. The activation of GHR triggers conformational changes which physically sep-

arate both JAK2 proteins and, consequently, activate them by preventing their inhibition by

the pseudokinase domain in the other JAK2 protein. Next, both JAK2 phosphorylate each

other on Y1007 [182]. This leads to the phosphorylation of other proteins — namely from

the STAT family — and activates the transcription of target genes whose deregulation leads

to oncogenesis [183]. In haematological cancer, JAK2 mutations — particularly V617F —

are typical of cases of myeloproliferative neoplasm (MPN) with subtype-specific prevalence.

For instance, in polycythemia vera (PV) (a MPN subtype), characterised by an abundance

of RBC, JAK2 mutations are the main driving factor, and JAK2-V617F shows a strong as-

sociation with 9p uniparental disomy acquisition (which leads to allele homozygosity while
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maintaining a normal number of chromosomes) [184]. In essential thrombocytopenia (ET),

a subtype associated with higher platelet counts, and idiopathic myelofibrosis (IMF) JAK2-

V617F mutations are present in 50% of the cases [185]. Importantly, a JAK2-V617F muta-

tion alone drives PV and IMF phenotypes in mouse bone marrow. The important aspect of

JAK2-V617F is that it leads to constitutive activation of JAK2 — Y1007 is phosphorylated

much more frequently, leading to enhanced STAT-JAK2 pathway activity [185, 186]

Because of this distinct association with MPN, JAK2 mutations are comparatively well

studied in CH. However, it should be noted that the association of MPN with JAK2 mutations

does not make the presence of JAK2 mutations sufficient for the development of MPN — in-

deed, only 5% of individuals with a JAK2 mutation have a MPN diagnosis, a diagnostic which

becomes more likely as the mutated JAK2 VAF increases [187]. JAK2 mutations in CH have

specific associations with platelet counts, Hb concentration, hematocrit and leukocyte, neu-

trophil, thrombocyte and lymphocyte counts [121, 187] and can be further stratified based

on Hb concentration, WBCC and platelet counts for MPN diagnosis [121, 188]. Additionally,

JAK2-V617F CH leads to cardiovascular disease through proinflammatory mechanisms in

murines and artery endothelium degradation in mice [189, 190]. In CH, JAK2 mutations are

present in relatively few individuals [82, 88, 90, 96, 100, 116–120] (0.0176 mutations per

individual on average (0.0000-0.1176); Table 1.1; Figure 1.4).

Protein tyrosine phosphatase non-receptor type 11 (PTPN11)

Protein tyrosine phosphatase non-receptor type 11 (PTPN11) is an oncogene that en-

codes Src homology 2 domain-containing protein tyrosine phosphatase 2 (SHP2), a soluble

protein tyrosine phosphatase [191]. Its function is mostly associated with its role as a phos-

phatase in the signal transduction of extracellular molecules such as growth factors and cy-

tokines [192], but SHP2 has also been shown to act as a scaffolding protein [193, 194] and

it plays both catalytic and non-catalytic roles in triggering apoptosis as a response to DNA

damage [195]. Germline PTPN11 mutations are strongly associated with two syndromes

which are associated with an increase cancer risk — Noonan syndrome, specifically as-

sociated with an increased predisposition to haematological cancers [196], and LEOPARD

syndrome, associated with a general increase in cancer risk [197], even though both are

characterised by different catalytic changes — whereas Noonan syndrome is characterised

by activating mutations, LEOPARD syndrome is characterised by mutations which nega-

tively affect the catalytic capabilities of SHP2 [198]. In haematological cancers, several

links have been found between PTPN11 mutations and juvenile cases of B-cell lymphocytic

leukaemia [199], pediatric AML (where PTPN11 mutations are associated with specific cel-

lular morphology but not with changes in mortality risk) [200], and juvenline myelomonocytic
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leukaemia (JMML), where a third of cases have PTPN11 mutations [201, 202], as well as in

8% of all patients with AML [203], where it is closely associated with NPM1 mutations.

Interestingly, PTPN11 mutations are absent in most CH studies [82, 88, 96, 116–120]

(0.0067 mutations per individual on average (0.0000-0.0294); Table 1.1; Figure 1.4), further

highlighting their prevalent role in juvenile and pediatric oncological diseases and in a few

cases of adult AML.

DNA damage regulation

Tumor protein 53 (TP53)

TP53 encodes a transcription factor that also acts as a tumor suppressor gene [204], re-

sponding to a wide variety of insults to the cell such as DNA damage, hypoxia or oncogene

activation [205] with at least twelve known isoforms across several tissues [206, 207]. The

pathways involving p53, the protein encoded by TP53, are notably complex, with different

p53 isoforms and closely related proteins such as p73 and p63 controlling the transcription

of specific p53 isoforms [207]. Additionally, the ubiquitousness of p53 — expressed in every

cell excluding erythrocytes — does not represent a universal function; indeed, its function is

dependent on the tissue where it is expressed, maintaining nonetheless a universal role as

a tumour suppressor [204]. To further complicate the severity of TP53 mutations, p53 can

also be differentially expressed rather than mutated to lead to worse or better prognosis in

different cancer types [204, 208, 209]. In myeloid cancers specifically, it is known that TP53

mutations can be found in 5-10% of de novo AML cases, but in about half of AML cases

with a complex karyotype, which is generally associated with poor outcomes [210–212].

Therapy-related cases of MDS are enriched in TP53 mutations [213]. Additionally, multiple

p53 mutations, indicative of biallelic targeting, are associated with a worse prognosis in and

characterise clinically distinct subtypes of MDS [214]. Lastly, very large clones harbouring

TP53 mutations are associated with a worse prognosis in AML patients [215]. As men-

tioned before, the function of p53 in myeloid malignancies is further affected by p53 pathway

dysfunctions are highly common in AML [216, 217] independent from TP53 mutation status.

In CH, TP53 is detected in a modest proportion of individuals [82, 88, 90, 96, 100, 116–

120] (0.0723 mutations per individual on average (0.0000-0.3); Table 1.1; Figure 1.4), be-

ing, together with PPM1D, expectedly more prevalent in CH cases that result from therapy

[218].

Protein phosphatase Mg2+/Mn2+-dependent 1D (PPM1D)

PPM1D encodes a nuclear phosphatase and its overexpression is cytostatic, an effect

which depends on its dephosphorylation activity [219]. This nuclear phosphatase is respon-
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sible for dephosphorylating the active forms of Checkpoint kinase 1 and p53 after DNA repair

pathways have been triggered — this ensures that the cell is able to return to homeostasis

[220]. Intuitively, the overexpression of PPM1D leads to oncogenic phenotypes [221], specif-

ically by the suppression of p53 activity [222]. PPM1D mutations are usually truncating and

activating and are especially prevalent in ovarian and breast cancers [116], with cancers

that have multiple PPM1D copies or that overexpress PPM1D are associated with a poorer

prognosis [223–225]. PPM1D overexpression and activating mutations are also present in

a large number of MPN and are thought to lead to MPN progression [226].

In CH, PPM1D mutations are highly associated with therapy-related CH [88, 96, 100, 116,

117] (0.0153 mutations per individual on average (0.0000-0.0482); Table 1.1; Figure 1.4),

an effect that is thought to be driven by the ability of PPM1D mutant cells to thrive in cytotoxic

environments [227]. Additionally, PPM1D CH is associated with increased monocyte counts

[121].

BRCA1/BRCA2-containing complex subunit 3 (BRCC3)

BRCA1/BRCA2-containing complex subunit 3 (BRCC3) encodes a deubiquitinating en-

zyme responsible for the deubiquitination of lysine-63 (K63) [228], a residue whose ubiq-

uitination is typically associated with altered protein function [229]. BRCC3 plays a crucial

role in the repair of double strand breaks and mutations in BRCC3 or BRCC3 loss has

been shown to be associated with impaired DNA repair [230]. Additionally, loss of BRCC3

deregulates the activity of the inflammasome (oligomeric protein complexes that trigger in-

flammatory responses [231]) [232]. BRCC3 mutations are more typically associated with

MDS [233] rather than with AML [122], but specific AML subtypes show a higher prevalence

of BRCC3 mutations, which are also indicative of a better prognosis [229, 234].

In the context of CH, BRCC3 is not particularly interesting despite its association with

MDS. It is usally present in small numbers in CH studies that consider it [82, 88, 118] (0.0003

mutations per individual on average (0-0.0005); Table 1.1; Figure 1.4).

Splicing factors

Splicing factor 3b subunit 1 (SF3B1)

SF3B1 expresses subunit 1 of the splificing factor complex 3B, a constitutive part of the

larger complex of the U2 small nuclear ribonucleoproteins which participates in pre-mRNA

splicing [235–237] through branchpoint recognition [238]. Mutations in SF3B1 are associ-

ated with the repression of BRD9, a tumor suppressor associated with chromatin remod-

elling, possibly by altering its role in branchpoint recognition [239]. SF3B1 mutations are

relatively uncommon in most haematological cancers except MDS — where they are asso-
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ciated with a specific MDS subtype [240, 241] — and chronic lymphocytic leukaemia (CLL),

where they lead to distinctively altered pre-mRNA splicing and were associated with poorer

survival [242, 243]. Importantly, in MDS, a high frequency of mutations in the splicing ma-

chinery (which includes SF3B1, SRSF2 and U2AF1 is thought to happen in the first few

stages of the disease [156, 244, 245]) [246]. More specifically, two hotspots constitute fre-

quently mutated SF3B1 mutants — K666N, which is associated with increased risk of mor-

tality and specific pre-mRNA splicing alterations [247], and K700E, which is also associated

with altered pre-mRNA splicing and leads to impaired erythropoiesis [248].

In CH, SF3B1 mutations are found at low prevalence [82, 88, 90, 96, 100, 116–120]

(0.0211 mutations per individual on average (0-0.1471); Table 1.1; Figure 1.4) and show a

strong positive association with age [89, 90, 116].

Serine and arginine rich splicing factor 2 (SRSF2)

Serine and arginine rich splicing factor 2 (SRSF2) encodes a splicing enzyme involved in

splicing and spliceosome assembly [249] and is involved in the recognition of specific mRNA

sites [250] and also in transcriptional elongation [251]. In human disease, SRSF2 mutations

play a role that is typically associated with alterations in splicing — indeed, this is observed

in AML [252] and in most MDS [246, 253], especially CMML [254, 255]. Alterations in

splicing are also observable in SRSF2-mutant MDS [256]. SRSF2 mutations, together with

U2AF1 mutations, are remarkably absent in childhood MDS and JMML [257, 258], a finding

that is important once one considers the strong association between splicing machinery CH

and age [246]. In all cases, mutations in SRSF2-P95 are the most common, with SRSF2-

P95H being the one having a much more preponderant role in the progression to MDS, AML

and MPN [245, 259, 260]. Unsurprisingly, SRSF2-P95H also leads to the most noticeable

changes in pre-mRNA binding of all SRSF2 mutations [261, 262].

Similarly to SF3B1, SRSF2 mutations are present in few individuals with CH [82, 88,

90, 96, 100, 116–120] (0.0155 mutations per individual on average (0-0.0882); Table 1.1;

Figure 1.4) despite showing a strong association with age and being detectable only in older

individuals [90, 116].

U2 small nuclear RNA auxiliary factor 1 (U2AF1)

U2AF1 synthesises one of the two subunits responsible for the formation of the U2AF

splicing factor — U2AF1 and U2AF2 [263]. It has important roles in normal haematopoiesis,

with competitive transplantation assays in mice showing that U2af1-deficient cells are unable

to compete with wildtype U2af1 cells and transcriptome analysis revealing downregulation

of HSC maintenance genes and upregulation of genes associated with DNA damage and
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apoptosis in U2af1-deficient mice [264]. Studies using human cells have also shown that

wildtype U2AF1 acts as a non-canonical translational repressor through the interaction of

the U2AF heteromer with mRNA and that a specific mutation, S34F, leads to increased IL-8

secretion, which is increased in cases of relapsed/refractory AML [263], a haematological

cancer where spliceosome mutations are common [265]. Interestingly, it has also been

shown that, despite the presence of a U2AF1 mutation, a wildtype copy is always required

to ensure cell survival [266, 267], making U2AF1 mutations always monoallelic. In haema-

tological malignancies, spliceosome mutations are relatively common in MDS [246], with

U2AF1 mutations being one of the most prevalent in MDS — especially in younger cases

of MDS — and associated with increased mortality risk despite not being particularly repre-

sented in higher or lower risk MDS [268]. U2AF1 mutations are also associated with poor

outcomes after AML with a first complete remission, increasing both the risk of death and

relapse [269], affecting the splicing of genes which, among others, are typically mutated in

haematological malignancies [270] and lead to lineage specific alterations in splicing [271].

It should be noted that the large majority of the aforementioned studies on U2AF1 mu-

tations focus on the S34F hotspot. However, as shown in Chapter 3, it is another hotspot,

Q157, that is the most prevalent in CH. It is interesting that this bias is observable across

several studies, especially when both hotspots are prevalent in equal proportions and are

located in the same tertiary structure responsible for binding to RNA [272]. In CH, U2AF1

mutations are generally present in relatively few cases or completely absent [82, 88, 96,

100, 116–120] (0.0127 mutations per individual on average (0-0.0882); Table 1.1; Fig-

ure 1.4), showing an association, as is the case with other splicing genes, with progression

to therapy-related myeloid neoplasms while mutation prevalence shows no association with

prior therapy. This points towards splicing genes as facilitators of this specific type of myeloid

neoplasms [116].

Glucose metabolism

Isocitrate dehydrogenase (NADP+) 1 and 2 (IDH1 and IDH2)

Isocitrate dehydrogenase (NADP+) 1 (IDH1) and isocitrate dehydrogenase (NADP+) 2

(IDH2) are the genes responsible for encoding NADP+-dependent enzymes responsible for

decarboxylating isocitrate into alpha-ketoglutarate [273], an important step in the citric acid

cycle which produces NADPH. In the liver, the activity and expression of IDH1 is corre-

lated with that of NADPH-dependent processes, namely fatty acid and cholesterol synthesis

[274]. Two mutations are of particular relevance to the study of IDH1/2 in disease — R132

in IDH1 and R140 in IDH2. These mutations frequently co-occur in AML, with mutations in

NPM1 or DNMT3A and using them to stratify AML patients leads to a decrease in overall
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survival when compared with other IDH1/2 mutations [275, 276]. The transformation capa-

bility of these mutations has to do with alterations in their metabolic products — both muta-

tions, while maintaining the NADPH production, lead to the production of 2-hydroxyglutarate

from alpha-ketoglutarate [277]. 2-hydroxyglutarate inhibits H3K9 demethylase KDM4C, an

enzyme responsible for histone H3 demethylation and blocks differentiation [278]. Conse-

quently, a mutation which seemingly affects only the citric acid cycle, is responsible for halt-

ing cell differentiation and promoting transformation. Clones with mutations in IDH1/2 are

able to reconstitute in AML patients which are treated with chemotherapy without this imply-

ing an increased disease risk in the future [279]. Together with their frequent co-clonality,

mutations in IDH1/2 are unlikely to be the sole drivers of AML [280].

In CH, IDH1/2 mutations are present in very small numbers or completely absent [82, 88,

90, 96, 100, 116–120] (0.0132 mutations per individual on average (0-0.0882) and 0.0039

mutations per individual on average (0-0.0294) for IDH2 and IDH1, respectively; Table 1.1;

Figure 1.4).

G-protein coupled receptor-mediated signaling

G-protein subunit beta 1 (GNB1)

G-protein subunit beta 1 (GNB1) encodes the beta-subunit of heterotrimeric guanine

nucleotide-binding proteins (G proteins), a set of intracellular proteins which transduce ex-

tracellular signals received by G protein coupled receptors [281]. The complex formed by

the beta-subunit and the gamma-subunit of G proteins acts as a repressor of the alpha-

subunit by decreasing its affinity for guanosine diphosphate. In haematological cancers,

mutations in GNB1 can show lineage specificity — whereas K57 mutations have been found

exclusively in myeloid neoplasms, I80 mutations are found almost exclusively in B-cell neo-

plasms. GNB1 mutations are also concentrated on the interface of GNB1 with the alpha-

subunit [282], thus making it likely that GNB1 mutations lead to constitutive alterations to G

protein-mediated cell signaling.

In CH, GNB1 is prevalent at relatively low frequencies [82, 88, 96, 118] (0.0009 mutations

per individual on average (0-0.002); Table 1.1; Figure 1.4).

Protein degradation

Cbl proto-oncogene (CBL)

CBL acts as a positive regulator of receptor protein-tyrosine kinase ubiquitination, thus be-

ing involved in their degradation. By doing so it contributes to the termination of the signaling

triggered by these receptors [283]. More specifically, CBL binds to tyrosine-phosphorylated
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substrates through its Src homology 2 domain (SH2) and recruits ubiquitinating enzymes

through its Really Interesting New Gene (RING) domain [284]. In myeloid neoplasms, Cbl

proto-oncogene (CBL) mutations are detected later during disease progression and are as-

sociated with transformation [285] except in CMML [286] and especially in JMML [287, 288],

while also being associated with 11q uniparental disomy in myeloid neoplasms [289].

In CH, CBL is relatively common [82, 88, 96, 116–120] (0.0493 mutations per individual

on average (0.0002-0.1765); Table 1.1; Figure 1.4).

Other determinants and features of CH

The aforementioned genes constitute less than half of the genes that would generally

be studied in CH. Nonetheless, the examples provided are representative — indeed, the

differential and oftentimes age-dependent prevalence of genes paints a landscape that is

complex enough. This complexity, however, cannot prevent us from drawing a few remarks

that allow us to better draw the patterns of CH.

The age-dependency of spliceosome mutations. U2AF1, SRSF2 and SF3B1 are com-

monly associated with more advanced age. From this, two theories can be posited — either

mutations in these genes appear at a much later stage in life or they appear consistently

through life but are only able to expand in older individuals due to specific stimuli such as

that of inflammaging [290] or specific insults. In either case there is a specific bias con-

tributing towards the late appearance of these clones. While it could also be possible that

these clones grow consistently through life at a very slow rate, this is highly unlikely — while

being able to detect clones with a VAF as small as 2%, Jaiswal et al. where only able to

detect one larger than 6% [82], whereas another study, while being able to detect clones as

small as 1%, could only find U2AF1 at a VAF of at least 5% [218]. These data, while some-

what anecdotal, point towards a late expansion of U2AF1. Other data also supports this

evidence for specific spliceosome mutations — U2AF1-Q157 and SRSF2-P95H are largely

absent during childhood and early adulthood and remain practically undetected in cases of

childhood MDS and juvenile CMML [257, 258], as is the case with other splicing-associated

mutations such as SF3B1 [291];

The impact of life events in CH. Cancer therapy can lead to increased CH prevalence

as shown in a few studies [116, 218]; indeed, mutations in genes such as PPM1D and

TP53 are more likely to appear in blood after cancer therapy. ASXL1, on the other hand,

shows a distinct association with smoking [121], while DNMT3A and TET2 CH expand more

quickly in cases of chronic infection and inflammation, respectively [126, 292]. What this

entails for the work discussed in Chapter 3, which studies the evolutionary dynamics of
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CH, is that life events can have a meaningful impact on CH, making the expectation of a

perfect extrapolation to the past more complicated. Other mechanisms inherent to a pool of

clonal HSC with different fitness such as competition is also likely to make these inferences

more complicated [293] by leading to the underestimation of fitness effects. It is also worth

noting that competition is obfuscated by the fact that a large majority of CH still goes by

undetected [88, 96, 294]. These expansions with no known drivers can be caused by, for

example, large-scale chromosomal alterations — deletions, duplications and copy-neutral

loss of heterozygosity — some of which are germline mutations [93, 94, 295, 296].

A final factor that is worth noting is that clinical phenotypes can be associated with mu-

tations in healthy individuals. Indeed, CH has been shown to be associated with several

distinct blood counts (in some cases with contradictory evidence being presented between

studies; Table 1.2). Importantly, these associations are either observed when studying CH

in general or when considering specific genes (such as the association between CH and

RDW [82, 121] or between JAK2 CH and an increase in WBCC [187], respectively) or within

groups of individuals which progressed to a specific haematological condition (such as the

association between CH in AML progressors and a decrease in RBC and increase in RDW

[101]). Furthermore, chromosome Y loss [297] and mutations in genes such as ASXL1

[121] can be associated with smoking history. Complex relationships between genetics and

phenotype are evident. However, despite the presence of associations between CH and

clinical phenotypes, this is still poorly understood — for instance, when there is a clear as-

sociation (ASXL1 and smoking is perhaps the best example), there may not be any known

mechanism.

As mentioned thus far, CH is a mutational process that leads to the formation of distinct

clones and can lead to the onset of cancer, a progression that is highly dependent on the

mutated genes — it is necessary to better understand how evolutionary theory can help in

explaining these differences.

1.3. Evolutionary theory and somatic evolution

The application of the theory of natural selection as posited by Charles Darwin in the

19th century [300] and initially developed by Greek and Islamic scholars before him [301,

302] has been studied in cancer development since the 1970s by Peter C. Nowell as he ob-

served that specific karyotypes were much more prevalent than others in individual tumours

[303]. About 20 years earlier, Nowell and a collaborator — David A. Hungerford — were

responsible for one of the better known chromosomal abnormalities in chronic myelogenous

leukaemia: the Philadelphia chromosome, characterized as a slightly shorter chromosome

22 and an elongated chromosome 9 as a result of translocation [304]. However, it was
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Table 1.2.: Known associations of clonal haematopoiesis with blood indices.

Blood index Increase Decrease

RDW

[82, 121, 298], in myeloid neoplasm
(MN) progressors [116], in AML
progressors [101], with mCA or

ASXL1/DNMT3A/JAK2 clones [121]
MCV [218] , in MN progressors [116] With ASXL1 clones [121]

RBC count
In AML progressors [101], with mCA

[121]

Hematocrit
[121], with mCA [121], with JAK2

clones [187]

WBC
[96, 218, 298, 299], with JAK2 clones

[187]
In MN progressors [101, 116]

Monocyte
[96, 218], with PPM1D/TET2 clones

[121]
[101]

Neutrophil
[218, 299], with JAK2 clones [187,

298]
In MN progressors [116]

Eosinophil With TET2 clones [121]
Basophil With JAK2 clones [298] [121], with mCA [121]

Lymphocytes [96]
Granulocyte [96]

Thrombocytes With JAK2 clones [187]

Platelet volume [96, 121], with JAK2 clones [121]
[218], in MN progressors [116], in AML

progressors [101]

Platelet count

[96, 121], with JAK2 clones [121, 298],
with large TET2 or DNMT3A clones

(>10% VAF) [146], with DNMT3A
clones [121]

Platelet distribution
width

[121], with mCA or JAK2 clones [121] With ASXL1 clones [121]

Mean corpuscular
haemoglobin

With ASXL1 clones [121], with mCA
[121]

[121, 298], in MN progressors [116],
with mCA [121]

Haemoglobin volume With JAK2 clones [187]

the later observation of intra-tumoural evolution that drove the interest in cancer evolution

among molecular biologists [305]. This discovery was followed by another important find-

ing — that proto-oncogenes (genes that, once mutated, can become tumorigenic) were

mutated in healthy cells [306, 307]. It was only a matter of time before genetic models

of tumorigenesis were considered — for instance, Eric R. Fearon and Bert Vogelstein ob-

served a consistent increase in the prevalence of mutant RAS and 17p loss as colorectal

carcinomas progressed, also noting that the number of chromosomal alterations increased

with progression [308] and Califano et al. observed that in head and neck tumours there

was a specific progression of chromosomal arms that could consistently delineate tumour

progression [309]. The interest in genetic models of cancer has not weaned — indeed, it

has incorporated technological developments such as sequential CRISPR, through which
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Wang et al. were able to show a likely sequence of mutation acquisition steps that are more

likely to drive myeloid leukaemia [259] and single-cell colonies, which allowed researchers

to identify genetic models of tumorigenesis through phylogenetic reconstruction in acute

myeloid leukaemia and myeloproliferative neoplasms, respectively [310–312]. Also recently,

it has been shown why mutator sites — sites which, when mutated, increase the mutation

rate — happen later during cancer progression: if they happen at population sizes which are

too small (at early stages of cancer development) they are deleterious due to the promotion

of increased genomic instability [313]. For instance, mutations in TP53 which promote ge-

nomic instability are rarely founding mutations in colorectal cancer [314] and, despite being

highly prevalent in ultraviolet light-exposed skin, TP53 mutations have a tendency to dis-

appear once exposure is ceassed [315]. Considering this complexity and while the earlier

genetic models of cancer assumed that a sequential and discrete acquisition of mutations

drove tumour progression, with each stage-specific clone overtaking the entire population,

the more recent genetic models did a better job at recognizing the influence of more complex

subclonal architectures, progressive acquisition of mutations, and the role of competition in

tumours [305, 316]. Additionally, while the first cancer genetic models were built on the idea

of punctuated equilibrium, where one observes a sequence of steady states intercalated

with catastrophic events, more recent genetic models are in general more gradualist, incor-

porating a more continuous vision of cancer evolution. This debate, however, is far from

settled [317, 318].

1.3.1. The Wright-Fisher model

To model evolution, different models are available, one of which is the Wright-Fisher

model. The Wright-Fisher model considers a population of diploid N hermaphroditic individ-

uals, each of which is characterized by a set of P genetic positions (loci) which can take on

different alleles (different versions of the same genetic position). The Wright-Fisher model

defines how this population progresses through generations considering that generations

do not overlap and that all individuals give rise to their offspring at exactly the same time

through random mating — an individual on a given generation will have a combination of the

alleles present in the previous generation. However, this process of allelic inheritance is not

completely random — the allele counts in a generation are determined by their prevalence in

the previous generation. Indeed, considering that two alleles (A and B) exist in a population

of diploid N hermaphroditic individuals, the probability of allele A having k counts in the next

generation is given by
(

2N
k

)
pkq2N−k, where p and q are the fraction of alleles A and B in

the present generation, respectively. In other words, the counts X of allele A are distributed

according to a binomial distribution with probability p and 2N trials (X ∼ Binom(2N, p)),

making E[X] = np and V ar[X] = npq [319].
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Fitness advantage and selection. In this scenario, the way that the distributions of alleles

A andB evolve is stochastic — while clearly defined and dependent on the initial prevalence

of each allele, there is no way of predicting the long-term outcome. Indeed, either A or B

can become fixated in the population (a situation where either B or A disappears completely

from the population, respectively). This behaviour is known as stochastic or genetic drift and

describes how alleles evolve when no allele is fitter than the other (the probability of either

becoming fixated in the population is identical). However, in the circumstance where, despite

identical proportions p and q, allele A is still more likely to be represented in the following

generation, it is said that allele A is being positively selected. This positive selection is

parametrized by a fitness advantage s > 0 and is used to scale p such that p′ = (1 + s)p,

leading to X ′ ∼ Binom(2N, p(1 + s)) and E[X ′] = np(1 + s). This has quite simple

consequences — by increasing the probability of the binomial sampling of A counts, the

population of clones with A will increase at a greater rate than that of B, leading to the

eventual fixation of A in the population and depletion of B. However, it should be noted

that the effect of the absolute fitness is affected by the average fitness of the population

w̄ = p2(1 + s) + 2pq(1 + hs) + q2(1) = p2 + p2s + 2pq + 2pqhs + q2 = 1 + p2s +

2pqhs, following the Hardy-Weinberg law (1 = p2 + 2pq + q2) and where h is the fraction

of heterozygous (carrying both A and B alleles) individuals in the population. Having the

average population fitness w̄ and the absolute fitness s, the relative allele frequency at time

t + 1 is expected to be p(t + 1) = p(t)1+s
w̄ = p(t) 1+s

1+p2s+2pqhs
. As p becomes closer to

1 (and q, consequently, approaches 0), p(t + 1) = p(t)1+s
1+s = p(t). In other words, the

rate of growth of a clone will saturate as its frequency approaches 1. To better formalize

the advantage of A over B, assuming that A and B can confer the fitness advantage s

and r, respectively, and remembering that p(t + 1) = p(t)1+s
w̄ , the ratio between allele

frequencies can be given by p(t+1)
q(t+1) =

p(t) 1+s
w̄

q(t) 1+r
w̄

= p(t)(1+s)
q(t)(1+r) which becomes, by induction and

for any time increment ti,
p(t+t1)
q(t+ti)

= p(t)
q(t) (1+s

1+r )ti . Taking the logarithm of the latter expression,

log(p(t+ti)q(t+ti)
) = log(1+s

1+r )t+log(p(t)q(t) ). This linear function of t reveals that A is em = 1+s
1+r times

fitter than B, with m being the slope of this linear function of t.

Mutations. Extending the Wright-Fisher model to account for fitness advantages enables

the study of populations evolving under selection and given an initial allele distribution. How-

ever, this is not necessarily useful if the focus is on somatic mutations — in humans, the

amount of somatic mutations at birth is quite low [98, 320], increasing linearly with age at

an apparently constant rate in healthy individuals [98, 321]. The Wright-Fisher model can

thus be extended to include the possibility of mutations — a change of alleles in a specific

locus — at every generation. This is parametrized as the mutation rate u which defines the
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probability of an allele changing in a given locus. This extension permits the simulation of

a process that is more similar to the acquisition of somatic mutations through life. On each

generation, we would have prior to the sampling process described above a given number

of diploid sites p on N individuals under some probability u of acquiring a mutation — in

effect, on each generation, there is a probability of a new mutation being acquired of 2Npu.

Multiple sites. An important and final (for the purpose of this dissertation) aspect of evo-

lution is still missing from this model — that of multiple sites. The possibility of an indi-

vidual having a specific combination of alleles is important since it allows us to account,

for instance, for the presence of multiple alleles conferring fitness advantages or the more

generic effect of epistasis, where the effect of a specific allele depends on the presence

of other alleles. In terms of the simulation itself, a clone (defined as a genetically-defined

and distinct set of individuals from a population) is characterized by a set of n mutations

Sm = m1,m2, ...,mn and each of these mutations confers a fitness advantage si ≥ 0,

where si is the fitness advantage of mutation i (mi). To combine multiple fitness effects,

one can assume that these are additive — for example, if a clone c1 is characterized by

mutations m42 and m13, its fitness advantage is s42 + s13 and its probability pc1 in the next

generation (t + 1) is given by pc1(t + 1) =
1+sc1
w̄ pc1(t) = 1+s42+s13

w̄ pc1(t). Now, rather than

having a binomial distribution with 2N trials for a population of N diploid individuals, it is

multinomial distribution parametrized by a set of probabilities Spc = pc1 , pc2 , ..., pcn , each

multiplied by the fitness advantage conferred by the mutations on their respective clones.

One advantage of this approach is that the expected value and the variance of the propor-

tion of the counts of any given clone ci for the next generation is analogous to the binomial

case above: E[Xci ] = np′ci and V ar[Xci ] = np′ci(1−
′ pci), where p′ci = (1 + sci)pci .

Somatic evolution. As mentioned, humans accumulate mutations consistently through

life at an approximately constant rate ([98, 321]). A few mutations — known as drivers —

confer a significant fitness advantage and are positively selected. However, most mutations

will confer a negligible fitness advantage and are only able to grow over life thanks to the

stochastic dynamics of genetic drift or by appearing in already fit clones. This process,

where neutral mutations grow thanks to the fitness effect of driver mutations is known as

"hitchhiking" and these mutations are known as passenger mutations. In the context of

somatic mutation, a slow, constant process of asexual reproduction (where descendants

have a single parent in the previous generation) sometimes leads to the presence of multiple

drivers on different clones, leading to clones which are fitter than others and to competition

between them. This process, akin to the natural selection posited by Darwin, will lead to

the formation of complex mutational landscapes within each individual. In cases where
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the population is well-mixed and homogeneous, it is possible that very fit clones or clones

harbouring more than one driver mutation take over the entire population [317, 322].

The Wright-Fisher model allows for a simple but powerful and informative query — given

a set of initial circumstances, how does a population evolve in terms of its allele frequency

over time? However, only in the laboratory can evolution be studied in such a way. In real

world settings, the available alternative is observing the current genetic diversity and look

back into the past, thus motivating the coalescent.

1.3.2. The coalescent

The coalescent is a phylogenetic reconstruction of the relations between a finite set of

individuals (in most cases characterized by their genetic sequences) up to their most recent

common ancestor (MRCA). Typically, the coalescent is used to derive statistics about the

population, rather than to precisely describe phylogenetic relations [319]. The simplest way

to build an example of the coalescent is to take a sample of n individuals from the current

and fixed-size population of N individuals and to "go back in time" — starting from the

present generation t, a sample with replacement of the N individuals is drawn for every

individual in the sample at generation t with probability p to get to the number of parents

in generation t − 1. Repeating this iteratively, until only one parent is identified — in other

words, until the MRCA for the sample is found — leads to the construction of a coalescent

that recapitulates the population structure observed in the present. In the coalescent, the

probability p represents the probability that a member of the population on generation t− 1

is the parent of any member of the population on generation t.

If p is the same (uniform) for all parents in generation t− 1, any single one has the same

chance of being a parent of any one of the children in generation t — in other words, the

population is evolving neutrally. If p is not uniform (i.e. one of the possible parents has x

times the probability of being a parent) this leads to more children in generation t having

the same parent, which would be the expected case when a sample of the population is

under positive selection. From this description, it is possible to see how this is remarkably

similar to the Wright-Fisher model assuming neutrality — the population is constant and

well-mixed, each generation is discrete and non-overlapping and populations evolve under

neutral evolution [319]. The fact that the coalescent looks back in time has, as described,

good reasons from a theoretical and practical point of view. However, computational reasons

also motivate this — it is much easier to simulate the previous generation of a sample with

n elements than the next generation of a population of size N (here N � n).

The coalescent is helpful to study a number of properties of a population — for instance,

it is possible to calculate the probability that a coalescence will not happen at a given gen-
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eration t − 1 for a sample of n individuals from a (diploid) population of size 2N in genera-

tion t: pcoal=0 = 2N−1
2N

2N−2
2N ...2N−(n−1)

2N = (1 − 1
2N )(1 − 2

2N )...(1 − n+1
2N ) and, by ignoring

terms which are similar to 1
4N2 or smaller and considering that

∑A
a=1 i = A(A−1)

2 =
(
A
2

)
,

pno coal = 1 − 1
2N −

2
2N − ... − n−1

2N = 1 −
(
n
2

)
1

2N . This makes the probability of ob-

serving at least one coalescent event in generation t − 1 pcoal>0 =
(
n
2

)
1

2N . In other

words, as N increases, the probability of a coalescence on the previous generation de-

creases, leading to trees that span more generations. Another consequence of this is that,

as the coalescent progresses through generations, the probability of a coalescent event

decreases as n also decreases, leading to trees with short branches and many coales-

cent events near the initial sample and longer branches as the MRCA approaches. One

can generalize this probability to the probability of no coalescence over ∆t generations:

P (T > ∆t) = p∆t
coal=0 = (1 −

(
n
2

)
1

2N )∆t. Using a similar formulation, Kingman showed, in

1982, that the coalescent times are independent and exponentially distributed such that their

probability density function is f(ti) =
(
n
2

)
e−(n2)ti , where ti is the time during which there are

i branches in the coalescent. This allows the calculation of the expected value and variance

of the times between coalescent events Ti, E[Ti] = 2
i(i−1) and V ar[Ti] = ( 2

i(i−1))2 [323]. At

this point, it is also important to note that the coalescent can also approximate the Wright-

Fisher model under neutrality for large enough N and with mutations, highlighting how the

coalescent is analogous to genetic drift progressing backwards in time [324]. The coales-

cent and some of its properties — particularly the distribution of times between coalescent

events — are the foundation of the estimation of the evolution of the effective population size

(Ne).

When studying the coalescent, we are not necessarily interested in any specific tree —

in reality and for most cases, a distribution of likely solutions, rather than a single solution,

explains the data [319]. The coalescent is, for the most part, used to estimate two param-

eters of great importance for evolving populations — the time between generations and the

Ne. The Ne is the size of an ideal population (a population under the assumptions of ran-

dom mating, constant population size and fixed generation times) necessary to generate the

amount of diversity observed in the genetically characterized sample [319]. TheNe can then

be used to measure fluctuations in the population size and whether the population is under

the effect of any form of selection — as the real population approaches the characteristics

of the ideal population, the Ne also approaches the real population size.

1.3.3. Phylogenetics and the phylodynamic estimation of populations

While the coalescent can be useful, sometimes the interest lies in the estimation of the

tree that best describes the population structure. Phylogenetics is concerned with the esti-
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mation of the tree that best represents the evolutionary relationship between different indi-

viduals, otherwise known as the phylogenetic tree or phylogeny. In phylogenies, it is often

assumed that the number of mutations scales linearly with time — in other words, the rate of

mutation accumulation is constant along a phylogeny [325]. While this is often hard to verify

as it requires validation through orthogonal methods or exclusion of some samples [325], it

is a relatively fair assumption in human somatic evolution in healthy tissues [98, 321, 326].

As such, this permits not only the timing of mutations from phylogenetic trees, but also the

estimation of the dynamics of the population through the use of phylodynamics.

Phylodynamics is, historically, the field concerned with how specific processes — im-

munological, evolutionary or epidemiological — affect viral phylogenies [327]. Particularly

and at its inception, changes to the viral population were suggested as having a sizeable

impact on viral phylogenies [328] — indeed and thinking about the coalescent, where the

probability of a coalescent event is in part determined by the size of the population, this is

quite a reasonable statement. Following this line of thought also reveals a few more concep-

tual conclusions from the aspect of a phylogeny — if the population increases exponentially

with time, then coalescent events would have been more probable early on; if, on the other

hand, the population remains constant, most coalescent events would occur closer to the

time of sampling. It should be noted that, for phylogenetics in general and especially for

phylodynamics, the size of the population describes the effective population size, rather

than population size, as it still assumes, much like the coalescent, an ideal population. For

this reason, the population sizes I discuss in the Introduction and in Chapters 2 and 3 refer

specifically to the size of the population capable of generating offspring.

While phylodynamics is concerned with the causes of a specific phylogenetic tree struc-

ture, the starting point for phylodynamic analyses is often the phylogenetic tree itself, with

the purpose of phylodynamics being the reconstruction of a few of the aspects of the popu-

lation. For instance, the time for two members of a phylogeny to share a coalescent event

— directly observable from a phylogenetic tree — is assumed to be exponentially distributed

with rate λ(n) =
(
n
2

)
1
N = pcoal>0 — in other words, the expected time for a coalescence to

occur between two members is the inverse of the probability of a coalescent event occurring

and can be used to infer how the population evolved. From this, it follows that the expected

time until the MRCA of a phylogenetic tree can be calculated, assuming that coalescent

event probabilities are independent of one another, as 1
λ(n) + 1

λ(n−1) + ...+ 1
λ(2) , which can

be stated as 2N(1 − 1
n); a natural consequence of this is that, as n → inf, the expected

time until the phylogenetic tree converges on its MRCA is 2N [327].

The previous paragraph worked under the assumption that N was constant through time
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— that the population size did not change along the phylogeny. However, in a fair number

of cases and particularly in my case, where the main interest is the evolutionary dynamics

of fit clones in the HSC population, this can be unrealistic — not only does the population

of specific clones change, but so does the population of HSC in general during gestation

and development [5]. As such, one has to think of these models in terms of a changing

population size, N(t): λ(n, t) =
(
n
2

)
1

N(t) . I focus on the analyses of specific groups of

branches in the tree, all of which harbour the same driver mutation. This group is other-

wise known as a clade and unless, other driver mutations are acquired, I can assume that

each individual clade is evolving under neutral pressure. This is helpful since it allows the

assumption that a constant growth rate drives the expansion — for instance, if this growth

rate is exponential with initial population size N0 and rate r, it is possible to say that the

distribution of times between coalescent events is λ(n, t) =
(
n
2

)
1

N0e−rt
[327]. This example

can then be expanded to include changes in rates and dynamics, making the growth of the

Ne more flexible and less parametric; this can be useful to capture, for example, cases of

competition or catastrophic events — in the case of competition, one expects growth to be

faster when no other clones are present and competing for the same resources, while in the

case of a catastrophic event it can be expected for the Ne to grow more slowly or even to

decrease. Another, perhaps better known example in the field of phylodynamics, is that of

flu seasonality — during colder months, the Ne of H1N1 circulates through the population

much more effectively, leading to a temporary increase in the effective population size [329].

1.3.4. The neutral theory (of cancer evolution)

Even if an excellent genetic model for tumour progression could be devised, a seemingly

unintuitive factor of the evolution of mutagenesis is still at play — a dramatically high number

of mutations are acquired each year [330], with most having no detectable fitness advan-

tage. This led Motoo Kimura to posit one of the core tenets of molecular evolution, known

as the neutral theory of molecular evolution — the majority of mutations accounting for intra-

and inter-individual variability confer no advantage whatsoever [331]; in fact, most mutations

are, from an evolutionary perspective, completely useless, and most of the variation ob-

served can be attributed to mutation and stochastic drift. In other words, most mutations are

neutral and, in mathematical terms and according to Kimura, their fitness s is smaller than

the inverse of the Ne assuming diploidy: s < 1
2Ne

, with 1
2Ne

corresponding to the fixation

probability for a neutral mutation. Additionally, the probability of fixation for a mutation under

positive selection is ρ = 1−e−4spNe

1−e−4sNe
for an allele with initial frequency p [332] — assuming

that all alleles begin with a single cell, ρ = 1−e−2s

1−e−4sNe
. Immediately, what becomes evident is

that the fixation probability for both depends largely on the population size: in both cases,

this probability increases as theNe decreases, making the effect of fitness highly dependent
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on population size — at very small Ne, drift overpowers the effect of fitness. While this may

be unremarkable, it is important when considering the effect of founding populations when

analysing evolution — a small, physically bounded population can give rise to a dominating

and neutral genotype by simply having no pressures that would actively select against it: an

example of this is brought by Stephen Jay Gould, who, in his essay “Unenchanted Evening”,

discusses Partula snails, a Polynesian snail species which acquired a high level of diversity

purely due to the effect of founding populations managing to subsist without contact with

other Partula snail populations [333].

Positive selection in cancer under the neutral theory

The steady accumulation of mutations through life is verifiable in humans [5, 311, 334]

— indeed, between hundreds and thousands of mutations are acquired through life in both

normal and cancerous tissue. And this effect of neutral evolution does not stop at somatic

mutations in normal tissue — in human cancer one can also find evidence for the neutral

theory of molecular evolution. Martincorena et al., by analysing the evolutionary pressure

under which 7,664 tumours across 29 cancer types, determined that each tumour has a

modest number of drivers (between 1 and 10) and that about 5% of all nonsynonymous

mutations are under positive selection [335], thus extending the theory of neutral molecular

evolution to cancer. To do this, they built on a popular measure to measure selection —

dN/dS [336]. dN/dS is the ratio between the rate of non-synonymous mutations and the rate

of synonymous mutations and it quantifies the excess number of positively selected muta-

tions — for example, a dN/dS of 1.05 shows that 5% of the nonsynonymous mutations are

under positive selection. Martincorena et al. extended this model into dNdScv, accounting

for different mutation rates across genes and different mutation types (missense, nonsense

and essencial splice site mutations), thus accounting for the potentially different selection

pressures that may affect truncating mutations when compared to missense mutations and

the effect of replication time and expression levels on the mutation rate of different genes

[337]. Additionally, dNdScv incorporates context-aware nucleotide substitution models, con-

templating tri-nucleotide (the base before and after the substitution site) or penta-nucleotide

(the two bases before and after the substitution site) contexts, to account for the effect of

different mutational processes [338], showing that using simpler substitution models leads

to biased estimates of positive selection [335].

The term “neutral theory of molecular evolution” is perhaps unintuitive — by saying that

cancer evolution follows the theory of neutral molecular evolution, one is not trying to imply

that clones are devoid of a fitness advantage when they sweep an entire population of cells

(indeed, Martincorena et al. finds an average of 4 driver mutations per tumour); rather, what
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is implied by this is that the majority of variation is driven not by selection, but by stochastic

drift. A more practical example of this is amino acid substitutions — while a leucine-to-

alanine substitution (both apolar, small amino acids) may not lead to any change in fitness,

a leucine-to-histidine is much more likely to be deleterious, with histidine being a large, basic

amino acid. The generalization of this is best understood as amino acid substitutions being

more likely under a neutral evolution model as the physico-chemical distance between the

original and mutant allele decreases; conversely, mutations which confer a fitness advantage

are more likely to correspond to a higher physico-chemical distance between original and

mutated allele [331]. The main conclusion one should leverage from the neutral theory of

molecular evolution is that there often are cases where mutation prevalence in specific genes

may not correspond to an effective increase in fitness; drift can account, especially at earlier

stages through the effect of founding populations, for some of this variation, while many

nonsynonymous mutations may confer no advantage, creating difficulties in the selection of

potential targets for cancer therapy. It becomes clear how, through the lenses of the neutral

theory of molecular evolution, prevalence can fail to be representative of fitness.

1.4. The dynamics of clonal haematopoiesis

Several cross-sectional studies on CH have been conducted, helping researchers gain a

perspective on the prevalence and possible associations of CH with relevant clinical factors.

However, few have been able to draw conclusions regarding the dynamics of CH. Some

studies have used clone size to draw conclusions regarding the timing of each clone, as-

suming that larger clones appeared earlier [268]. However, these estimates rely heavily on

the assumption that the fitness advantage conferred by each mutation is relatively similar.

Others have used clone size in combination with copy number alterations to rank mutations

on a per-individual basis, further aggregating these estimates for each cancer type to render

genetic models of mutational acquisition for different tumours [339, 340] and even specifi-

cally to haematological cancers [244]. While it seems intuitive to test these methods on

CH, it is unlikely that the mutational landscape is composed of a large clone accumulating

more mutations — in fact, it is much more likely that CH is oligoclonal, with few co-occurring

mutations on the same clone [98, 341, 342]. As such and despite recent developments in

the study of cancer evolution, different approaches have to be considered for CH.

In 2016, Young et al. presents the first instance of longitudinal sequencing in CH. How-

ever, having only access to two timepoints per individual and a relatively small cohort, it

avoids drawing any inference pertaining to the dynamics CH, noting instead that there ap-

pears to be a high degree of heterogeneity — while some clones grow considerably, others

remain stable or even decrease in size [119]. In 2020, Suarez-Gonzalez et al. investigate
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how these clones evolve after bone marrow transplant, reaching similar conclusions to those

by Young et al. [343]. Later in 2020, Mencia-Trinchant et al. looked at how CH mutations

were acquired and evolved in two astronauts before, during and after spaceflight. To do this,

they whole-genome sequence both individuals at high temporal resolution and show how

different genes and sites grow differently, with two distinct DNMT3A clones showing dramat-

ically different trajectories within the same individual [344]. However and similarly to [119],

the very small sample size prohibits any form of major conclusions.

In 2020, it was van Zeventer et al. that provided corroborating evidence to and elabo-

rated on the aforementioned heterogeneity when looking at CH in a control-matched cohort

of anaemic older individuals. In their work, they quantify the absolute VAF difference us-

ing two timepoints and show that this difference is statistically significant for mutations in

TET2, TP53 and ASXL1. Here, they also try to assess whether specific mutations in CH

constitute a risk factor for the acquisition of novel mutations and present results that point

towards ASXL1 and TET2 mutations as risk factors for additional CH mutations and towards

the protective effect of DNMT3A [345]. In the same year, Watson et al. present the first

systematic study on the gene-specific evolutionary dynamics of CH by aggregating a wealth

of cross-sectional studies on CH. Here, they make use of the Fokker-Planck equation —

a mathematical model that describes the temporal evolution of probability density functions

under both deterministic and stochastic forces (such as fitness advantages and genetic drift,

respectively) — in combination with well-established molecular evolution theory to model

how the VAF density of different genes and sites evolves. In their work, they derive and

apply a model that builds on this to infer the fitness that is conferred by mutations in different

sites under a few assumptions, particularly that both fitness advantages and mutation rates

remain constant through life. While both of these assumptions are apparently reasonable

they may not be true for all driver mutations as I will show in Chapter 3. Additionally, the

authors do not consider small clones as they may fall below each "[studies’] limit of reliable

variant detection" and be detection artefacts; however, if low VAF are, rather than technical

artefact, biological fact, this may lead to a slight over-estimation of fitness advantage. Either

way, the work developed by Watson et al. is still remarkable and able to capture the average

fitness of clones over life. In this work, it is shown that different mutations have fairly differ-

ent fitness advantage, even if they affect the same gene (this is particularly made clear in

DNMT3A, with fitness advantages ranging between 10% and almost 20%) [346].

A 2021 article from Poon et al. — from the same group as [346] — presents a different

take on the dynamics of CH — using the VAF distribution of synonymous mutations (the

key assumption in this case is that the accumulation of synonymous mutations can only be

caused if they are passengers in a clone carrying driver mutations) and propose that this
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can be used to infer the growth rate of different clones. Additionally, by association with the

estimation of fitness effects directly from the VAF distribution, they are able to uncover a

wealth of undetected driver mutations by showing that only 10% of cases where the syn-

onymous VAF distributions are likely to be due to their co-occurrence with driver mutations

are in individuals with detectable drivers which reached the same VAF. Finally and as far

as CH is concerned (since they generalize their analysis to oesophagus and other tissues),

they also show that mutations which confer smaller fitness advantages are likelier to appear

earlier in life, whereas highly fit variants are thought to be biased towards older age based

on VAF distributions alone [294].

In 2021, a preprint was posted which discussed the association between clonal dynamics

and insulin resistant and cholesterol levels in obese individuals. To do this, they look at how

VAF levels evolve in 40 individuals over 20 years, showing that most trajectories (42/77) are

static, with a large fraction of them showing considerable growth (30/77) and the remaining

trajectories decreasing over time (5/77) [347]. However, they do not try to quantify the gene-

or site-specific rate growth for any mutation, mentioning that the same mutation appears

to grow at different rates across different individuals, a conclusion similar to that posited

by Young et al. years earlier [119]. A later 2021 preprint by Robertson et al. follows a

longitudinal sequencing experimental protocol similar to the one I worked with — 89 older

individuals (70-90 years) were followed over a median period of 12 years and the blood of

each individual was error-corrected sequenced three times over this period at high depth

(median: 1930x). They then calculate the growth coefficients of different trajectories and

use these to calculate an aggregate on a per-gene basis. Similarly to [346], they assume

a simple birth-death and differentiation process for the HSC population where the fitness

conferred by each mutation can be understood as a bias towards self-renewal in symmetric

divisions. In this work, they only infer the fitness advantage of clones which are growing

faster than would be expected from genetic drift alone, which may be problematic as this is

controlled on a per-clone (rather than per-site or per-gene) basis and may lead to inflated

estimates of the fitness advantage of each gene. In this work, they reach conclusions similar

to the ones I present in Chapter 3 and that are conflicting with those presented by [346]

— that mutations in splicing genes confer greater fitness advantages, while those genes

involved in DNA methylation (DNMT3A) confer much smaller fitness advantages [348]. This

highlights an important difference between both approaches — modelling CH dynamics

using cross-sectional or longitudinal data: the observable clonal dynamics during old-age

may not be representative of lifelong clonal dynamics. Conversely, estimating the fitness

advantage conferred by a mutation using cross-sectional data does not imply that all clones

with this mutation expand at a given rate, nor does it imply that this rate is constant through
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life; rather, it implies that an average fitness advantage is capable of explaining the observed

distribution of VAF for this mutation in individuals with CH. I show in Chapter 3 why this can

be a problematic assumption that misses some key aspects of CH.

1.5. The diagnosis and prognostis of myelodysplastic

syndromes

Myelodysplasias — or MDS — are a broadly defined group of oncological diseases char-

acterized by the absence of healthy myeloid cells and presence of immature cells in the

blood. This can be contrasted with more neoplastic conditions such as AML, which are

characterized by an abnormal growth of myeloid cells. The incidence of MDS was 4.1 cases

per 100,000 in the United States of America in 2015 [349] and 4.44 cases per 100,000 in

the United Kingdom [350]. However, it is important to note that this is highly age-dependent

— indeed, while AML is more prevalent than MDS in individuals younger than 60, this trend

is inverted in individuals over 60, with MDS accounting for a much larger fraction of myeloid

malignancies in this age group [349]. MDS is also more prevalent in white and male individ-

uals [349]. Apart from age, ethnicity and sex, other risk factors also contribute towards the

incidence of MDS, particularly exposure to industrial or agricultural chemicals [351–353],

smoking [352, 353], obesity [354] and even proximity to an industrial plant [351]. Therapy-

related MDS (t-MDS), an aetiologically-defined MDS as being caused by cancer therapy

[355], while being relevant, is not discussed — for the remainder of this dissertation, men-

tions of MDS refer to primary MDS unless otherwise noted.

Prognosis and treatment. MDS can be further divided into a fairly broad range of clinically-

relevant subtypes that affect prognosis and treatment. This depends on the relative fre-

quency of blood and bone marrow blasts, number of cytopenias (MDS is not diagnosed if

there are no cytopenias and the current diagnostic criteria include three possible cytope-

nias — low Hb concentration, low platelet count and low WBC/neutrophil count), number of

dysplastic lineages as observed in a bone marrow slide, cytogenetics and presence of ring

sideroblasts in the bone marrow [356]. This highlights the multiplicity of tests that have to be

performed in order to confirm the diagnostic of MDS and is indicative of the inter-observer

diagnostic heterogeneity — indeed, while cytogenetics or the detection of cytopenias can

be relatively unambiguous, the inter-individual (inter-expert) concordance for the detection

of dysplasias is between 0.7-0.8, but can drop to 0.5 when the task is that of classifying

specific abnormal cell types [357–359]. As such, it is reasonable that MDS can require

independent confirmation when there is a low degree of dysplasia or only one dysplastic

lineage is identified [356].
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Molecular characterization of MDS. Recently, thanks to the advent of next-generation

sequencing technologies, it is now possible to characterise the specific mutational land-

scape of MDS. Particularly, it has been shown that MDS harbours driver mutations in up to

90% of cases, with over 60% of MDS cases having mutations in splicing genes [156, 244].

Except for mutations in SF3B1, DNMT3A, JAK2 and myeloproliferative leukemia virus onco-

gene (MPL), driver mutations were more frequently observed in high risk subtypes of MDS

such as refractory anaemia with excess blasts types 1 and 2, a MDS subtype characterised

by having an excess of blasts in peripheral blood and in the bone marrow [156]. Additionally,

the likely clonal architecture of MDS also hints that some mutations are likelier to appear

earlier (clonal) rather than later (subclonal) in MDS — while mutations IDH2 and SF3B1 are

likely to appear earlier, mutations in neuroblastoma RAS viral oncogene homolog (NRAS)

and IDH1 are likely to appear later as MDS progresses — with clonal and subclonal muta-

tions equally affecting prognosis [244]. Finally, SF3B1, a relatively prevalent gene in MDS, is

associated with refractory anaemia with ring sideroblasts, a MDS subtype characterised by

the presence of ring sideroblasts in the bone marrow [156, 240, 244]. However, and despite

their informative potential, the contribution of molecular characterisation to prognosis is re-

duced; indeed, for a model predicting leukaemia-free survival, the area under the receiving

operator curve (AUROC) using information on peripheral blood counts, expert evaluation of

bone marrow, cytogenetics, and demographics was of 80% and adding the molecular char-

acterisation increased the AUROC by only 2% [244]: while it is clear that the potential of the

molecular characterisation of MDS can be useful, more traditional methods carry most of

the information required for both diagnosis and prognosis.

The unrealized potential of WBS in MDS prognostic assessment. While the inspec-

tion of both a WBS and a bone marrow slide are essential for the diagnostic of MDS [356,

360], prognosis makes no use of the information in WBS — neither the IPSS nor its updated

version, the revised IPSS (IPSS-R), two systems that are fundamental for the risk assess-

ment of MDS, include any aspect that could be further assessed from the analysis of a WBS

[360]. Indeed, assessing the risk — both of death and of progression to AML — of any form

of MDS has been simplified into an algorithm that considers cytogenetic evaluation, which is

influenced by both the number and the type of abnormalities, the relative frequency of blasts

in the bone marrow, haemoglobin and platelet levels and absolute neutrophil counts [360].

Nonetheless, it is worth noting that this risk assessment, while relatively simple, is remark-

ably powerful — very-low risk MDS patients live over 10 times longer than those with very

high risk MDS (8.8 years vs. 0.8 years, respectively) [360]. Additionally, when the IPSS is

used as the single variable in a model predicting leukaemia-free survival the AUROC differs

only by 6% from that of a model incorporating information on peripheral blood counts, expert
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evaluation of the bone marrow, cytogenetic and demographics, and molecular characteriza-

tion (AUROC = 76% vs. AUROC = 82%, respectively) [101]. It is worth noting that recent

publications using cytomorphology (either automated or derived by an expert) in combina-

tion with machine-learning focus specifically on the bone marrow, showing that there is more

information to be mined from cellular morphology than what has been thus far inferred from

human expert inspection [361, 362], but make no effort to expand this analysis to WBS. To-

gether with the aforementioned fact that inter-individual concordance can be lacking in WBS

and bone marrow slide analysis [357–359], the need for reproducible and more objective

diagnostic criteria becomes clearer.

1.6. Machine-learning-based computer vision methods and their

application in cytomorphology

Computer vision is the field dedicated to the computational analysis of images. Its repro-

ducibility, objectivity and quantitative nature are key aspects for scientific discovery, particu-

larly in the life sciences. Here, I focus on a brief history of what I believe are key develop-

ments in the field of computer vision methods as applied to the analysis of cells, focusing

particularly on cell detection and cell morphometry, i.e. the measurement and quantification

of cell shape (cytomorphology).

1.6.1. Computer vision and morphometry in biological sciences

From early adaptations to high-throughput applications

One of the first applications of computer vision in a biological field can be traced back

to 1966, when C.W. Gilbert coded a short computer program that would enable him to au-

tomatically derive a karyogram from a set of chromosomes [363]. In this work, measuring

chromosome lengths was still done by humans, with the machine being only responsible

for the correct designation of chromosomal pairs. While far away from the sophistication

of image analysis as it is known today, I include it here for historical purposes as the first

instance, to the best of my knowledge, of a computer program that dramatically reduced

the human labour associated with the analysis of a biological image. In 1980, Howe et al.

used a much more refined method — using a microscope attached to a densitometer, they

registered the grey level of neutrophils under different preparations at a sequence of depths,

using this to calculate not only neutrophil density, but also neutrophil motility [364]. This rep-

resented a remarkable advancement — rather than relying on the laborious observation and

possibly erroneous appreciation of cells under a microscope, researchers now had access

to an automatic method capable of accessing most, if not all, of the available information on

an image. While temporally distant from the advances observed during this century, these
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were the changes that eventually led to cytomorphology as a valuable tool.

Here, the applications of cytomorphology should be made clearer — while it is evident that

cytomorphology is concerned with the analysis of the morphology of individual cells, it is not

the individual cell that is relevant for analysis — in most cases, researchers are concerned

with general morphometric trends of cell populations, rather than with the morphometry of

individual cells (exceptions to this include the analysis of very small multicellular organ-

isms using techniques such as volumetric electron microscopy [365, 366]). For instance,

Fuchs et al. analyzed in which ways cellular morphology was associated with expression

in a genome-wide RNA inhibition experiment [367], Gustafsdottir et al. developed a cell

painting assay and used a similar approach to measure how cellular morphology was af-

fected by specific bioactive compounds [368] and Simm et al. repurpose high-throughput

imaging and cellular morphometry to infer the activity of compounds on biological compo-

nents different from the ones measured initially [369]. These examples, while highlighting

the already established importance of cellular morphology, are indicative of the immense

potential of high-throughput imaging in deriving novel and important biological conclusions

such as the discovery of novel genes involved in DNA damage repair [367] or discovering

new and unbiased approaches to study cell states associated with specific diseases and

compounds [368]. This has motivated different software programs dedicated to cell detec-

tion and morphometric characterization which provide an easy interface for computationally-

inexperienced users such as CellProfiler [370] and Ilastik [371].

1.6.2. Detecting cells

Segmentation using convolutional features

Typically, cellular morphometry requires cells to be segmented — in other words, each

pixel in the cell must be correctly identified as belonging to the cell. While works using

fluorescence microscopy can make this task remarkably simple by using markers for both

the nucleus and cytoplasm proteins [367, 368], other imaging modalities have motivated

the widespread popularity of machine learning (ML) algorithms for cell segmentation. Clas-

sic ML approaches to this problem generically involve three steps, the second of which is

optional: feature extraction, feature selection and training of a classification algorithm. As

an example, I progressively show how the feature extraction and algorithm training steps

work using an image of a haematoxylin and eosin stained colorectal adenocarcinoma [372]

(Figure 1.5).

Feature extraction. For each individual pixel, a set of n features is calculated, some of

which are based on convolutions (the weighted sum of a p× p window of pixels) and incor-
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Figure 1.5.: Small section of a stained colorectal adenocarcinoma histopathology slide (left), the
ground truth for the segmented nuclei (center) and the overlay of both images (right).

porate neighbouring pixel information. Features from the pixel itself usually pertain to colour,

intensity or hue, whereas features based on convolutions capture the local structure of the

image and can be used to detect, among other local features, edges [373] and structure

[374]. Before introducing these, however, it is important to grasp the concept of a Gaussian

filter and how it affects an image — for a given pixel ij in an image, its vicinity is weighted by

its density calculated from a two-dimensional Gaussian with standard deviation σ centred

on pixel ij. The result is of applying a Gaussian filter to an image is a blurred image which

becomes increasingly more blurry as σ increases since the vicinity also increases with σ

(Figure 1.6). The reason why Gaussian filters are so important in feature extraction is be-

cause they make the image smoother; in other words, they eliminate high-frequency spatial

information (large, local changes in pixel values).

σ=0.3 σ=1.6 σ=10

Figure 1.6.: Image resulting from the application of a Gaussian filter with increasing values of σ to
the image in Figure 1.5.

By reducing noise at a local level, Gaussian filters are often times used as a preprocessing

step for feature extraction, as is the case with some edge features (Figure 1.7). These

features capture specific aspects of the colour gradient at a given pixel. The Laplacian

of Gaussian — after smoothing the grey-scale image with a Gaussian filter to avoid high

frequencies, the Laplacian of the image (L(x, y) = δ2I
δx2 + δ2I

δy2 or the second spatial derivative

of an image) — is obtained using the following convolutional filter:
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 0 −1 0

−1 4 −1

0 −1 0


σ=0.3 σ=1.0

σ=0.3 σ=1.6

Figure 1.7.: Image resulting from the calculation the Laplacian of Gaussian (top) and of the differ-
ence of Gaussians (bottom) with increasing values of σ for the image in Figure 1.5.

Other edge features, such as the difference of Gaussians, offer different ways of mea-

suring of the local colour gradient — however, instead of applying an additional filter over

a Gaussian-filtered image, it applies two Gaussian filters with different values for σ (σ1 and

σ2, where σ1 > σ2) on the original image and subtracts the blurrier image (σ1) to the less

blurry image (σ2). This is equivalent to the calculation of the local gradient and approxi-

mates the Laplacian of Gaussians [375] (Figure 1.7). Typically, to define both values of σ,

σ1 = σ2 ∗ 1.6.

Texture features capture the local organization or intensity distribution of pixels in a given

region or surrounding a specific pixel. A popular measure of texture at a pixel is given by

the eigenvalue of its structure tensor. The two-dimensional structure tensor is a 2× 2 matrix

containing the weighted sum of pixel gradients surrounding a pixel and the eigenvalue of

this matrix provides a value for the magnitude of the distribution of the gradient. As visible

in Figure 1.8, increasing σ allows for the extraction of texture features at a larger scale.

An additional feature describing texture is the determinant of the Hessian matrix of each

pixel — the Hessian is the square matrix of second-order derivatives at the level of each

pixel. This matrix, similarly to the structure tensor, characterizes how the gradient is locally
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distributed — by calculating its determinant it is thus possible to derive the magnitude of this

local gradient.

σ=1.0 σ=5.0

σ=1.0 σ=5.0

Figure 1.8.: Image resulting from the calculation of the first eigenvalue of the structure tensor (top)
and the determinant of the Hessian matrix (bottom) with increasing values of σ for the
image in Figure 1.5.

Feature selection. Feature selection is a step that can help in reducing the amount of

necessary features, which can be essential if image segmentation has to be fast or even

happen in real-time in high-throughput scenarios. It can also help with ML model training if

computational resources are scarce. Approaches to perform unsupervised feature selection

— i.e. selecting which features may be the most important for classification without having

access to annotated data — are reviewed elsewhere [376] and, considering that they are

not the focus of this dissertation, are not discussed here.

Training of a classification model. After characterizing each pixel, the set of n features

is used to classify whether a pixel belongs or not to the object of interest (a cell, in this

case). This can be a binary classification problem (i.e. does the pixel belong to the cell?)

or a multiple class classification problem, also known as semantic segmentation (i.e. to

which object does this pixel belong to, if any?). For this example, features similar to those

extracted by Ilastik [371] and focus on a specific task — that of segmenting the nuclei in the

original image in Figure 1.5 (left image). I use two distinct sets of features for this predic-

tion — one which only considers colour intensity features (the colour intensity values after

applying a Gaussian filter) for small values of σ ([0.3, 0.5, 1.0]), and a second one which
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considers colour intensity (Gaussian filter), edge (Laplacian of Gaussian and difference of

Gaussians) and texture features (the eigenvalues of the structure tensor and the Hessian

determinant) for a larger range of values for σ ([0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.6, 3.5]). I train a random forest

to discriminate between different labels (pixel belongs to nuclei (positive) vs. pixel belongs

to the background (negative)) — a random forest is a ML algorithm that is an ensemble of

decision trees, each of which is trained using a randomly selected set of features and sam-

ples and validated using samples which were not used to train it [377]. Its main advantages

in general ML settings are its speed (during both training and inference), high scalability and

good generalization and low chance of overfitting. For semantic segmentation in particular,

it can be useful since it can be easily deployed in tasks with multiple classes.

After training, I apply this model to two similar images — one obtained from the same

slide, immediately adjacent to the image used for training, and another from a different slide.

In Figure 1.9 I show the results of this very simple and illustrative experiment — one can see

that the algorithm performs almost perfectly when applied to the training data, but performs

poorly when applied to other images. For the first test image (extracted from the same slide

as the training data), it is possible to see that a larger region of pixels which do not belong

to nuclei have a high probability of belonging to the nuclei in both models (red circles in

Figure 1.9), whereas for the second test image a large number of cells remains undetected

(green circles in Figure 1.9). Additionally, it is possible to see that in the second model,

where larger values of σ were used, predictions appear to be smoother and less noisy. This

set of observations highlights a few relevant aspects of training these algorithms:

• Generalization is highly dependent not only on the features used for characterizing

pixels, but also on the training data itself and how similar it is to the test data

• Extracting features considering relatively large vicinities can be highly valuable as it

allows for smoother predictions and these provide better contextual information

• It is not always the case that increasing the number of features leads to large increases

in performance — in the example provided in Figure 1.9, the performance gain from

increasing the number of features is not as high as one would hope. By measuring the

intersection over union (IoU) (a measure of segmentation quality discussed in Chapter

4) between predictions and ground truth, it is possible to better assess this — the IoU

for the model which uses more features is only 0.3% higher in both cases.

This chapter highlights how unsuitable convolutional features may be for segmentation

tasks — it is hard to know which features are useful a priori. The advent of the convolutional

neural network (CNN), where convolutional features are automatically learned by a ML al-
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input

ground truthground truth

Prediction probability
using only colour

intensity

Prediction probability
using edge features,

texture features
and colour intensity

training data
testing data (same slide,

different region)
testing data

(different slide)

Figure 1.9.: Segmentation results on a training image (first column) and two test images (second
and third columns). The input data is shown on the first row, the ground truth is shown
on the second row, and the third and fourth rows show the prediction results using two
distinct sets of convolutional features.

gorithm at an immense scale, marks an important shift in this — while the human design of

convolutional features is cumbersome and oftentimes inneffective, convolutions can still be

extremely useful in computer vision (CV).

Deep convolutional neural networks

More traditional segmentation methods such as the one described above, with separate

stages for feature extraction and classification, are seldom used nowadays, particularly in
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bioimage analysis. This is due to the rapid rise of open source and easily deployable deep

learning (DL) methods [378]. DL, while having significant variability in terms of implementa-

tion, consists in the use of large and deep artificial neural network (ANN) in machine-learning

applications. ANN are learning algorithms which can be generically decomposed into a se-

quence of matrix operations and non-linear transformations, organized into "layers". As the

number of layers increase, so does the representational power of an ANN — this is one of

the main strengths of DL as a framework, their theoretical capability of approximating any

function [379]. This is enabled by the non-linearities introduced in each layer — examples of

this include the sigmoid function or the rectified linear unit (ReLU), which outputs the identity

for any input greater than 0 and 0 otherwise. As for matrix operations, the two most relevant

ones are the matrix multiplication — used in "linear" ANN — and convolutions. Convolu-

tions in particular are the basic construct of CNN, DL networks which learn and apply a set

of convolutional filters on each layer — rather than having a fixed set of parameters such

as the Laplacian detailed above, convolutions in CNN are iteratively learned. This gives

CNN the ability to intrinsically learn how to extract features from an image, an advantage

over previous approaches that greatly reduces the burden on and the bias of researchers.

Combined with max-pooling — an operation that selects the highest value in a p × p slid-

ing window — CNN learn relevant convolutional features while learning that these should

correspond to the local maximum if they are relevant for classification. The consequent ap-

plication of several convolutions leads to an increase in the depth of an image — in other

words, the number of channels in the image increase as richer representations are built

— whereas the applications of max-pooling operations extracts the most relevant features

out of an p × p sliding window, shrinking the images in terms of their height and width and

decreasing its resolution. The last layer of CNN networks for classification usually consists

on an operation that extracts the most relevant feature of each channel, using this vector to

classify the image according to a pre-designated set of labels (Figure 1.10). CNN were first

formulated in these approximate terms by Fukushima in 1980 and offered one of the first

translation-invariant solutions to image recognition [380]. The optimization of these models,

as is the case for many other models, can be done in many different ways given an ap-

proriate loss function. However, the size of modern ANN makes gradient-free optimization

methods unfeasible as their ability to find a good solution decreases with the size of the

problem — particularly, Rios et al. test gradient-free optimizers on problems with up to 300

parameters, showing that solutions at this relatively small scale struggled to solve problems

with more variables [381]. Immediately this becomes a problem for training CNN — most

modern models have, at least, millions of parameters [382]. For this reason, CNN and ANN

in general remained relatively unpopular for a very long time, regaining their popularity with

the advent of gradient-based methods [383].
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convultion + maxpool

full connected (linear classifier)
global pool

input image

class

Figure 1.10.: Schematic representation of a convolutional neural network. Differently coloured ar-
rows correspond to different operations (red represents the application of convolutional
filters followed by max-pooling (convolution + maxpool), green represents global pool-
ing (global pool) and blue represents a fully connected classifier).

Neural network training and backpropagation. As mentioned in the previous para-

graph, CNN models are composed of many layers, all of which are applied consecutively.

To train these models using gradient-based methods, the calculation of the gradient of the

loss function with respect to the parameters is necessary. However, the naive calculation of

these gradients, where each gradient is calculated independently of others, lacks the effi-

ciency to make CNN training a reasonable endeavour. Backpropagation, the application of

the chain rule to compute gradients as these are propagated backwards (from output layers

to input layers), was first shown to be effective in training ANN in the 80s and remains to this

date the most widely used gradient-based optimization family of methods in ANN training

[384, 385]. The chain rule is, for two differentiable functions f and g and their respective

outputs y = f(u) and u = g(x), dydx = dy
du

du
dx and, as mentioned, can be applied sequentially

to calculate ANN gradients with respect to the network coefficients [384]. In other words,

the derivative of a composite function can be decomposed into the product of the derivative

of both functions which make up the composite function.

Given an image Ii and its respective label Ci ∈ {0, 1}, the interest of training a CNN F

for classification lies in determining whether Ii belongs to class of interest Ci by calculat-

ing Pi = F (I), the probability that Ii belongs to Ci. Pi is ideally close to Ci, a proxim-

ity that is measured by a loss function Li(Ci, Pi) such as the cross-entropy, Ci log(Pi) +

(1 − Ci) log(1 − Pi). This can be generalised to multiple instances of image-label pairs

({{I1, C1}, {I2, C2}, ..., {In, Cn}}), making the cross-entropy 1
n

∑n
i=1Ci log(Pi)+(1−Ci) log(1−

Pi). Given that F and the cross-entropy is differentiable, it is possible to calculate the gra-

dient of the loss function with respect to the parameters of the network using the chain-rule

and backpropagation, making the training of ANN a tractable endeavour by consecutive

applications of the chain rule.
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It is worth noting that, while backpropagation in ANN and in the CNN dates back to the

1980s, the groundbreaking implementation of a CNN that can be considered as the "dawn"

of DL for image classification was AlexNet, one of the first CNN to be implemented in a

graphics processing unit (GPU) that dominated image classification for several years, com-

bining remarkable classification performance with comparatively fast training and inference

[386]. The reason why GPU cards are so popular for this is because, unlike older technolo-

gies such as the central processing unit (CPU), GPU cards have many cores and are ideal

for highly parallelizable computations such as matrix operations and convolutions, two of the

key components of ANN and CNN.

Image segmentation with U-Net. It was a few years after AlexNet that U-Net, one of the

first DL networks to become widely popular in bioimage segmentation, was first introduced

[387]. Rather than outputting a single class for each image, U-Net produces a segmen-

tation map — a classification for each pixel that predicts whether it belongs to a specific

class, making ideal for tasks such as that specified above in Figure 1.9. Since then, other

algorithms have become widely available for bioimage segmentation or instance detection

[378], but I focus on U-Net since it is the one I used in the work presented in Chapters 4

and 5. The U-Net architecture belongs to a larger subset of CNN architectures known as

fully-convolutional CNN, referring to the fact that, unlike "vanilla" classification CNN, which

have a linear classifier as their last layer, fully-connected CNN have only convolutional oper-

ations. The U-Net architecture owes its name to its typical "U" shape, combining an encoder

— responsible for extracting relevant convolutional features from the image — and a de-

coder — responsible for combining the rich information from several layers of the encoder

(Figure 1.11). The encoder itself is composed of convolutions and max-pooling operations,

whereas the decoder takes this information and upscales it to the original resolution of the

image. As convolutions add on to an input, the retrieved features become more and more

complex — to maintain a resolution that is close to that of the original image and to make

good use of the features retrieved earlier during the segmentation, the decoder incorpo-

rates information from the encoder through skip connections (green in Figure 1.11), where

an array from the encoder is concatenated to an identically-sized array of the decoder, going

through a consequent set of convolutional operations. The combination of a U-shaped archi-

tecture, where progressively complex features are retrieved and then operated on through

convolutions and upscaling, together with skip connections, which enable the U-Net to main-

tain a good degree of resolution, are what give it its remarkable performance — it is no sur-

prise that for the 2018 Data Science Bowl competition — a massive competition to achieve

the best performing results in divergent nuclear segmentation — the top two solutions were

either U-Net models or relied heavily on them, with the first and second places achieving a
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IoU of 63% and 61%, respectively [388, 389].

1.6.3. Machine and deep-learning — practical considerations

In Chapters 4 and 5, a considerable portion of the methodology rests on ML and DL. As

such, it is important to discuss a few recurring features which come into play when training

such models, especially in conditions where data acquisition and annotation is complicated.

Particularly, it is worth highlighting that these methods, while extremely powerful, require

vast amounts of data during training. This is a strategy that generically ensures the success

of data-driven approaches — by using increasingly larger amounts of data from diverse

sources and sites, it is more likely that the model generalizes to newer data. However, in

the life and biomedical sciences, this represents a circumstance which can be prohibitive:

both fields are typically characterized either by the cumbersome and laborious acquisition

and/or labelling of digital data and by having a reduced number of centres dedicated to

the scanning and sharing of histopathology slides. While the former is more easily solvable

given sufficient time, the latter is more complicated — anecdotally, it was in 2016 that Yoshua

Bengio advised against the training of more radiologists as they would soon (in 5 years) be

outcompeted by artificial intelligence [390] and in 2017 that Andrew Ng first hailed the end

of the radiology profession [391], rumours which were greatly exaggerated — indeed, it is

quite common to see the performance of DL models drop when confronted with independent

test sets (data which the model has never seen) when the task is to classify X-ray images (it

should nonetheless be noted that radiologists may also perform poorly when looking at data

from different centres) [392]. The reason for this is fairly illustrative — most cohorts will be

derived from single centres, with the assembly of large, multi-centre cohorts of digitalized

image data representing a fairly modern and recent endeavour as they require significant

coordination, standards and data storage and sharing protocols — examples of this include

The Cancer Genome Atlas. The reason why multi-centre approaches became desirable

is due to the high variability in technical aspects concerning staining, image quality, image

compression and scanning conditions and equipment [393].

Underfitting and overfitting. A classification model is not only concerned with learning

a function of the data that returns the correct class; its objective is also to avoid a relatively

large drop in predictive performance on data that was not used to train the model due to

overfitting (the model learns a representation of the data that is perfect for the training data

but relatively useless for new data), and underfitting (the model is far too simple and fails to

capture the complex relationships that would allow it to correctly classify new examples, but

does not perform any worse on new data). A more mathematically correct terminology for

this would be to talk about the bias and variance of a model — simply put, the bias mea-
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identity + concatenation
convolution + maxpool

upscale + convolution

input image
segmentation map

encoder decoder

Figure 1.11.: Schematic representation of a U-Net. The input is processed iteratively as feature
representations are increasingly retrieved (convolution + maxpool — red). This rich
feature representation is then upscaled and further convolved (upscale + convolution
— purple) and the output of these and previous layers is concatenated in order to
preserve resolution (identity + concatenation — green).

sures the distance between predictions and target classes, whereas the variance measures

differences in the trained model when different sets of data are used (i.e. if subsets of the

training data are removed, how much does this impact the classification). Both of these are

the two sides of the bias-variance trade-off — it is not possible to minimize both at once,

with low bias models running the risk of overfitting (high variance) and low variance mod-

els running the risk of underfitting (high bias) [394]. While underfitting can be solved with

a more complex parametrization (in the case of DL this often translates into increasing the

number of parameters that the model has to learn), there are different strategies to handle

overfitting.

Regularization and dropout. There are several ways to prevent overfitting when collect-

ing or annotating more data is unfeasible. Some of these ways are more generic and can

be applied to a diverse array of ML models, whereas others are only applicable to mod-

els that work on image data. Regularization techniques belong to the former and their

objective is to constrain or shrink coefficients, forcing models to learn much simpler repre-

sentations of the data. More formally, given an optimization problem where the objective

is to find a set of parameters θ that minimizes l(X, y), an objective or loss function of the

dataX and its corresponding annotations y that measures the distance between predictions

and target annotations (in other words, argminθlθ(X, y)), the regularization minimizes the

magnitude of the coefficients. Typically, this regularization can be based on the L1-norm

(L1(θ) =
∑k

i |θi|) or on the L2-norm (L2(θ) =
∑k

i (θi)
2) and, in the case of DL and other
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gradient-descent based methods, can be added to the objective function when minimizing it,

making it argminθ(lθ(X, y) + λL2(θ)), where λ is how much the regularization contributes

to the value of the loss function [394]. The reason why I represented the L2, rather than the

L1 regularization is because the standard application of gradient-descent algorithms require

the loss function to be completely differentiable and L1 is not differentiable whenever any

parameter approximates 0. Dropout is another method that can help in the training of DL

networks — for each training iteration, a proportion p of all neurons is randomly selected

and set to 0, forcing other neurons to learn representations which are both sparse and un-

correlated from those of other neurons [395].

Reducing overfitting with image data and in deep-learning. The wealth of methods

to reduce overfitting when working with image data has become considerable, with these

methods becoming increasingly complex. A comprehensive description and survey of these

methods — image augmentation methods — can be found in [396]. Here, I focus only on

giving a brief overview of these techniques. Simpler manipulations (from a computational

perspective) of the image (such as hue and brightness manipulation, addition of Gaussian

noise, random depletion of pixels or image regions, and random image cropping, resizing

and flipping) are still fairly common, but others involving DL-based augmentation techniques

have become increasingly popular, including within the field of biomedical research [396].

The aforementioned manipulations focus on the changing the image as a digital object and

most operations are linear or boolean transformations operating on pixels individually with-

out assuming any form of dependence or structure. These can be useful when, for example,

the objective is to train a model that classifies histopathology images and is capable of gen-

eralizing to different amounts of stains (assuming these are linearly separable), or to different

illumination conditions during digitalization. The other methods, based on DL, typically learn

how to generate new examples or transform existing examples of training data by learning

about the contextual information on the image, similarly to how other CNN function.

Early stopping, fine-tuninig and transfer-learning. Early stopping — halting the train-

ing after some epochs of confirmed convergence — has also been considered as good

method to reduce over-fitting, but results seem mixed in terms of improving the predictive

performance [397]. Fine-tuning and transfer learning, two training schemes which rely on

DL networks pre-trained on large collections of data, have also become increasingly pop-

ular. While similar, both rely on slightly different principles — the focus of fine-tuning is to,

given a pre-trained network, slightly adjust all the weights with a relatively low learning-rate

in such a way that the predictive performance of the network is maximized for a new task;

in other words, rather than randomly initializing the weights in a ANN, fine-tuning initializes
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the weights to an already good solution. Transfer learning focuses on training only a set

of layers in a pre-trained model under the assumption that the feature representation that

non-trained layers derive from the data is sufficient for the problem at hand. While transfer

learning has the advantage of being less expensive from a computational perspective, it is

also more dependent on how useful the pre-trained feature representation is [398].

Class imbalance. To further alleviate the burden of the biases present in the training data,

simple aspects such as class balance should also be considered — indeed, the existence

of considerably more examples of one class compared to the rest may lead to a poorly

calibrated model if these proportions are not reflected in the real world [399]. For instance,

if a model was very accurate at discriminating between foxes and dogs but was trained

on a dataset featuring many dogs and very few foxes (i.e. a city), it may perform poorly

where foxes are much more common than dogs (in a forest). To prevent this, weighing each

instance according to its class probability (such that lesser represented classes contribute

as much to the learning as more represented classes) can be helpful, with other methods

such as data sampling schemes focusing on under-represented or worse performing classes

also being popular [400].

Rotation- and scale-invariance. Finally, it is important to consider that, while DL net-

works try to learn representations that are rotation- and scale-invariant, this invariance is

not perfect and its relevance is context-dependent. For instance, if a model is trained for

face identification (determining whether a face belongs to an individual), it is often the case

that rotation-invariance is not necessary because the input is seldom rotated or flipped,

but scale-invariance is convenient because a face can be captured at different distances.

However, if the model is trained to detect or segment cells spread over a microscope slide

obtained at constant resolution, then rotation-invariance becomes a key concern, whereas

variations in scale are virtually non-existent.

Test time augmentation. Test-time augmentation (TTA) uses this information to improve

the predictive performance of algorithms during inference — with TTA, the data is artificially

augmented during inference — scaled, rotated, flipped, shifted or warped — in order to

create a consensus prediction. While relatively simple, TTA has been shown to improve

predictive performance in classification, segmentation and object detection tasks [396, 401].

1.6.4. Morphometry — characterizing cell shape

Having segmentation masks for different cells can greatly facilitate morphometric tasks.

However, it is worth considering that morphometry does not necessarily require accurate
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segmentation maps — recent approaches have made use of DL to create abstract repre-

sentations of different cell types [402, 403]. Despite this, in this dissertation (Chapters 4

and 5) I use only simpler and relatively more intuitive measures of cellular shape, providing

nonetheless a few examples of DL-assisted morphometry along this section.

Shape descriptors

Morphometry measures the shape and other tangential aspects of objects (such as size

or orientation), a non-trivial task that humans excel at — for instance, humans can recognize

a shape no matter its orientation or position without putting much thought into it; however,

if one seeks to define shape in computational terms, it should be clear that shape remains

the same no matter its scale, orientation or position [404]. Additionally, one can also opt for

making certain assumptions; for instance, if we assume all objects are circular, the radius

(the average distance between the centre and the edges of the object) would be sufficient

to quantify their size, but this can also be done using the area of the object (the number

of pixels contained in the segmentation map). On the other hand, under the more general

assumptions — the object is fully connected (there is a path between all the pixels belong-

ing to the object) and little else — several methods and tools are available. Particularly and

as mentioned, Ilastik and CellProfiler are intuitive and easy to use software tools offering a

helpful user interface for the segmentation, detection and characterization of different ob-

jects in images [370, 371]. To characterize the shape of different cells, methods and tools

such as Ilastik and CellProfiler use different sets of features capable of capturing different

aspects of cellular morphology. As an example and to provide a better intuition, I have gen-

erated a set of 25 random blobs which I characterize with a few relatively intuitive features

regarding size and shape, while using the Amsterdam Library Of Textures [405] to illustrate

texture features:

• Size — size can be captured by features such as the perimeter or area of a seg-

mented cell. Other measures include the average distance between the center and

the edge of the cell (the centroid distance function (CDF) of a cell; Figure 1.12).

• Shape — shape is considerably less trivial to capture than size and many different

descriptors are available, some of which have been reviewed elsewhere [406].

– Solidity is characterized as the ratio between a cell and its convex hull (the

convex polygon delimiting the pixels in a given cell) — this provides a rough

quantification of the amount of convex defects in a cell (Figure 1.12)

– The eccentricity of a cell provides a quantification of how circular a cell is by

calculating the ratio between its major and minor axis of variation (Figure 1.12)
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– Features based on central moments (shape descriptors which are translation-

invariant and are mathematically defined as Mpq =
∑n

y

∑
y(x− x̄)(y− ȳ), where

Mpq is the central moment of orders p and q, x and y are the coordinates of the

pixels in the cell and x̄ and ȳ are the coordinates of the centroid). These can

be used to compute moments invariant to rotation and scale which provide a

quantification of shape abnormality [406] (for example, in the bottom right corner

of Figure 1.12 I show the trend captured by one of these invariant moments,

calculated as (M30 + 3M12)2 + (M03 + 3M21)2)

– Using the CDF described above and calculating its standard deviation can also

help to characterize shape, while using aspects of the curvature function (CUF),

which measures the curvature of the cell edge, can also be helpful

• Texture can be quantified using the grey-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) of an

object. The GLCM is, for a given distance in pixels d and a given angle α, a matrix

which quantifies how many times in the object grey-level i occurs at a distance p and

angle α from grey-level j. In practical terms, the grey-levels are usually quantized into

k distinct values and the GLCM is coded as a four-dimensional array and is normalized

for each combination of d and α, Pijdα. Using these features, one can assess for given

d and α whether the texture of an object has higher contrast (larger local differences

in grey-levels:
∑k

i,j=0 Pij(i− j)2) or correlation (relatively conserved local structure:∑k
ij=0 Pij

(i−µi)(j−µj)√
σ2
i σ

2
j

, where µ and σ the mean and standard deviation, respectively;

Figure 1.13)

• Colour intensity is perhaps the simplest of features to explain — it generally charac-

terizes whether the colour is distributed more or less homogenously through the cell

or if there are specific shifts given an expected colour distribution.

The relation between these features and the characterization of blood cells is evident —

as mentioned in Section 1.1.2, each cell type has specific features — while lymphocytes

are generally smaller, monocytes have a tendency to be considerably larger and less round

[407] (Figure 1.3). Additionally, the morphology of the nucleus is also of great relevance for

the quick identification of granulocytes (whose morphology can be relevantly quantified by

their solidity and size), together with their relatively high cytoplasmic granularity (which can

be characterized by texture features). Finally, RBC can be smaller or larger and their shape

can be altered in specific conditions [55, 408]. In summary, these features can be used to

characterize cells in a way that allows their use in quantitative analyses. Indeed, while some

works today still rely on human expert-based characterization of cells [362], it is easy to see

why automated methods are increasingly gaining traction.
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increasing area increasing CDF mean increasing CDF standard deviation

increasing solidity increasing eccentricity decreasing invariant moment (3rd)

Figure 1.12.: Examples of the same 25 blobs sorted by different morphometric features described
in this section (first row from left to right: area, centroid distance function (CDF) mean,
CDF standard deviation; second row from left to right: solidity, eccentricity, 3rd invariant
moment).

increasing texture correlation increasing texture contrast

Figure 1.13.: Examples of the same 12 images from the Amsterdam Library Of Textures [405] sorted
by different texture features described in this section (correlaction and contrast).
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Learning features with convolutional neural networks

Other recent works have used DL classifiers to characterize cells — a CNN that has been

trained to correctly identify specific objects or conditions in images implicitly creates accurate

and informative numerical representations of these objects or conditions. Such DL applica-

tions are reviewed elsewhere [409, 410] and are not used during this work; consequently, I

only mention a few interesting applications.

Fu et al. trained a pan-cancer detection algorithm based on histopathology images and

used these features to predict driver mutations, changes to gene expression, lymphocyte

infiltration and survival. They additionally showed that whole genome duplication events

could be detected using the feature representation learned to detect cancer type and tissue,

determining that the size of the nucleus was larger in these events, with specific histo-

logical signatures being observed for cancers with different driver mutations [411]. Other

works have also showed how unsupervised DL approaches — particularly autoencoders,

an ANN architecture which learns how to map images to a low-dimensional representa-

tion that is sufficient to reconstruct the input image — to characterize cells [402, 403]. Wei

et al. showed how these technologies were relatively applicable across datasets, noting

that these autoencoder-derived features could easily be used in classification tasks [403],

whereas Sommer et al. used a similar approach to show how changes in cell state were

captured by such unsupervised approaches [402].

1.6.5. Digital cytomorphology in blood cancers

The morphometric technologies described above have already been applied to some in-

stances in the study of blood cancers. Eckardt et al. showed that using relatively small

sections of bone marrow slides and DL algorithms was sufficient to not only predict AML but

also the presence of mutations in NPM1, the most commonly mutated gene in AML [412]. In

this work, Eckardt et al. also determined that this specific AML subtype was associated with

specific morphological signatures through the use of occlusion sensitivity maps, a method

that detects which regions of the image were responsible for specific predictions in CNN-

based methods [413]. In recent years, very large collections of WBC in the bone marrow

and in peripheral blood have been annotated and successfully used in prediction, showing

that CNN models can be used to accurately predict cell type [414–416], highlighting the

power of large sets of training data of labelled images. Another work, focusing on both WBC

and RBC in blood smears, annotated each cell according to its dysplastic status, showing

that CNN models could predict this with high accuracy [417].

Looking specifically into works that seek to use cell morphology to better understand MDS
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and as mentioned earlier, two publications have used machine-learning to assess how cyto-

morphology can be associated with clinical aspects of MDS and genetics. While focusing on

bone marrow cytomorphology and disregarding WBS, important discoveries were made —

Nagata et al. used human annotation of cytomorphology combined with machine-learning

to reveal how specific cytomorphological profiles present in the bone marrow are associated

with high- or low-risk MDS, showing additionally that cytomorphological profiles were asso-

ciated with specific genetic signatures (for instance, they show that the presence of both

trilineage dysplasia and pancytopenia is associated with a higher probability of exclusive

TET2 mutation, while monocytosis as evaluated by a CBC was more prevalent in both TET2

and SRSF2 mutants) [362]. Bruck et al., used a more computationally complex protocol to

analyse the cytomorphology of the bone marrow and how it can be used to predict between

healthy individuals, individuals with MDS and those with MPN, as well as the presence of

specific mutations. In it, they analyse bone marrow slides using a classification network,

similar to what has already been done with histopathology by Fu et al. [411]. However, it

should be noted that Bruck et al. do not validate their approach on an independent test set,

relying instead on cross-validated metrics [361].

1.7. The aims of this dissertation and outline

Changes to the haematopoietic system have a wide range of consequences, leading to

changes in the evolutionary landscape of the bone marrow and to alterations in the cyto-

morphology of circulating blood cells. In this dissertation, I present ways through which

these alterations can be studied through blood, focusing in particular on the computational

study of evolutionary and cytomorphological aspects (Figure 1.14). More concretely, I have

divided the work I developed into two distinct avenues — "The longitudinal dynamics and

natural history of clonal haematopoiesis" (Chapters 2 and 3) and "The cytomorphology of

myelodysplastic syndromes" (Chapters 4 and 5). More concretely, I cover the following:

• Chapter 2 - I show a theory of somatic evolution of the haematopoietic system based

on relatively simple assumptions of growth can be used to recapitulate dynamic as-

pects of clonal evolution such as fitness and age at clone onset in 1) longitudinal

samples simulated from Wright-Fisher simulations and 2) phylogenetic trees built from

Wright-Fisher simulations

• Chapter 3 - I show how applying these methods to a cohort of over 300 healthy individ-

uals allows us to understand the effect of different mutations on clonal evolution during

old age and how CH evolves through life in the context of an increasingly oligoclonal

landscape
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• Chapter 4 - I show how image analysis can be used to automatically characterize

thousands of cells per WBS and characterize them individually

• Chapter 5 - I show how the blood cell detection and characterization protocol devel-

oped in Chapter 4 can be used to discriminate between different diseases, while also

enabling the identification of specific, genetically-characterised subtypes of MDS.
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Figure 1.14.: Schematic representation of the two projects included in this dissertation — "the lon-
gitudinal dynamics and natural history of clonal haematopoiesis" (Chapters 2 and 3),
where I study the evolutionary aspects of clonal haematopoiesis using longitudinal
targeted sequencing and phylogenies derived from single-cell colonies, and "the cyto-
morphology of myelodysplastic syndromes" (Chapters 4 and 5), where I use computer
vision and machine-learning methods to better derive cytomorphological markers of
myelodysplastic syndromes from whole blood slides.
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2. Methods for inferring the evolutionary
dynamics of haematopoietic clones

2.1. Contribution and disclaimer

The work presented in this chapter lays down the theoretical aspects validated through

simulations and is, in part, available as a preprint [97] and in bioRxiv in https://doi.org/

10.1101/2021.08.12.455048 and some parts may coincide. More concretely, I use Wright-

Fisher simulations as a HSC population model to establish how fitness advantages could be

inferred from longitudinal data. I also use Wright-Fisher simulations to determine the best

way to infer fitness advantages from the phylogenetic reconstruction of the simulated HSC

population.

2.2. Studying haematopoietic evolution through longitudinal

sequencing

2.2.1. A Wright-Fisher model of haematopoietic stem cell evolution

Previous results from Lee-Six et al. suggest that the HSC population is likely to have

an Ne between 50,000 and 200,000 HSC, with anything between 2 and 13 divisions — or

generations — per year (g) [5], while those from Watson et al. suggest similar values for Ne

and g while describing the range of possible fitness advantages (s) and mutation rates (u)

in this population. I simulate populations of HSC under a Wright-Fisher model (Figure 2.1)

[418] over 1,300 generations and with 1,000 passenger and 50 driver sites. I use a constant

passenger mutation rate of 2 × 10−6 and driver mutation rates between 1.0 × 10−10 and

4.0 × 10−9 per generation and fitness advantages between 0.001 and 0.030. I use a fixed

population size of N = 200, 000 HSC and assume that there are g = 13 cell divisions per

year, in line with previous estimates [5, 346] — this means that each HSC population was

simulated for 100 years (1,300 generations). For every combination of u and s, I conduct

three distinct simulations. In the end, I simulated a total of 2,250 HSC populations for which

the true simulated fitness effect and the generation at clone onset were known.
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Figure 2.1.: Example of a Wright-Fisher simulation. A population of cells with no mutations evolves
through discrete generations and, in each generation, the fraction of cells belonging to a
given clone is given by a multinomial distribution considering all clones and the product
of their prevalence in the previous generation and their fitness advantage. While all cells
begin with no driver mutations (and no fitness advantages), in each generation they can
acquire mutations (which can be passenger mutations and confer no fitness advantage
or driver mutations which confer an assumed fitness advantage).

Under the Wright-Fisher model, growth for clones with driver mutations can be divided

into two distinct phases:

1. When a clone exists in relatively small numbers, the stochastic nature of genetic

drift overpowers its growth trajectory, making this regime (hereby referred to as the

stochastic or drift regime) largely stochastic, with the clone growing linearly (f(g) =

g/N , where f is the relative size of the clone and g is the number of generations since

the clone’s inception);

2. After reaching a certain size — when the number of cells constituting a clone becomes

larger than the inverse of its fitness 1/s — a clone starts growing at a rate that is

approximately deterministic and determined by s.

2.2.2. Sampling in a longitudinal sequencing experiment

Having access to the population trajectories of different driver mutations, I am able to

calculate not only when each mutation was acquired but also its allele frequency f at a given

point in time (how many clones from the total population of N = 200, 000 HSC harbour a
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specific mutation). Using this information, it is possible to sample the allele frequency of

specific mutations of interest. To do so, the simplest would be to assume that the counts

c follow a binomial distribution parameterized by a given coverage n and a probability p,

identical to f (or, in the case of heterozygous mutations, f
2 such that c ∼ Binom(n, f2 )).

However, technical overdispersion will have an impact on p; more concretely, slight variations

in sampling will lead to values of pwhich follow an overdispersed distribution. Here, I assume

that this overdispersion (β) is quantifiable and that a Beta distribution is an accurate model

of the distribution of p such that p ∼ Beta(f2 , β). Reparameterizing for the usual Beta

distribution parameters (α and β) and ensuring that E[p] = f
2 , I derive α as α =

f
2
β

1− f
2

and consequently p ∼ Beta(
f
2
β

1− f
2

, β). This leads to the counts c following a Beta-binomial

distribution c ∼ BB(n,
f
2
β

1− f
2

, β).

Using the relatively large set of simulations described above, I simulate the conditions

under which the real data, described in Chapter 3, were acquired — over a median period

of 13 years in older individuals, driver mutations were sampled between 3-5 times as de-

scribed below. To better match the age and coverage distributions under which the data

was acquired, I fit Gamma distributions to the observed coverage and observed age at first

timepoint and truncate these at the minimum and maximum values for both quantities. After

this, I follow a simple algorithm for each simulation:

1. Sample an age from the age at first timepoint distribution;

2. Sample the number of subsequent timepoints (between 2 and 4) which are separated

by approximately 3 years (40 generations);

3. Verify that a driver mutation is present in two or more timepoints;

4. Sample the coverage for each of these timepoints;

5. Using the technical overdispersion (more details on this parameter will be provided

below) and the true allele frequency of the driver as f
2 to derive α = βp

1−p as previously

described, sample assuming that the counts follow a Beta-binomial distribution such

that c ∼ BB(α, β, n);

In the data used in Chapter 3, where I will apply the models here developed, the maximum

VAF is 43.8%. Consequently, I exclude all simulated trajectories which have one or more

points where the VAF is greater than 45%.
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2.2.3. Bayesian inference of fitness coefficients

The quantification of clonal dynamics requires the specification of a model — here, I

use a relatively simple parametrization assuming that counts for mutation i in individual j

for a given age t can be modelled according to a Beta-binomial distribution with param-

eters αij(t) and β for a given coverage n such that cij(t) ∼ BB(n, αij(t), β). Here, β

refers once again to the technical overdispersion and αij(t) =
pij(t)β

1−pij(t) . Here, pij(t) =
sigmoid((bmuti+bcloneij

)×t+uij)
2 , with bmuti corresponding to the growth advantage conferred by

mutation i, bcloneij corresponding to changes in growth from bmuti in mutation i for indi-

vidual j (in other words, the growth advantage attributable specifically to cloneij) and uij

as an offset to account for the time at which the clone appeared. This parametrization

implicitly assumes that the counts cij(t) are expected to be, at most, half of n while, sim-

ilarly to the previous subsection, E[cij(t)] = npij(t). I assume that bmuti ∼ N(0, 0.2),

bcloneij ∼ N(0, 0.05), uij ∼ Uniform(−50, 0) and β ∼ N(µod, σod). The inference of hy-

perparameters µod and σod is detailed ahead in this subsection. To infer under this model,

I sample the parameters bmuti , bcloneij , uij and β using Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) on

a set of simulated longitudinal sequencing data under a Wright-Fisher model. HMC is an

algorithm built on top of standard Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) that uses Hamiltonian

dynamics to guarantee that the new sample is guaranteed to not be rejected and uncorre-

lated with the current sample, making it much more efficient. To do this, HMC draws several

samples at each step and estimates the direction (velocity) of the next sample based on

the current sample through numerical integration, a process known as "leapfrog integration"

[419]. Using HMC with between 100 and 200 leapfrog steps, I draw 2,000 samples and

discard the first 1,000 to estimate the posterior distribution of the parameters in my model.

As a quality-control step I calculate the probability of each true mutant count value under

this model (p(cij |bmutj , bcloneij , uij , β, t)) and anything with a tail probability below 2.5% is

considered to be an outlier. Consequently, I discard all trajectories with outliers, using only

those with no outliers for any subsequent analysis.

Coefficient inference and age at onset estimation

Using the aforementioned simulation settings and this sampling algorithm I derive a com-

prehensive set of simulated data that spans different mutation rates and fitness effects with

a similar age and coverage distribution to the one observed in the real data. The inference

of coefficients was then done after transforming the generation at sampling into years (as-

suming that each year contains 13 generations) and using 1,000 samples from the posterior

described above to calculate the distribution parameters of each coefficient.
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To determine the age at onset of a clone — in other words, the age at which there was a

single cell with a mutation — I consider that, as mentioned, growth under the Wright-Fisher

model can be split into two distinct regimes. Taking this and the fact that growth under the

stated longitudinal model is approximately exponential into consideration, it is necessary

to first determine when the clone reached 1/sij cells and started growing deterministically

— in other words, the equation sij
gN = esij×t+uij must be solved for t, where N is the

maximum population size. Next, knowing that the clone is expected to grow linearly during

the stochastic regime it is possible to calculate the expected time spent by the clone in this

phase of growth as tstoch = 1
sg . Solving the first equation for t and subtracting tstoch, the

result is noted in Equation (2.1). I note here that different assumptions for N and g yield

different results and confirm that these results are still consistent in the case of small errors

in my assumptions by running two additional sets of simulations — assuming g = 1 and

N = 50, 000, as well as g = 5 and N = 100, 000 (I base these combinations on the work

done by Lee-Six et al. [5]). Additionally, I also tested different values for g (between 1 and

20) and N (between 10, 000 and 600, 000) to provide a thorough confirmation that these do

not influence the conclusions drawn in terms of the age at onset.

tonset,ij =
log(g/sij/N)− 1− sij

sij
(2.1)

Finally, I calculated the coefficient of determination between the simulated and inferred

coefficients to assess the validity of my estimates, repeating this process for the simulated

and inferred ages at onset. To assess the validity of the MCMC samples, I use two distinct

diagnostic statistics — the effective sample size (ESS) and the Gelman-Rubin statistic [420]

— as well as the visual inspection of MCMC chains. The Gelman-Rubin statistic (also known

as the Gelman-Rubin convergence diagnostic) provides a quantity to determine whether all

the chains in the model converged to relatively similar values by calculating the variances

between and within chains. Ideally, this value will be, inferior to 1.2 or 1.1 depending on

less or more stringent criteria, respectively [421]. The ESS is a concept burrowed from

the statistical analysis of surveys and quantifies the sample size for which the estimates of

the mean would be that of a completely uncorrelated sample [422]. In other words, when

the effective sample size is very low the estimation of the parameters — mean, standard

deviation, quantiles, etc. — of a distribution is unlikely to be accurate.

Inferring the technical overdispersion of targeted sequencing using technical

replicates

To infer the parameters µod and σod, I had access to two sets of experimental data:
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1. Between two and three different solutions of known VAF concentrations (0, 0.005,

0.01, 0.02, 0.05) for 4 different genes (IDH1, JAK2, KRAS and NRAS) were se-

quenced at a median depth of 415x. I refer to this set of data as known dilution.

These were obtained using Tru-Q DNA Reference Standards, a quality control mate-

rial generally used to benchmark sequencing protocols;

2. For 5 individuals, technical replicates were elaborated by sequencing two additional

samples at all timepoints. These individuals had at least one mutation across 15

different genes (ASXL1, BCOR, CBL, DNMT3A, EZH2, GNAS, IDH1, JAK2, NOTCH1,

PHF6, SF3B1, SMC1A, SRSF2, TET2, ZRSR2) with VAF between 0 and 0.394. I refer

to this set of data as technical replicates.

For the known dilutions, I model the distribution over the expected VAF as a beta dis-

tribution such that VAF ∼ Beta(α, β), where α = pα
1−p and p is the observed VAF and

for the technical replicates I adopt a model identical to the one described in the previous

section using only gene growth effects. Here, I model β ∼ Exp(r) with r as a variable with

no prior. I use an identical process as in the previous section — MCMC with HMC — with

400-500 leapfrog-steps as implemented in greta [423] to estimate the mean and standard

deviation of using both models for known dilution and technical replicates in parallel. For

this estimate I use 1,000 samples from the posterior distribution.

2.2.4. Simulation results

Estimation of the technical overdispersion coefficient

To simulate and model targeted sequencing experiments I started by estimating the tech-

nical overdispersion associated with sequencing. To do this I had two datasets — known

dilution, which consisted of prepared sequencing read solutions with known concentrations

(Figure 2.2) and technical replicates, which consisted on technical triplicate data for 4 in-

dividuals (Figure 2.3; more details on the cohort to which these individuals belonged will be

made available in Chapter 3). For the Replicate dataset, it should be highlighted that the

technical replicates were obtained from the same collection; in other words, the variation

is expected to be due to technical aspects of sequencing rather than stochastic sampling of

blood cells.

I model both datasets and the associated technical overdispersion as described above

using HMC and obtain an estimate for the mean and standard deviation of the overdisper-

sion by calculating both directly using posterior samples (218.72 and 29.50,respectively). I

observed good convergence of the chain for the overdispersion parameters (Figure 2.4) and

good estimation of the apparent overdispersion by visually inspecting the fits in the longitu-
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dinal data (Figure 2.5). It is worth noting that 74732959 (G>A) in individual 260, while not

being captured by this model, follows a fairly atypical trajectory: between the third and fourth

timepoints there is a sharp decrease in VAF, which can be an outcome of competition in the

same individual caused by 74732959 (G>T) (this will be further discussed in the following

chapter).
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Figure 2.2.: The known dilutions dataset, containing technical sequencing replicates of sequencing
reads solutions with known concentration. 90% confidence intervals are represented
assuming VAF values follow a beta distribution.
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Figure 2.3.: The technical replicates dataset, which tracks mutations in 53 different genes across 4
individuals over 5 sampling phases. 90% confidence intervals are represented assum-
ing VAF values follow a beta distribution.
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Figure 2.4.: Trace plots for the technical overdispersion, showing the history of the technical overdis-
persion parameter as it is sampled across over a 1,000 iterations.
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Figure 2.5.: Fitted values for the longitudinal modelling and comparison with real triplicate data from
the technical replicates dataset. Dotted lines represent the trajectories defined by
longitudinal sequencing and full lines represent the inferred trajectories. Vertical lines
represent 90% credible intervals.

Estimation of clone fitness using longitudinal sequencing

Using the simulations described in the methods above, I infer coefficients for the growth

attributable to mutation i (bmuti) and for the growth attributable to the clone harbouring mu-

tation i in individual j (bcloneij ) and do this jointly for all the simulation experiments. By doing

so, it is possible to faithfully estimate the part of growth that is attributable specifically to the

mutation and disentangle it from clone-specific effects. First, I verify that the MCMC chains

converge adequately by visually inspecting them (Figure 2.6) and assessing the effective
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sample size and Gelman-Rubin statistic for all coefficients (Figure 2.7). Combining this

visual inspection with the fact that values for ESS were routinely above 500 and that the val-

ues for the Gelman-Rubin statistic were close to the unit, I could confirm that the simulation

has converged and that the chains can be further analysed.
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Figure 2.6.: Trace plots for the mutation coefficients inferred using the model described above on
data simulated under a Wright-Fisher model.
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Figure 2.7.: The Gelman-Rubin statistic (left) and effective sample size (right) for all modelled pa-
rameters inferred using data simulated under a Wright-Fisher model.

Knowing that the MCMC chains converge adequately, I use them to show that using this

model it is possible to calculate the fitness of drivers with a R2 = 91.5% (Figure 2.8).

Visual inspection of these trajectories while comparing them with the original trajectories

provides further confirmation of the effectiveness of this model in recapitulating clonal growth

(Figure 2.9). Here, I use the average of all chains to estimate the expected value of each
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coefficient and calculate the 90% highest posterior density interval (HPDI) for all coefficients.

In practical terms, the 90% HPDI is the shortest-spanning interval containing 90% of the

samples in these simulations and it is observable that the HPDI for each coefficient contains

— or is close to containing — the true value of the coefficient. I also measure the likelihood

of the simulated data under the model and define an outlier as a value not contained within

the 95% confidence interval defined by the model and consider, from here on, all trajectories

with outliers as invalid and do not proceed with their analysis. Taking these standards, 87%

of all trajectories are explained by the model. Assuming that each point had a 5% chance

of being an outlier and that each point belonging to the same trajectory is independent from

the others, it is possible to calculate a theoretical probability that a trajectory contains an

outlier for a different number of timepoints and compare these with the results from these

simulations. As shown in Table 2.1, this model explains a sizeable amount of the explained

trajectories, considerably larger than what would be expected if each sample had a 5%

chance of being an outlier. Additionally, it is clear that this remains relatively constant for

different true fitness intervals (Figure 2.10).
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Figure 2.8.: Inferred fitness effect vs. simulated fitness. The simulated fitness effects were used to
produce a number of HSC populations simulated under a Wright-Fisher model. The in-
ferred fitness effects were inferred from simulated longitudinal sequencing experiments
applied to the aforementioned simulations under a sWright-Fisher model.

Table 2.1.: Expected and observed fractions of trajectories with outliers, stratified by the number of
simulated timepoints in the simulated longitudinal sequencing experiments.

Number of timepoints
Expected fraction of trajectories

with outliers
Observed fraction of trajectories

with outliers

3 85.7% 97.9%
4 81.4% 88.6%
5 77.4% 91.5%
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Figure 2.9.: Examples of simulated and inferred trajectories for different true fitness levels (s).
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Figure 2.10.: Fraction of explained trajectories for different true fitness ranges.

Estimation of the age at clone onset using longitudinal sequencing data

To obtain an age, rather than a generation, at clone onset, I divide the generations by

13 under the assumption that there are 13 generations (cell divisions) per year. Using this

value, I am able to compare the inferred and simulated age at onset to assess whether

Equation (2.1) recapitulates the true age at onset. To generate each estimate for the age at

onset, I calculate for each sample of bmuti , bcloneij and uij their respective tonset,ij and, for

each clone (each having 1, 000 samples), I estimate the median and the 90% confidence

interval for the age at onset. I note here that a relatively low number of clones — 10.3% of

all clones — had a median age at onset that preceded birth. This is due to an underesti-

mation of the true fitness of the clone, especially considering that competition or clones with

smaller fitness advantages are present in these simulations. To address this problem and

knowing that it is highly unlikely that clones appeared before birth (especially in the context

of these simulations) I set a lower bound for the age at onset estimates that precede birth

— in other words, if tonset,ij < 0 then I correct this to tonset,ij = 0. Taking these corrections

into consideration, I now compare the true with the inferred age at onset for these simulated

clones and show that it is possible to estimate the true age at onset using a relatively sim-

ple longitudinal sequencing protocol and statistical modelling (R2 = 65.8%, Figure 2.11).
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Additionally, while these estimates can have a relatively high spread, they appear to be a

consistent estimator of the age at onset as represented with the boxplots in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11.: Inferred age at onset as a function of the simulated age at onset. The red lines rep-
resent the continuous interpolation of the 1st and 3rd quartile for the age at onset
inference, whereas the green line represents the median.

An additional and relatively intuitive finding from this analysis is that the mean absolute

error (MAE) for the age at onset estimates is considerably higher for smaller fitness advan-

tages (MAEs≤0.01 = 12.49, MAEs>0.01 = 6.34, Figure 2.12) — this conclusion highlights

the fact that lower fitness advantages make clones more likely to be affected by competition

or genetic drift, making the estimation of their ages at onset more biased due to greater

relative errors in the inference of their fitness effect.
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Figure 2.12.: Residuals for the inferred age at onset as a function of simulated fitness.
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Having access to the original clonal trajectories also allows me to inspect the cases where

age at onset estimation fails, as visible in Figure 2.13, containing a few examples of trajec-

tories where the absolute error for the age at onset was superior to 20 years. Specifically

for the low fitness cases (such as the first panel in Figure 2.13), this can also be due to the

difficulty of estimating the age at onset for slow clones. In other cases, I can reasonably

postulate that the large errors in the inference of the age at onset are mostly attributable

to stochastic regimes deviating from the expected value or due to competition between dif-

ferent clones, leading to the underestimation of the growth rate. Regarding the longer than

expected stochastic regime, it is worth restating that the expected value is E[tstoch] = 1
sg .

In my case, a clone with s = 0.001 would have E[tstoch] = 77, whereas one with s = 0.01

would have E[tstoch] = 7.7. For example, in Figure 2.13, the top-left trajectory (s=0.002;

mu=1.2e-07), E[tstoch] = 38.5 but the observed tstoch was much smaller than that (3.1).

Conversely, for the top-right trajectory in Figure 2.13, E[tstoch] = 19.2 but the observed was

much larger (50.4). Additionally, the effect of competition is that of causing clones to grow

at a rate that is lower than their real growth rate due to an increase of the relative fitness

of the population, i.e. other fit clones also reaching considerable sizes — more concretely,

the observable clone fitness will be the fitness of that clone minus the average population

fitness. Importantly, while the effect of genetic drift will be considerably higher on smaller

clones, that of competition can impact clones of any size.
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s=0.002; mu=1.2e−07 s=0.003; mu=9e−08 s=0.003; mu=1.2e−07 s=0.004; mu=5e−08
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Figure 2.13.: Examples of population trajectories under a Wright-Fisher model for which the absolute
error for the age at onset inference is at least 20 years. For each panel, each line
represents a mutation, colour-coded by whether it is a driver (orange) or a passenger
(light grey), and the line type represents whether the error for the age at onset inference
was over 20 years (full) or the coefficients for the trajectory were not inferred (mutation
was not detected in the simulated longitudinal sequencing experiments)/the error for
the age at onset inference was under 20 years.
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Effect of N and g. As made clear in Equation (2.1), there is some dependency on the

assumption of values for N and g. Taking this into consideration, I investigate the effect of

wrong values for N and g on the age at onset estimates. This shows that there is a set of

values for N and g for which the age at onset estimates are relatively similar in their MAE

when compared with the simulated age at onset as shown in Figure 2.14. Using the cor-

rect values, one can be sure that the solution is, on average, within ≈ 9 years of the real

value. Nonetheless, it should also be noted that incorrect assumptions for N and g do not

render incorrect values due to their dependence — in the formula for tonset,ij , a single term

has both N and g (log(g/sij/N)) and, as such, it is reasonable that feasible solutions for

g and N occur, as long as the N/g remains close to that of the true value — in this case,

N/g = 200,000
13 ≈ 15384. In fact, it is worth noting at this point a fundamental aspect of the

relationship between N and g for these models and for population genetics models in gen-

eral — while one would, in the ideal scenario, be able to disentangle both quantities, such

is not possible given contemporary modelling frameworks. For example, if one considers

the work by Lee-Six et al., where ranges of values for both N and g are suggested, these

ranges must be interpreted as a joint distribution for the values of N and g (rather than two

ranges describing independent quantities), where N
g maintains an approximately constant

value [5]. Here, I nonetheless try to discuss both quantities separately as the concept of

a "population size" measured in HSC years or simply years — the unit of measure for N
g

— can be confusing. Additionally, I found that jointly considering both as a unified quantity

makes their relationship with biologically-relevant phenomena and quantities (particularly

the average time between cellular divisions and the number of HSC in the bone marrow)

cloudier.
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Figure 2.14.: Mean absolute error for the age at onset estimation for different population sizes and
number of generations per year. The tile with a black outline/brightest colour represents
the best (lowest) performing combination of parameters.
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On the estimation of N and g from longitudinal sequencing data. Finally, I was in-

terested in understanding if there was a reasonable way of estimating a likely solution or

interval for the real values of N and g given the distribution of ages at onset for different

clones. To do this, an additional set of clones was simulated under a Wright-Fisher model

with two different combinations of N and g: N = 100, 000; g = 5 and N = 50, 000; g = 1.

I note here that these constitute slightly different values for N/g, particularly 20, 000 and

50, 000, respectively.

The motivation for this investigation was relatively simple — assuming identical mutation

rates, one would expect clones to appear in a more or less uniform manner over life. Under

the simulated experimental conditions here stated, however, this expectation may not hold

for the detected clones — it would not be possible to detect very small clones or clones

that did not manage to fixate in the population. Indeed, as observable in Figure 2.15,

slower clones will appear mostly over the first half of life (otherwise their detection would be

impossible) while faster clones are more likely to appear later in life. The latter age bias —

faster clones appearing later in life — is caused by the filtering of very large clones (VAF >

45%), a step I take to avoid simulating clonal trajectories which are not representative of the

data in Chapter 3 (where the maximum VAF of any trajectory is below 40%). Nonetheless,

the distribution of ages at onset for all clones appears to be generally characterized by a slow

accumulation of clones after which a steady decay is observable. It is admissible that some

instances of late clones having considerable fitness could be caused by the accumulation

of multiple drivers on the same clone — this is discussed by Grossmann et al. in a recent

paper, where, given sufficient time, it is the presence of multiple drivers, and not so much

the fitness of individual drivers, that becomes determinant for the competitive success of

clones [322]. However, I found that clones were characterized by a single driver mutation.
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Figure 2.15.: Distribution of the simulated ages at onset for different fitness ranges and stratified by
population size (N) and number of generations in a year (g).

This suggests that an assumption of uniformity would not be the most adequate, making

the choice of a more flexible distribution a necessity. For this reason, I chose the beta dis-

tribution, which requires some manipulation of the data. I transformed the ages at onset

a for each of the groups of simulations (N = 200, 000; g = 13, N = 100, 000; g = 5 and
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N = 50, 000; g = 1) to have range [0, 1] as a′ = a−min(a)
max(a)−min(a) (henceforth, I will be referring

to this quantity as the relative age at onset). Having done so, I fitted three distinct Beta

distributions to each group of simulations using moment matching (calculating the moments

for the data and using them to estimate the parameters of the beta distribution), verifying

relatively similar estimates for both shape parameters and their respective distributions (Ta-

ble 2.2; Figure 2.16). The purpose of fitting these distributions is to have a more compact

description of the empirical distribution and to better understand how much this deviates

from the uniform (Beta(1, 1) ∼ Uniform(0, 1)).

Table 2.2.: Parameters for beta distributions fitted to the relative ages at onset.

Population size Generations/year α β

50000 1 1.21 1.64
100000 5 1.61 2.14
200000 13 1.52 1.88
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Figure 2.16.: Empirical and theoretical densities from beta distribution fits to the relative ages at
onset, stratified by population size (N) and number of generations in a year (g).

For all three combinations of parameter values, I note that the expectation of the distribu-

tion shape may be that of a relatively flat and constant mutation rate as this remains constant

through life. However, it is quite visible in Figure 2.16 that the number of mutations is closer

to a left-shifted bell shape. The reason for this is twofold — to create a scenario that is closer

to the one in Chapter 3, I remove mutations that achieve very high VAF (>45%). While this

filter can affect any clone, it is more likely to affect those which appear earlier and that are

more likely to reach larger clone sizes. On the other hand, the dip later in life is due to the

fact that only sampled clones (i.e. clones reaching a VAF of ≈ 0.5%) are being considered.

Both these factors — the filtering of large clones and the technical aspects of clonal de-

tection — make the distribution of clone onset take on a left-shifted bell-shaped curve. It

is also worth noting that this left-shift is larger in smaller population sizes. The explanation

for this is tied to the drift threshold — for example, a clone growing at an annual fitness of

0.1 in a population where N = 50, 000 will reach the deterministic regime (1/s) when its

size is 0.02%; however, that same clone in a population where N = 200, 000, will reach the
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deterministic regime when its size is 0.005%, implicating that clones appearing later in life

will be more likely to grow to larger sizes. Given that I filter out large clones, this impacts

smaller populations by shifting the distribution density towards early life.

Having an adequate description of an empirical distribution, it is possible to assess whether

the distribution of inferred relative ages at onset can be considered similar. To assess this,

I calculated the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic between the fitted Beta distribution and the

distribution of the inferred relative ages at clone onset. I present the results for this analysis

in Figure 2.17, showing that the KS statistic is relatively small when the correct values are

used. As expected and discussed above, these results do not allow me to correctly assert

the correct population size or number of generations per year, but allow the description of a

joint distribution of likely values for N and g represented by the diagonal of low KS statistic

values across all heatmaps in Figure 2.17. I nonetheless avoid using this sort of analysis to

estimate the correct relationship between N and g, relying instead on the estimates offered

in other works [5, 98], conclusively noting that likely ranges for the relationship between both

values appear to be inferrable using this setup.
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Figure 2.17.: Heatmap representing the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistic between the estimated
theoretical distribution of relative ages at onset and the distribution of inferred relative
ages at onset, stratified by the true population size (N) and number of generations in a
year (Tg). The colour of each tile represents the KS statistic and the numbers on each
tile represent its ranking, with lower numbers and lighter colours representing higher
similarity between distributions.

2.3. Studying haematopoietic evolution through single cell

phylogenetics

2.3.1. Simulations and phylogenetic tree construction

Similarly to the previous section, I start by simulating a set of scenarios to assess the va-

lidity of the fitness estimation protocol I applied to real data. Here, I simulated a population

of 200,000 HSC, each having 7,500 passenger mutations and 50 drivers and selected 6 dis-

tinct combinations of fitness effect and mutation rate for the 50 possible driver mutations —

[0.005, 200×10−9; 0.01, 50×10−9; 0.015, 20×10−9; 0.02, 15×10−9; 0.025, 8×10−9; 0.03, 5×
10−9] — and each simulation was repeated 20 times for 800 generations, yielding a total of
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120 simulations. For each of these simulations, a phylogenetic tree was built by following a

relatively simple protocol:

1. For each simulation I take a representative sample of 100 clones from the last time-

point (g = 800). To do so, the probability of each clone being sampled is given by its

relative frequency. I used 100 clones here to approximate the scenario in Chapter 3

where 96 colonies are used to construct each phylogenetic tree;

2. Using the complete set of mutations describing each clone, I build trees using a

neighbour-joininig algorithm [424]. This relatively simple algorithm iteratively builds

the tree by joining the two most similar tips/nodes. Such a simple approach can be

used in this case because not only is the genotype of each colony, but also because

the root of the tree — the germline state, where no somatic mutations are present —

are completely known.

For each tree, I detect clades by defining them as a group of tips and branches whose

MRCA has the earliest instance of the driver they share. I also extracted the trajectories for

the drivers out of each simulation considering the possibility that two different clones could

have the same driver — for instance, if a clone a acquired mutation i at time ta and clone b

acquired mutation i at time ta these are considered two distinct drivers rather than a single

one — this enables the comparison between driver trajectories and trajectories inferred from

each clade. In practical terms, I consider that a clade and a driver trajectory correspond to

the same clone if the mutations characterizing them have the smallest Hamming distance

out of all clade-driver trajectory combinations.

2.3.2. Phylodynamic inference of clonal trajectories from phylogenetic trees

To determine the clonal trajectory of each expansion using the information contained in its

corresponding clade — particularly, the distribution of times between coalescent events — I

use BNPR, a method implemented in the phylodyn [425, 426] package for R. BNPR estimates

effective population sizes on a grid of sampled points at resolution τ between the tips and

the first observable coalescence of each tree (or clade). In effect, this approach seeks to

estimate the posterior P[f, τ |g] ∝ P[g|f ]P[f |τ ]P[τ ], where f is the piecewise linear esti-

mate in the Ne estimator N(t) for a grid of points along the tree between xd and xD = t2

such that N(t) =
∑D−1

d−1 exp(f)1(xd,xd+1] and g is the inferred genealogy (our phylogenetic

tree or clade). f is parameterized as a Gaussian process and describes the population

trajectory between coalescent events. In practical terms, the estimation process for f is

approximated using the integrated nested Laplacian approximation, with more concrete de-

tails in [425] (theoretical foundation) and [426] (practical application and implementation).
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In other words, BNPR estimates the Ne trajectory from the tips of a tree to its first coales-

cence, which can then be used to determine the clonal dynamics of specific expansions.

I chose this method because it had been already used previously in the landmark paper

on haematopoietic dynamics by Lee-Six et al., is reasonably fast and, as I will be showing

further ahead, provides good estimates for the Ne and allows the calculation of a consistent

estimate of the true fitness of clones. In Figure 2.18 I present an example of different clades

and their phylodynamic trajectories fitted using BNPR (blue full lines and bands), where it is

evident that the existence of coalescences is what allows BNPR to infer relatively narrow

intervals for Ne estimates.
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Figure 2.18.: Illustrative representation of clades and their respective BNPR trajectories, along with
the three parametric fits used to describe them.

2.3.3. Phylodynamic fitness

Calculating the BNPR Ne estimates for all the trees in the clade assumes no fixed fitness

effect. However, it is expected that each mutation confers a specific fitness effect, which

should be determinant in these trajectories. To determine the best way to infer fitness from

BNPR trajectories I fit three different models to all Ne trajectories Ne(t), namely:

1. A log-linear fit which assumes that clonal growth is exponential: log(N ′e(t)) = t×b+a,

where b and a are determined using least squares (orange dashed line in Figure 2.18);

2. A scaled and shifted sigmoid fit which assumes exponential but saturating growth:

N ′e(t) = bscale

1+e
bmid−t

b

, where bscale, bmid and b are determined using a non-linear opti-

mization routine (nl2sol) from the Port library [427]. I initialized variables in such a

way that guarantees convergence: bscale = max(Ne(t)), bmid = max(t) and b = 10

(green dashed line in Figure 2.18);

3. A biphasic log-linear fit which assumes there are two distinct phases of growth sep-

arated by a breakpoint bp: log(Ne(t)) = t × b1 + a, if t < bp and log(N ′e(t)) = t ×
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b2+a, if t ≥ bp, where b1, b2, a and bp are determined using limited-memory Broyden-

Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno algorithm with box constraints (L-BFGS-B), a quasi-Newthonian

method which uses a limited amount of computer memory. Similarly to 2., I initialized

variables to facilitate convergence: b1 = b, b2 = b, a = a, bp = mean(t), where

a and b are the estimates from 1. I also constrain estimates of bp to be between

min(t)+0.25×range(t) and max(t)+0.75×range(t) (red dashed line in Figure 2.18).

For all three estimates described above, I weigh data according to its uncertainty from the

Ne estimates — BNPR produces estimates for the 95% credible interval, which I use to derive

an approximate estimate of the logarithm of the variance as in Equation (2.2) and I use its

inverse. Finally, I compare all three types of estimate by assessing how closely they are able

to recapitulate the simulated fitness. To do so, I calculate their coefficient of determination

and root mean squared error. I also visually assess how similar these trajectories are to the

true driver trajectories as reconstructed from simulations.

log(V (t))′ = (log(Ne(t)97.5%)− log(Ne(t)2.5%))2/16 (2.2)

To confirm the impact of this particular method of phylodynamic estimation — BNPR —

on the Ne trajectories, I use two additional methods for phylodynamic estimation as im-

plemented in the ape package for R [428]: skyline (an implementation of the generalized

skyline plot, a non-parametric method for Ne estimation that assumes that the Ne for a

given interval is proportional to the accumulated waiting time between coalescent events

and the number of lineages while inversely proportional to previous coalescent events) and

mcmc.popsize (a method with similar assumptions to those of skyline but which uses re-

versible jump MCMC to derive a smoother version of the Ne estimate) [429] (Figure 2.19).

mcmc.popsize fits a set of splines to obtain a continuous representation of the Ne and the

use of reversible jump MCMC enables this method to also infer the correct number of neces-

sary splines. I use both additional methods to verify that estimates from BNPR are consistent

with those from other methods while enabling a more accurate recapitulation of the true

fitness effect.

2.3.4. Simulation results

Early growth is a consistent estimator of clone fitness using phylodynamic

estimation

Using a simulation scenario similar to the one described for the previous section of the re-

sults, I inferred phylogenetic trees for 120 Wright-Fisher simulations after 800 generations. I

avoided using the same simulations as before for 3 reasons: firstly, I wanted to have access
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Figure 2.19.: Three phylodynamic trajectories inferred using three different methods — bnpr,
mcmc.popsize and skyline.

to a set of simulations that could be used to generate a variety of phylogenetic trees that

included trees similar to those in Chapter 3, a process that was achieved by iteratively try-

ing different parameter combinations; secondly, phylodynamic estimation is time-consuming

and having a smaller set of simulated HSC populations was preferable.

The structure of each of these trees alone highlights the expected diversity when clones

with distinct fitness effects are present (Figure 2.20) — while smaller fitness advantages

do not lead to particularly evident expansions in the tree (a large branch preceding a clade

with more than 5 tips), larger fitness advantages often have the capacity to sweep the entire

clonal landscape and take over the whole HSC population. Sections of the tree which have

no driver and are not contained in an expansion have a comb-like structure, characterized

by tips with long branches.
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Figure 2.20.: Examples of the trees generated for increasing fitness effects. Each tip represents a
sequenced clone from a representative sample from a HSC population simulated under
a Wright-Fisher model. Expansions with drivers (orange) are characterized by clades
with a long branch followed by several coalescent events, whereas parts of the tree
with no drivers (grey) are characterized by few coalescent events and a "comb-like"
structure with long terminal branches (tips).
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I then defined clones in the trees as a clade described by a unique combination of drivers

and corresponded them to their respective clones in the simulation. I isolated the clades and

for each of them used BNPR, a phylodynamic estimation method, to determine the lifelong

trajectories of each of these clones. A first assessment, comparing the original trajectories

in the simulations with those inferred using phylodynamic estimation from the trees shows

good concordance (Figure 2.21). This highlights the usefulness of single-cell colony ex-

periments in determining the lifelong trajectory of clones. This comparison also shows that

phylodynamic estimates are sensible to the carrying capacity of the HSC population, satu-

rating as the clone slows down. Figure 2.21 also shows that some BNPR trajectories show

considerably more variance as their trajectory approaches the time of sampling. This is

largely due to these clades being relatively small — indeed, when clades are smaller, it is

less likely for them to display a sufficient number of coalescent events (the structure of which

is used to infer the Ne) that would allow smaller confidence intervals. As such, when analyz-

ing these clades I use the average log variance Vmean = 1
n

∑n
i=1 log(V (Ne(ti))) to define

low variance clades (Vmean < 5; Figure 2.22) and high variance clades (Vmean ≥ 5; Fig-

ure 2.23). It is visible from Figure 2.22 and Figure 2.23 that the main difference in the data

(clades) underlying low and high variance trajectories is the density of coalescent events

— in high variance trajectories, sizeable portions of the clade have no coalescent events.

Finally, I note here that high variance clades have a median of 6 tips (range: [5,13]), while

low variance clades have a median of 21 tips (range: [5-99]). Nonetheless, in both high and

low variance scenarios, BNPR is capable of providing Ne intervals which accurately capture

the true population size (Figure 2.22 and Figure 2.23).

Having observed the concordance between the Wright-Fisher trajectories of clones and

their phylodynamic estimates, I then proceeded to quantify the growth from the phylody-

namic estimates. It is worth noting that BNPR, while providing a trustworthy recapitulation

of the lifelong clonal trajectory, is a non-parametric method and, as such, does not provide

per se an estimate of the fitness advantage for any given clone. I fitted three different mod-

els to the phylodynamic trajectories — a log-linear model, a sigmoid model and a biphasic

log-linear model as represented in Figure 2.18. Each has particularly different assumptions

— growth is constant and exponential, growth saturates as the clone size approximates the

carrying capacity and growth is exponential and can be divided into two distinct phases,

respectively. The inspection of BNPR trajectories on their own already reveals the fact that

it is the initial phase of Ne that is the most different between different fitness advantages

(Figure 2.24).

To assess which fit is the best suited to capture the true clone fitness, I measure the

coefficient of correlation and the root mean squared error between the fit coefficient and
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Figure 2.21.: Comparison of Wright-Fisher trajectories (grey) with their bnpr-estimated trajectories
(pink). The intervals for the bnpr-estimated trajectories represent the 95% credible
interval for these trajectories.

the true clone fitness (Figure 2.25). This shows that early growth — the first phase of

growth as capture by the biphasic model — is a consistent estimator of the fitness. On the

other hand, assuming a single growth coefficient appears to dramatically underestimate the

growth effect of fitter clones, whereas sigmoid growth overestimates lesser fit clones. It is

important to note that the growth observed at a later phase is, in general, quite close to 0 as

the clone approaches carrying capacity. Additionally, the clustering of trajectories as having
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Figure 2.22.: Examples of clades (top) and their respective trajectories estimated with BNPR (bottom)
for low variance trajectories. The true population size from the Wright-Fisher simulation
at the final generation is represented as a black point. The intervals for the bnpr-
estimated trajectories represent the 95% credible interval for these trajectories.
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low or high variance (red and blue in 2.25, respectively) allows a higher degree of confidence

in my inference — indeed, whereas the root mean squared error between the early growth

and the true fitness advantage is 0.0098 for high variance trajectories, it is lower by 0.002

(0.008) for low variance trajectories.

Finally, the intervals for the BNPR trajectory inference were wider as fewer coalescent

events were available (as visible in Figure 2.18 and mentioned earlier). This is particularly

prevalent as the time of sampling approaches. This could be of potential concern as it could

bias my estimates for growth. I evaluated the consistency of these estimates, i.e. how dif-

ferent would the inferred coefficients be if the trees were trimmed by 50 or 100 generations.

As shown in Figure 2.26, these trajectories are relatively similar to one another. Quantifying

their consistency — the mean absolute error between BNPR trajectories obtained from the

original tree and from trimmed trees — leads to the results presented in Table 2.3. The error

is relatively small — on average, between 0.002 and 0.003 for the estimation of the early

growth and between 0.002 and 0.005 for the late growth — showing that these estimates

are relatively consistent.

Table 2.3.: Mean absolute error between the dynamic parameters inferred from the original trees and
trees trimmed by 5 or 10 years.

Growth Original-trimmed by 5 years Original-trimmed by 10 years

Early 0.0021 0.0033
Late 0.0025 0.0048
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Figure 2.23.: Examples of clades (top) and their respective trajectories estimated with BNPR (bot-
tom) for high variance trajectories. The true population size from the Wright-Fisher
simulation at the final generation is represented as a black point. The intervals for the
bnpr-estimated trajectories represent the 95% credible interval for these trajectories.
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Figure 2.24.: All inferred BNPR trajectories for clones simulated under a Wright-Fisher model (black).

Using a red bold line I show a log-linear fit to the first 400 generations of the data,
showing a visible increase in the slope as the simulated fitness increases.
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Figure 2.25.: Benchmarking different fits to the phylodynamic trajectories inferred using BNPR. The
first four plots represent the inferred growth under different models as a function of
the simulated fitness — growth for the log-linear fits (Linear growth), early growth for
the biphasic log-linear fits (Early linear growth), late growth for the biphasic log-linear
fits (Late linear growth) and growth for the scaled and shifted sigmoid fits (Sigmoidal
growth). The two bottom panels show the coefficient of correlation (R2; higher is better)
and the root mean squared error (RMSE; lower is better) for the different fits.
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Figure 2.26.: Examples of BNPR trajectories obtained from the original trees, trees trimmed by 50
generations (5 years) and trees trimmed by 100 generations (10 years). Each panel
rerpresents one clade and I note how many tips each clade has on top of each panel
(N).

2.3.5. BNPR outperforms other methods for phylodynamic inference

The last section of this chapter is dedicated to the evaluation of BNPR against other

mcmc.popsize and skyline, two other phylodynamic estimation tools with similar assump-

tions present in the ape package in R [428]. Visually, all three methods appear to capture

the same general trends, with mcmc.popsize showing little success in estimating the ear-

lier phase of growth for a few clades as represented in Figure 2.27. While it is hard to

determine a cause for this poor estimation of earlier growth, it is possible that the fact that

mcmc.popsize initializesNe as a heuristic constant value [429], coupled with a relatively low

number of very early coalescent events, may cause this.

I then used two of the fits stated above — log-linear and biphasic — to assess which

method was capable of best capturing the true fitness advantage of clones, showing these

results in Figure 2.28. Once again, it is evident that early growth is much more representa-

tive of the true fitness advantage when compared with lifelong growth. Finally, while skyline

performs reasonably well, it is BNPR that shows the best performance at estimating the true

fitness advantage of the clone. The weaker performance of skyline when compared with

BNPR is possibly due to the way that skyline interpolates between point estimates — while

BNPR uses a Gaussian process as the prior for the Ne variation between coalescences,

skyline assumes that population is relatively constant between each point estimate, lead-

ing to more abrupt changes in Ne. Taking this into consideration, I will be using BNPR over

the following chapter to estimate the population trajectories of different expansions in phylo-
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Figure 2.27.: Comparison of phylodynamic trajectories obtained using bnpr and mcmc.popsize and
skyline. Each panel represents one clade. I note how many tips each clade has (N)
and the simulated fitness (s) on top of each panel.
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Figure 2.28.: Heatmap comparing the performance of the fitness advantage estimates obtained us-
ing bnpr, mcmc.popsize and skyline. Each tile is coloured according to the coeffi-
cient of correlation (R2) between the inferred and simulated fitness advantage and the
R2 value is noted on each tile in white.

2.4. Summary

In this chapter, I show that it is possible to recapitulate two important aspects of clonal dy-

namics — age at onset and fitness advantage — using longitudinal targeted sequencing and

phylogenetic trees combined with phylodynamic modelling. Additionally, I provide evidence

that phylodynamic modelling using BNPR recapitulates the lifelong behaviour of clones.

Using a simple hierarchical Bayesian model, I show that it is possible to accurately infer the

growth rate associated with specific driver mutations in a simulated longitudinal sequencing

setting (R2 = 91.5% between the simulated and inferred coefficients). Additionally, using
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assumptions derived from the Wright-Fisher model, together with accurate growth coeffi-

cient inference, it is possible to estimate the age at clonal onset (R2 = 65.8% between the

simulated and inferred ages at clonal onset). While in many cases the age at clonal on-

set inferences were correct, lifelong changes in growth rate — motivated by the stochastic

nature of genetic drift or competition — play a key role in clonal dynamics that longitudinal

studies during old age are unable to capture.

Using simulation experiments that replicate the process of deriving and sequencing single

colonies, I show that these lifelong changes can be captured using phylodynamic estimation,

particularly through the use of BNPR. Additionally, I show how growth during earlier clone

expansion provides a better representation of the true fitness of the clone, with competition

playing a determining role in these alterations.

In these simulations, determined by the Wright-Fisher model, competition causes the de-

celeration observed in the simulated trajectories of clones and their respective phylodynamic

inferences (Figure 2.21) — by increasing the average population fitness s̄, the onset of other

fit clones leads to a generalized inability of clones to grow at their true fitness rate s, growing

instead at a relatively slower growth rate s′ = s − s̄. Conversely, when clones are smaller

their growth is mostly determined by genetic drift and when clones appear earlier in life,

when fewer fit clones are present in the HSC population, they are able to grow at a rate that

is more representative of their true fitness rate. These aspects of competition in the HSC

population explain the fact that early growth better represents s. However, it is worth noting

that other factors — which will be discussed in the Discussion of Chapter 3 — can play a

role in deceleration.

2.5. Code availability

The code for this analysis and the associated notebooks are available in https://gerstung-lab.

github.io/ch-dynamics/, more specifically in "Estimating the overdispersion", "Validation

of hierarchical Bayes model", "Validating the estimation of growth rates and evidence for

saturation from phylogenetic trees" and "Comparing different methods for the estimation of

population size trajectory".
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3. The longitudinal dynamics and natural
history of clonal haematopoiesis

3.1. Contribution and disclaimer

The work presented in this chapter is also available as a preprint in [97] and in bioRxiv

in https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.08.12.455048 and some parts may coincide. More

concretely, I plotted all panels and elaborated Figures 1-5 in this manuscript and performed

the analyses underlying them (the figure identifiers provided in the following items refer to

the manuscript):

• I designed the schematic representation of the study design and analysed the preva-

lence of CH in this cohort in terms of magnitude and clonality upon stratifying by age

and gene (Figure 1)

• I performed the longitudinal analyses of longitudinal targetted sequencing and subse-

quent inference of gene-, site- and clone-dependent growth coefficients, along with the

validation of the estimation method using Wright-Fisher simulations detailed in Chap-

ter 2 (Figure 2, Extended Data Fig. 3 excluding Extended Data Fig. 3h (elaborated by

Margarete Fabre), Extended Data Fig. 4 excluding Extended Data Fig. 4b (elaborated

by Margarete Fabre))

• I analysed the three single-cell colony phylogenetic trees derived and inferred by Mar-

garete Fabre in terms of the estimation of the age at clone onset and growth rates of

different clades through the use of phylodynamic methods (Figure 3, Extended Data

Fig. 6)

• I analysed four additional single-cell colony phylogenetic trees derived and inferred

by Emily Mitchell in terms of their deceleration over life. Additionally, I used the co-

efficients derived from longitudinal sequencing data to complement the analysis of

deceleration, along with the validation of the estimation method using Wright-Fisher

simulations detailed in Chapter 2 (Figure 4a-j, Extended Data Fig. 7, Extended Data

Fig. 8)
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• Using the coefficients derived from longitudinal sequencing data, I inferred the ages

at clone onset for all clones in our study following a fixed growth rate, along with the

validation of the estimation method using Wright-Fisher simulations detailed in Chap-

ter 2 (Figure 4k, Extended Data Fig. 9 excluding Extended Data Fig. 9a (elaborated

by Margarete Fabre))

• I assessed the association between the growth rates inferred from the longitudinal data

and 1. the AML risk coefficients presented in Abelson et al. [101] and 2. the dN/dS

values (calcualted by Margarete Fabre) observed for specific sites in two myeloid ma-

lignancy cohorts (MDS and AML; Figure 5).

For the sake of clarity regarding authorship, all the figures presented in this and other

Chapters, as well as the analyses underlying them here detailed, were elaborated and per-

formed by me. At the end of each figure legend in this Chapter I referenced the respective

panel in the manuscript. I also note that the validation presented in the previous chapter

was an essential, if understated, aspect of the manuscript which contains part of this chap-

ter [97].

3.2. Introduction

CH has been widely studied regarding its likely associations with specific blood indices,

smoking history, chemotherapy, inflammation and age [90, 116, 117, 121, 149], and has

been shown to be associated with an increased risk of cardiovascular disease and haema-

tological cancer [82, 88, 89, 96, 100, 118, 119, 430]. However, the study of the dynamics

and evolution of CH is still in its infancy — indeed, while it is now known that fitness advan-

tages are gene- and site-dependent [346, 348], previous work on this topic have only been

able to clarify either the average behaviour of clones or the clonal dynamics at an older age.

While both sound relatively complimentary, apparent inconsistencies have arisen. Indeed,

while [346] used the distribution of clone sizes to infer that DNMT3A mutations can lead

to some of the fastest growing clones, the work in [348], which uses longitudinal targeted

sequencing, reaches different conclusions: DNMT3A mutations actually lead to some of the

slowest growing clones in old age, a period during which mutations in splicing genes (partic-

ularly in U2AF1 and SF3B1) are among the genes conferring the largest growth advantages.

There seems to be an apparent paradox — while the distribution of clone sizes would imply

that DNMT3A clones expand quickly over life, these fast dynamics are not observable during

old age.

The work here presented contributes to this body of knowledge and, to some extent,

resolves the aforementioned contradiction. Here, I have analysed data from longitudinal
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targeted sequencing for over 300 older individuals and confirm several of the findings pre-

sented by the previously by Robertson et al. using longitudinal sequencing [348]. Addi-

tionally, it is possible to disentangle clone-specific (or "unknown-cause") effects from those

attributable to specific genes and sites. This revealed that mutations in splicing genes, par-

ticularly in U2AF1 and SRSF2-P95H, confer the greatest fitness advantage in older age,

while mutations in DNMT3A conferred a relatively small fitness advantage, similarly to [348].

To complement this evolutionary snapshot of clonal dynamics during older age, I also used

phylogenetic data from single-cell colonies derived for three of the individuals for who lon-

gitudinal targeted sequencing data was available and from four additional older individuals

from a publication by Mitchell et al. [98] and infer the phylodynamic trajectories for all expan-

sions, with and without known drivers. Together with estimates from the longitudinal targeted

sequencing data, this helped clarify the apparent contradiction between [348] and [346] —

most clones decelerate through life, an effect that is likely to be motivated by competition

driven by an oligoclonal HSC population and affects lesser fit clones the most. Additionally,

I use the fitness estimates from longitudinal targeted sequencing to establish associations

between both selection in AML and MDS and risk of AML onset as calculated in [101].

3.3. The age dependent mutational landscape of clonal

haematopoiesis

I worked exclusively with variant calls and, for this reason, will not go into detail about the

variant calling process; nonetheless, for reference, these are available in [97]. Regarding

the cohort here studied, the data I used consisted of targeted sequencing data for 384

individuals. Notably, 80 (20.8%) of these individuals had no mutations on any of the genes

under study and were disregarded. For each individual, blood was collected at between 2

and 5 timepoints (Table 3.1) across a median period of 12.9 years (3.21-16.1) and 5 phases

(Phase 1-5), with 96.4% of all individuals having more than two timepoints. Each blood

sample was sequenced for a panel of 52 genes at a median coverage of 1350X. Only 17 of

these genes — as represented in 3.2 — were used after assessing which ones were under

positive selection [97, 335].

Table 3.1.: Distribution of individuals with a given number of timepoints.

Number of timepoints Number of individuals Proportion Cumulative proportion

2 11 3.6% 3.6%
3 66 21.6% 25.2%
4 102 33.4% 58.7%
5 126 41.3% 100%
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Table 3.2.: Summary of different effects in the model. “X” indicates the utilization of that specific
effect (Truncating and Missense) for each gene and in Sites I detail the sites that were
explicitly modelled.

Gene Truncating effect Missense effect
Explicitly modelled sites (absolute

prevalence)

ASXL1 X
BRCC3 X X

CBL X X I383M (2), C404Y (3), V430M (2)
CTCF X X

DNMT3A X X

L295P (2), R635Q (2), R635W (4), S638F
(2), L647R (2), R659H (2), I705T (4), R736C
(3), R736H (2), F755S (3), S770L (5), I780T

(2), M880V (2), R882C (2), R882H (6)
GNB1 X K57E (4)
IDH1 X R132H (2)
IDH2 R140Q (3)
JAK2 V617F (12)
KRAS X

PPM1D X
PTPN11 X

SF3B1 X
H662Q (2), K666N (13), K666R (2), K700E

(7), A744P (2)
SRSF2 X P95A (2), P95H (6), P95L (4)
TET2 X X H1380Y (4), I1873T (6)

TP53 X X
Y220C (2), M237V (2), R248W (2), R273H

(2), R282W (2)
U2AF1 X Q157P (3), Q157R (3)

First, using this cohort — 384 individuals aged between 54 and 93 at study entry whose

blood was sampled and sequenced for a panel of 53 genes between 2 to 5 times (median:

4) over a median period of 13 years — in a gene-agnostic way I was able to confirm a well

known aspect of CH that it increases with age in both magnitude, clonality and prevalence

[82, 90], as illustrated in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2, with 305 individuals harbouring at

least one CH mutation. Additionally, I could also verify that not only are some genes much

more prevalent than others, with both DNMT3A and TET2 being present in more than 30%

of individuals, but also that the prevalence of some genes is differentially affected by age

(Figure 3.3) — particularly, while the prevalence of mutations in spliceosome genes and

TET2 increases consistently with age (5.4% increase per year (p-value=0.00124) and 6.8%

increase per year (p-value=0.000371), respectively, for a binomial regression controlling for

gender), that of DNMT3A appears to show no association with age.

Inspecting the prevalence of multiple mutations across different genes also revealed dis-

tinct patterns. Using a series of permutations to derive empirical distributions and Monte
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Figure 3.1.: Average clonal haematopoiesis clone size stratified by age range, with each point rep-
resenting a single clone and considering all timepoints (Figure 1b in [97]).
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Carlo p-values, I observe that individuals with multiple TET2 mutations are overrepresented,

with a single individual harbouring 8 TET2 mutations Figure 3.4. Individuals with multiple

DNMT3A mutations are also overrepresented to a smaller extent. Together with the analysis

presented in Figure 3.3, this can suggest that the increasing prevalence of TET2 acch is

linked with a higher likelihood of mutational acquisition as age progresses.
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Figure 3.4.: Expected and observed mutation prevalence excess for different numbers of mutations
per individual stratified by gene. The size of each pie-chart reflects the number of indi-
viduals carrying mutations in this gene and each pie represents the difference between
the observed and expected gene-specific clonality prevalence — if the pie is fully light
grey, then the expected and observed clonality prevalence are identical. If the pie has
any white, then the observed clonality prevalence is smaller than the expected. If there
is any dark grey in the pie, the observed clonality prevalence is larger than the expected
and if there is black in the pie the observed clonality prevalence is twice that of the
expected (Extended Data Figure 4c in [97]).

3.4. Clones expand steadily during old age

I assume that the VAF at each timepoint is a proxy for clone size in the bone marrow

and assume that each mutation is monoclonal. Both these assumptions are supported by

previous studies [341, 431, 432] and allow the modelling of each clonal trajectory — the

collection of VAF values for a single driver mutation in a single individual — as a time-

dependent scaled sigmoid with an asymptotic value at 0.5. The reason why 0.5, rather than

1, is used is to accommodate the fact that most mutations are likely to be haploid (for the

specific case of mutations in chromosome X in male individuals — as those in BRCC3 —

I adjust the coverage to be twice as high in these sites). While phasing these mutations

would be the ideal case scenario this is not possible using this targeted sequencing panel

— in effect, this cohort and panel detected only 11 mutations or less per individual, which

provides little resolution to infer clonality. Additionally, copy number information, which I did

not have, is typically necessary to correctly infer clonality.

I adapt the model described and validated in Chapter 2 to include both gene- and site-
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specific coefficients, rather than a single mutation specific coefficient: bmuti , which described

the growth rate associated with mutation i, becomes the linear combination of bgenei ∼
N(0, 0.1) and bsitei ∼ N(0, 0.1). To avoid identifiability issues between bsitei and bunknownij
(the unknown-cause effect of the clone harbouring mutation i in individual j), I only model

bsitei when this mutation is a missense mutation and is present in 2 or more individuals (I

henceforth refer to these sites as recurrent sites). Effectively, for all other sites where a

single mutation is observed across the entire cohort the fraction of their clonal dynamics not

associated with bgenei will be captured exclusively by the bunknownij . Additionally, when a

gene has a single mutation (V617F in JAK2 and R140Q in IDH2), the effect is considered

to occur at the site level. Ultimately, I consider a total of 17 genes and 39 recurrent sites

(Table 3.2). I refer to mutations in gene GENE which change amino-acid X in position xxx

to amino-acid Y as GENE-XxxxY. For example, the mutation in JAK2 which changes the

valine in position 617 to phenylalanine is denoted as JAK2-V617F.

For the sampling and coefficient inference, I use HMC as implemented in greta [433] with

a number of leapfrog steps between 150 and 300. I draw 5000 samples and discard the

initial 2500 samples, thus estimating the mean, median, credible intervals and HPDI of each

parameter using the last 2500 samples. The quality control step described in the previous

section — calculating the likelihood of each sample under this model and discarding all

trajectories with at least one point whose likelihood has a tail probability of over 97.5%. I

calculate the age at onset as described in (2.1).

I applied this model to all the trajectories in this cohort. The most immediate finding is

that trajectories are remarkably consistent over old age (Figure 3.5), with the vast majority

of clones (92.4%) having no outliers (defined as samples falling outside the 95% confidence

interval defined by the longitudinal model). For simplicity, I will also be referring to trajec-

tories without outliers as "explained trajectories". However, this scenario is not the same

for all genes — while trajectories for clones harbouring mutations in genes such as U2AF1,

DNMT3A and TET2 have practically no outliers, those with mutations in JAK2, IDH1 and

SRSF2 show a higher proportion of unexplained trajectories, hinting that these mutations

may make clones more unpredictable (Figure 3.6). Given that the number of mutations or

available timepoints for each individual could affect the number of outliers in trajectories, I

confirmed that this was not the case as per Figure 3.7.

To better understand whether unexplained trajectories could be attributed to the mod-

elling assumptions or to other biological factors, I further assessed whether the proportion

of explained trajectories was different between different modelling conditions — between

truncating and missense mutations, and between clones with and without explicitly mod-
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Figure 3.5.: Examples of trajectories overlapped with real data. Lines represent the inferred trajec-
tory while points/crosses represent real data depending on whether they are outliers or
explained by the model, respectively. Grey bands represent the 90% highest posterior
density interval (Figure 2a in [97]).
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Figure 3.6.: Fraction of explained trajectories by gene with 90% beta-distributed confidence intervals.
Explained trajectories are those containing no outliers (Figure 2b in [97]).

elled sites. Additionally, I checked whether sex (male vs. female) and smoking status (has

smoked vs. has never smoked) could impact the proportion of explained trajectories. How-

ever, I found no statistically significant association between either of the groups according to

a Chi-square test (for the model-intrinsic factors: recurring vs. non-recurring and truncating

vs. missense; for other biological factors: male vs. female and has smoked vs. has never

smoked) Figure 3.8. To try to better understand whether a more illustrative cause for un-

explained trajectories could be found, I inspected all unexplained trajectories and found that

they could be tentatively categorized as belonging to one of three main groups — compe-
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Figure 3.7.: Fraction of explained trajectories by number of mutations (left) and number of available
timepoints (right) with 90% beta-distributed confidence intervals (Supplementary Figure
4d and e in [97]).

tition (one clone outcompetes a second clone, causing it to decelerate or even decrease in

size), sequencing artefacts or consequences of genetic drift (a mutation randomly fluctuates

to detectable levels for a single timepoint) and size-dependent deceleration (a clone grows

too big and, due to the increase in the relative fitness of the population, grows more slowly),

with examples presented in Figure 3.9. It is important to note that these explanations are not

absolute, but rather possible. To avoid using poor inferences and unless otherwise noted, I

only used explained trajectories and their respective coefficients in the remaining analyses

of this chapter.

Female
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Male
never smoked
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Proportion of fits with no outliers

Non−recurring and
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Proportion of fits with no outliers

Figure 3.8.: Fraction of explained trajectories by modelling parameterization (left) and by sex and
smoking status (right). Three different scenarios are considered for the modelling pa-
rameterization stratification, all of which consider unknown cause effects — recurring
and missense, where mutations are present in more than one individual and, because
of that, are modelled by both gene and site effects, non-recurring and truncating, where
mutations are modelled by truncating effects at the gene level, and non-recurring and
missense, where mutations are modelled by missense effects at the gene level.

Blood was collected at an additional timepoint — Phase 6 — for 11 individuals with mu-

tations in CBL (c.2434+1G>A), DNMT3A (P385fs, R882H, W330X), GNB1 (K57E), JAK2

(V617F), PPM1D (Q524X), SF3B1 (K666N, K700E, R625L), SRSF2 (P95H, P95L), TET2

(Q1542X) and U2AF1 (Q157P, Q157R). Using these data, I was able to test the predictive

performance of this model and the consistency of the trajectories. As visible in Figure 3.10,

most trajectories do not deviate greatly from a 6th timepoint which was not used in the infer-
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Figure 3.9.: Examples of trajectories which are not explained by the model — competition, where a
clone is responsible for a sudden decrease/deceleration of another clone whose trajec-
tory is not explained by the model (left), sequencing artefact or drift, where a sequencing
false positive at a given timepoint or a random fluctuation to detectable levels leads to
trajectories where the mutation is detectable in a single timepoint (centre) and size-
dependent deceleration, where a mutation loses part of its growth rate at a size smaller
than the theoretical carrying capacity (this can be caused by other undetected clones
growing in bone marrow; right).

ence of the coefficients for the model. Further quantifying this, as represented in Figure 3.11

and Figure 3.12, it becomes clear that the predicted changes in VAF correspond nicely to

those observed (MAE = 3.4% and R2 = 89% between the observed and expected fold

change). This further confirms that trajectories remain consistent over relatively long peri-

ods of time during old age. It nonetheless should be noted, as evidenced more clearly in

Figure 3.11, that the VAF for SRSF2 trajectories is consistently over-estimated.
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Figure 3.10.: Predicted trajectories for an additional timepoint for 10 individuals. Circles represent
datapoints that were used to infer the coefficients in the model, whereas crosses (+)
represent datapoints that were not used by the model for inference. Inferred trajecto-
ries, as well as their 90% credible intervals, are represented by arbitrary colours (based
on Extended Data Figure 3g,h in [97]).

3.5. Identifying the drivers of clonal growth rate

Considering the relative stability of the trajectories, it is now possible to consider the ef-

fect of specific sites (whose mutations are present in two or more individuals) and genes

on the growth per year (Figure 3.13; Table 3.3). I show that the growth advantage con-
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Figure 3.11.: Observed and predicted variant allele frequency (VAF) for a 6th timepoint (based on
Extended Data Figure 3f in [97]). Vertical bars represent 90% highest posterior density
intervals.
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Figure 3.12.: Observed and predicted fold change in variant allele frequency (VAF) for a 6th time-
point (Extended Data Figure 3f in [97]).

ferred by most sites is relatively small with that conferred by the gene, with SRSF2-P95H

being the single exception. It is also clear that DNMT3A and TET2, the two most commonly

mutated genes in CH, are by no means the genes conferring the greatest fitness advan-

tage; in fact, it is mutations in U2AF1, PTPN11 and SRSF2 that are responsible for the

fastest growing clones (Table 3.3). Importantly, both U2AF1 and SRSF2 are, together with

another relatively fast gene, SF3B1, splicing genes, making their relatively late detection

in CH more intriguing [90]. I also quantified the fitness effect of truncating and missense

separately, showing that, for CBL, truncating mutations confer a greater fitness advantage

than missense ones (the annual growth rate is 10.9% (CI90% = [3.3%, 18.7%]) higher for

truncating CBL mutations), while the reverse is observable in TP53 (the annual growth rate

is 10.4% (CI90% = [2.6%, 18.0%]) higher for missense TP53 mutations; Figure 3.14), while

other genes for which both effects were modelled show no significant difference between

truncating and missense mutations.

The unknown cause effect is an additional model parameter which quantifies how different
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(Figure 2c in [97]).

Table 3.3.: Distribution of genetic coefficients.

Gene Type Annual growth CI90%

ASXL1 Truncating 9.67% [7.4%, 12.1%]
GNB1 Missense 10.08% [3.2%, 17.5%]
IDH1 Missense 10.67% [−1.6%, 22.0%]
KRAS Missense 8.22% [1.9%, 14.0%]

PPM1D Truncating 9.35% [6.4%, 12.3%]
PTPN11 Missense 18.14% [11.9%, 24.8%]
SF3B1 Missense 11.59% [6.7%, 15.7%]
SRSF2 Missense 15.31% [9.4%, 21.3%]
TET2 Missense 9.78% [7.8%, 11.6%]

BRCC3 Missense 4.00% [−2.3%, 9.9%]
TET2 Truncating 8.10% [6.9%, 9.3%]
TP53 Missense 4.93% [1.3%, 8.7%]
TP53 Truncating −5.58% [−14.4%, 2.6%]

U2AF1 Missense 19.32% [10.1%, 28.9%]
BRCC3 Truncating 5.76% [−0.9%, 11.8%]

CBL Missense 4.35% [−1.6%, 9.1%]
CBL Truncating 14.29% [8.2%, 20.8%]

CTCF Missense 6.27% [−1.3%, 13.7%]
CTCF Truncating 8.39% [−0.5%, 17.1%]

DNMT3A Missense 3.77% [2.1%, 5.5%]
DNMT3A Truncating 5.16% [3.4%, 6.8%]

the observed growth is from the growth conferred by gene and/or site in a given clone. It is

worth noting that the magnitude of the unknown cause effect depends largely on the gene —

whereas genes such as U2AF1 or PTPN11 show a relatively small spread of unknown cause

effects, those of ASXL1, JAK2 and TET2 are considerably more dispersed (Figure 3.15).
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Figure 3.14.: Difference between the posterior distributions for truncating and missense effects for
genes where both effects were modelled. In all cases, the difference between indi-
vidual parameter values for each sample was calculated and the median (points) and
90% highest posterior density interval was calculated (vertical bars). Differences in
black are considered statistically significant (i.e. their interval does not overlap with 0)
whereas differences in grey are considered statistically non-significant (Extended Data
Figure 3j in [97]).

However, it is not only its absolute magnitude that is relevant — the relative magnitude of

the unknown cause effect, when compared with the observed growth for different clones,

has also distinct gene-specific signatures (Figure 3.16) — whereas the larger magnitude

of unknown cause effects in JAK2 mutants is expectable due to its relatively low proportion

of explained trajectories, such is not the case of TET2 or ASXL1; indeed, while more vari-

able, trajectories in both these genes may be affected by relatively stable and extra-genetic

effects as will be discussed further ahead in the Discussion. While genetics is generally

the strongest driver of clonal growth, it is worth noting that for clones characterized by mu-

tations in lesser fit genes during the observation period (such as DNMT3A), the unknown

cause effect can have a sizeable impact on the clonal trajectory. Indeed, it should also be

highlighted that a larger unknown cause effect magnitude may not necessarily imply a con-

siderable shift in growth rate — comparing the mean of the annual growth and the standard

deviation of the unknown cause growth for different drivers, it becomes clear that, for most

genes, there appears to be a clear positive trend between both (Figure 3.17). However,

drivers such as mutations in PTPN11 or U2AF1 and SRSF2-P95H have a distinctly small

unknown cause effect magnitude when compared with their mean, suggesting these clones

are particularly unaffected by non-driver effects. Conversely, JAK2 clones have consider-

ably larger unknown cause effect magnitude for the unknown cause effect when compared

with its mean total annual growth, suggesting that other factors which are not capture by this

model explain the high dynamic variability of JAK2 clones.
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Figure 3.15.: Unknown cause effects stratified by gene. Each gene represents a single clone (Figure
2e in [97]).
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Figure 3.16.: Comparison of the annual growth (growth/yr) determined by gene and site (predicted
by driver) with those observed (equivalent to the annual growth considering driver and
unknown cause effects; Figure 2d in [97]).

Similarly to the analysis performed with the unexplained trajectories, I also investigated

if any model-intrinsic or other biological factors could be underlying the differences in the

unknown cause growth effect:

1. Regarding model-intrinsic factors, I investigated whether one could expect the intra-

individual variance to be smaller than the inter-individual variance, suggesting that

individual-specific, rather than clone-specific, effects were at play, finding no significant

difference between either group (Figure 3.18 (left))

2. Recurrence or truncation status could also be associated with the unknown cause ef-

fect — since I only model a site-specific growth effect for missense mutations which are

present in 2 or more individuals, it could be the case that the unknown cause growth

effect was considerably larger for mutations whose genetic effect was only captured

by bgene. However, I have detected no such associations (Figure 3.18 (right)). This,

together with the fact that these factors do not affect the number of explained trajec-

tories, provides confirmation that the parameterization of this model is not biasing the

results here presented
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Figure 3.17.: Comparison between the mean annual growth effect and the standard deviation of the
unknown cause effect for different drivers. The 90% credible intervals for the mean
are derived from the posterior distribution, whereas the 80% confidence intervals for
the standard deviation are calculated as σ

√
N−1√

qχ2 (0.1,N−1)
, with N as the total number

of mutations for each driver, qχ2(x, f) as the quantile function for the Chi-squared
distribution for probability x and f degrees of freedom, and σ is the standard deviation
(Extended Data Figure 4a in [97]).

3. Age could also have an impact on the unknown cause effect. I assess this by measur-

ing the Spearman correlation between the age at which the clones were first detected

and the unknown cause effect. There is an association between the unknown cause

effect for all genes and age (ρ = 0.14; p = 2 ∗ 10−4) and between TET2 clones and

age (ρ = 0.31; p = 2 ∗ 10−6) after correcting for false discoveries. However, if TET2

clones are excluded from the all gene analysis, the result no longer is statistically sig-

nificant after correcting for multiple testing (ρ = 0.10; p = 4 ∗ 10−2), pointing towards

the impact of TET2 in this association (Figure 3.19 (left)).

4. I also investigated the association between smoking status and sex, and the unknown

cause effect, finding no association between either (Figure 3.19 (right)). Given its

particular association with smoking history in CH [121] and wide spread of unknown

cause factors (Figure 3.15), I assess whether there is a specific association between

ASXL1 and smoking status, but find no particular association, implying that the effect

of smoking on ASXL1 CH may be associated with an increased mutation rate rather

than with an increase in clone fitness.
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5. Finally, also investigated whether the number of clones in a single individual — the

individual’s clonality — could have an impact on the unknown cause effect to assess

whether competition could impact growth during old age, finding no statistically signifi-

cant association for a linear regression while controlling for age both when considering

all genes and when performing this analysis stratified by gene.
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Figure 3.18.: Association between technical aspects of modelling and the estimated unknown cause
effect: comparison between between and within individual variance (left) and between
truncating and recurrence status, where the distribution for each case is plotted as a
boxplot (right). The p-value for the comparison between between and within individual
variances was calcualted according to an F-test for the ratio of variances.
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Figure 3.19.: Association between biological factors and the estimated unknown cause effect: as-
sociation between the age at mutation detection and the TET2 unknown cause (UC)
effect (left), and comparison of UC effects stratified by smoking status (smoker and
non-smoker) and sex (male and female; Extended Data Fig. 4e,d, respectively, in
[97]).

The results thus far point towards a few meaningful conclusions — almost all clones grow

at a steady growth rate during old age, and this growth rate is largely determined by factors

associated with driver genetics. The remaining fraction of clonal growth, which is not associ-

ated with driver genetics, remains unexplained as factors such as age, smoking status, sex

and clonality do not explain it, with the notable exception of an association between TET2

unknown cause growth rate and age. This makes the investigation of the lifelong growth

dynamics of different clones all the more appealing — particularly, this allowed me to further

clarify whether growth during older ages is representative of that observed during the entire

life of an individual, and whether specific patterns of and changes to clonal dynamics are

observable. However, longitudinal data only allows the inspection of growth dynamics during
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the study period.

3.6. Single-cell phylogenetic trees reveal lifelong clonal

behaviour

Clonal dynamics can be captured by stable dynamics over a 15 year-long period. How-

ever, given that mutation acquisition is relatively constant through life [321] and that clones

can theoretically expand over the entire lifetime of the individual, it is important to have a

perspective into the lifelong behaviour of clones. Haematopoietic phylogenies allow the in-

spection of lifelong clonal dynamics. To this effect, single-cell colonies were derived and

sequenced for three individuals (PD42176, PD34493 and PD41305) and their phylogenetic

trees inferred as detailed in [97] by Margarete Fabre. For each of these individuals, 85, 93

and 92 sequenced colonies were used to infer each phylogenetic tree, respectively. These

individuals were selected because they harboured mutations in splicing genes, whose ex-

pansion has been associated with age [90]. The phylogenetic trees for these individuals

and the subsequent phylodynamic analysis of clonal expansions was used to clarify how

these mutations evolved through life and whether they were more likely to expand as age

progresses.

Each tree was made ultrametric (or linearized) by iteratively extending branches until the

distance between any two tips is no bigger than the distance between either tip and any

third tip (also known as the three point condition), leading . Recent studies have shown that

mutations accumulate linearly through life [98, 321], pointing towards a constant molecular

clock/mutation rate. Present evidence also shows that a relatively small but significant num-

ber of mutations happen between conception and birth, with studies showing this to be close

to 55 mutations [98, 320]; to this effect, I consider the first 55 mutations of each tree to have

happened before birth, scaling the rest of the tree linearly with time. In these trees, I define

and detect expansions as either clades with one known driver mutation at their MRCA or as

clades whose MRCA branch length is at least 10% of the depth of the tree. This allows the

detection of expansions with no known driver. The determination of clonal trajectories from

each expansion, as well as the quantification of growth from these trajectories, is described

in Chapter 2.

The first tree (PD42176; Figure 3.20) is characterized by a single, massive SF3B1-K666N

clone, which appeared between the age of 36.5 and 45.4 years old. Other mutations are

presented at relatively low proportions (in only a few clades), while a chromosome Y dele-

tion preceded all other mutations in this individual, suggesting that this must have happened

during development or very early in life. Using BNPR, a phylodynamic method, to estimate
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the lifelong trajectory of the SF3B1-K666N clone, it becomes clear that this clone had an

initial period during which its relative fitness was much higher than that of the other clones,

progressively slowing down as it approached the time of sampling (Figure 3.20). Compar-

ing this lifelong trajectory with the one inferred using longitudinal data, I can observe good

concordance between both, with the phylodynamic estimation using the single-cell colonies

highlighting an initial, faster expansion which the longitudinal data fails to capture.
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Figure 3.20.: Ultrametric phylogenetic tree for individual PD42176, with all studied driver mutations
and relevant structural rearrangements annotated (left). Lifelong trajectory for the
SF3B1-K666N, inferred using both longitudinal targeted sequencing data and phylo-
dynamic methods (Figure 3a,d in [97]).

The tree of individual PD34493 shows four fairly large expansions (Figure 3.21), two of

which are characterized as being driven by no immediately recognizable driver. The expan-

sions that are characterized by known drivers, clones 1 and 2 (SF3B1-K666N and U2AF1-

Q157R, respectively), exhibited fairly distinct behaviour over the lifetime of this individual —

while clone 1 expanded steadily until the time of sampling, having first appeared anywhere

between conception and the age of 33, clone 2 expanded rapidly, having first appeared be-

tween the ages of 39 and 60 on the back of a previous expansion with an unidentified driver,

highlighting distinct behaviours from two genes frequently clustered together as functionally

similar. Once again and in both cases, it is visible that the trajectories inferred from lon-

gitudinal targeted sequencing and phylodynamic methods are in good agreement. A final

remarkable aspect of this phylogenetic tree is that its largest expansion has no known driver

despite constituting more than half of the sampled colonies (Figure 3.21).
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Figure 3.21.: Ultrametric phylogenetic tree for individual PD34493, with all studied driver mutations
and relevant structural rearrangements annotated (left). Lifelong trajectory for the
SF3B1-K666N and U2AF1-Q157R, inferred using both longitudinal targeted sequenc-
ing data and phylodynamic methods (right) (Figure 3b,e,f in [97]).

The final tree derived from the Sardinian cohort is that of individual PD41305, character-

ized as having no expansions with identifiable drivers (Figure 3.22). This individual was se-

lected because I was interested in assessing the behaviour of its SRSF2-P95H clone; how-

ever, due to possible technical complications associated with SRSF2-P95H clones not being

particularly well suited for cultivation or colony selection bias before choosing the colonies

which were to be sequenced, only a single colony presented this mutation. Because of this

it was impossible to capture the lifelong behaviour of this clone. Nonetheless, this tree fur-

ther highlights the dimension and relevance of expansions with no known drivers that were

already visible in the tree of individual PD34493 (Figure 3.21). Their lifelong behaviour,

similarly to the expansions in the tree of individual PD34493 excluding the U2AF1-Q157R,

is characterized by appearing early in life (any time between conception and 22 years old).

Particularly for individual PD41305, expansions with no known driver expand quickly early

in life, stabilizing during later years.

Considering all three phylogenetic trees, it is also worth noting that chromosome Y dele-

tion is prevalent during old age, with all three (male) individuals presented here harbouring

at least an occurrence of chromosome Y deletion and with the tree for individual PD41305
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Figure 3.22.: Ultrametric phylogenetic tree for individual PD34493, with all studied driver mutations
and relevant structural rearrangements annotated (left). Lifelong trajectory for two ex-
pansions with no known drivers, inferred using phylodynamic methods (right) (Figure
3c,g,h in [97]).

harbouring three independent losses of chromosome Y. Additionally, the prevalence and

dynamics of expansions with no known drivers — 5 out of 8 — highlights the unknown di-

mensions of CH. Finally, by comparing trajectories inferred from two separate methods it is

possible to observe fairly good concordance, as observable in Figure 3.23, presenting the

quantification of the growth dynamics during the longitudinal sampling and on the ages at

onset. This, together with the validation experiments in previous chapter using simulations,

provides further orthogonal validation of both approaches. Interestingly, expansions with

no known drivers appear to be remarkable slow during later stages of life, having largely

stagnated despite not having reached the carrying capacity of the HSC population.

3.7. Clonal deceleration is ubiquitous in old age

Upon calculating the ages at clone onset for all the clones in this cohort, I noted this

estimate exceeded lifetime (preceded birth; Figure 3.24) for large fraction of clones (34.4%).

Together with the fact that the trees in the previous section revealed that several expansions

had a period during which their growth was considerably faster than the one observed, I

set out to quantify this apparent phenomenon of deceleration. Thanks to four additional

phylogenetic trees provided by collaborators (Emily Mitchell and Peter Campbell) from their
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Figure 3.23.: Comparison of the growth dynamic coefficients calculated using longitudinal targeted
sequencing and phylodynamic modelling over the study period (left) and the ages at
clone onset using longitudinal targeted sequencing and phylogenetic trees. Median
estimates and 90% highest posterior density intervals (triangles and horizontal lines
on the left) for growth dynamics coefficients for the longitudinal data were obtained
using Bayesian hierarchical modelling (as described in Section 2 and earlier in this
section) and average growth dynamic coefficient values for phylogenies (circles) were
calculated for the BNPR-inferred phylodynamic trajectory during the study period. Ages
at onset for the longitudinal data were calculated using Equation (2.1) for all posterior
samples and their mean and 90% credible intervals were calculated (triangles and
horizontal lines on the right). Ages at onset for the phylogenies were calculated as the
time period in the age-scaled ultrametric period that spans the branch corresponding
to the most recent common ancestor (horizontal lines and circles on the right) (Figure
3i in [97]).

2021 publication investigating age-related changes to haematopoiesis [98], I was able to

systematically quantify the effect of deceleration on clonal trajectories.
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Figure 3.24.: Representation of the lifelong extrapolation of two longitudinal trajectories, one of which
exceeds lifetime (golden; age at onset precedes the birth of the individual) and the
other is fully contained within lifetime (blue). Lines represent the average inferred tra-
jectory whereas the shaded areas represent the 90% highest posterior density inter-
vals (Figure 4e in [97]).

To do this, I first inferred the phylodynamic trajectories for all expansions in all trees across

both cohorts (Figure 3.25), highlighting the ubiquitousness of this effect — even if only qual-

itatively, it is possible to see that several of the clones show some form of deceleration later

in their life. Two particular aspects of this representation is the much higher frequency of
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detected expansions in the trees from Mitchell et al., attributable to the fact that phyloge-

netic trees in this publication were constructed using approximately 4 times more colonies

than ours, and the prevalence of DNMT3A clones in these trees, with two out of four trees

harbouring DNMT3A clones.
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Figure 3.25.: Lifelong clonal trajectories inferred for the single-cell phylogenies presented earlier in
this work [97] (left) and those obtained by Mitchell et al. [98] (right). Fractions of the
trajectories showing low variance (V (t) < 5) are represented as full lines, whereas
fractions with high variance (V (t) ≥ 5) are represented as dotted lines. A thin grey
band represents the carrying capacity from [5] (50,000-200,000 haematopoietic stem
cells) (Figure 4a,b in [97]).

I then fitted biphasic log-linear models to each phylodynamic trajectory in order to quantify

early and late growth. Having both these quantities, I first calculated what the expected clone

size would be if the early growth was representative of lifelong clonal growth (expected clone

fraction assuming that the population size is 200,000 HSC as suggested in [5]) and compare

it with the observed clone size (assuming that the fraction of tips belonging to an expansion

are representative of the size of the clone; Figure 3.26). As per Figure 3.27, showing

the ratio between observed and expected clone size, the expected size of the clone vastly

exceeds that which was observed, showing that clonal deceleration was essential to explain

the observed clone sizes. Additionally, I also show that this still holds when assuming that

population size is much larger (1,000,000 HSC) — in Figure 3.28 I show all the inferences

for the clades in Mitchell et al. demonstrating how the extrapolation of the earlier phase of

growth would lead to much larger clones.

Next, and considering that extrapolating the trajectory of 34.4% of clones leads to age

at clone onset times that precede birth (Figure 3.26, Figure 3.29), I inspect the extent to

which this happens when considering genes separately. In other words, I assessed whether

there was a specific gene bias associated with clonal deceleration, an effect that causes

ages at clonal onset to exceed lifetime. As per Figure 3.30, it becomes clear that while

some genes such as those involved in splicing (SRSF2, U2AF1 and SF3B1), together with

PTPN11, IDH1, IDH2 and CTCF are practically unaffected by clonal deceleration, others
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Figure 3.26.: Representation of the extrapolation of the early growth (expected clone size) and how
it compares with the observed clone size. The black line and grey band represent the
BNPR-inferred trajectory and its 90% credible interval, whereas the full red and blue
lines represent the two phases of growth according to a biphasic log-linear fit (early
and late, respectively). The dotted red line represents the growth extrapolated from
the early growth and used to calculated the expected clone size (Figure 4c in [97]).
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Figure 3.27.: Ratio between observed and expected clone size. Ratios larger than 1 represent
clones whose early growth was slower than expected, whereas ratios smaller than
1 represent clones whose early growth was faster than expected (Figure 4d in [97]).
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Figure 3.28.: Representation of the extrapolation of early growth and observed growth for all clades
in Mitchell et al. [98]. Each panel represents an individual clade, identified by the
individual (KX003, KX004, KX007 and KX008) and the driver mutation characterizing
it (if no driver mutation is identifiable, each trajectory is identified as CladeX, where X
represents an arbitrary numerical identifier) (Extended Data Figure 7e in [97]).

such as DNMT3A, BRCC3 and TP53 are particularly affected by this, with over 60% of

DNMT3A clones exceeding lifetime. Comparatively, TET2, the other most prevalently mu-
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tated CH gene, is remarkably different to DNMT3A — an effect that can be attributable to

TET2 clones growing at higher observed annual growth rates than DNMT3A clones, imply-

ing that DNMT3A clones either grow slower than TET2 clones or that deceleration has a

higher impact on the annual growth rate of DNMT3A clones.
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Figure 3.29.: The relationship between clone size, age and annual growth and its effect on age at
clone onset. Each point represents a clone and is coloured according to whether its
age at onset estimated exceeds lifetime or not (golden and blue, respectively; Figure
4f in [97]).
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Figure 3.30.: Fraction of clones exceeding lifetime stratified by gene. 90% confidence intervals (hor-
izontal black lines) were calculated assuming that these fractions follow a beta distri-
bution (Figure 4g in [97]).

This gene bias led me to further quantify deceleration in growth inferred from both longitu-

dinal targeted sequencing data and from phylodynamic estimates. For the former, I calculate

the historical growth of a gene (i.e. the expected growth excluding samples from the poste-

rior which exceed lifetime — Figure 3.31) and use the ratio between observed and historical

growth (decelerationlong) as a measure of deceleration. Here, a value of 1 represents an

absence of deceleration, whereas values smaller than one represent different degrees of

minimal deceleration (a value of 0.5 indicates that mutations had to grow at a rate twice as

high to explain the observed prevalence) and values over 1 are impossible (since I only re-

move growth rate estimates which are too low and lead to ages at clone onset which exceed

lifetime, the minimal historical growth will always be higher than the observed growth). For

the phylodynamic estimates, I use the late growth as estimated by the biphasic log-linear
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fit described in Chapter 2 and calculate the expansion’s expected growth. For the expected

growth, I assume that clonal dynamics follow a sigmoid curve and that the carrying capacity

of the clone saturates at the maximum clone fraction (1). To calculate the clone fraction, I

assume that the fraction of tips in a phylogenetic tree corresponding to a clone is represen-

tative of the true clone size. I used both of these quantities to calculate a second measure

of deceleration, decelerationphylo, as the ratio between the late and expected growth.

Similarly to decelerationlong, decelerationphylo values closer to 1 represents no decelera-

tion, whereas values below 1 represent an increasing amount of deceleration. To gain a bet-

ter sense of the distribution of decelerationphylo, I use the simulations described in Chapter

2 to define two distinct classes of phylodynamic trajectories based on their simulated clonal

trajectory — if the ratio between early and late growth for the simulated clonal trajectory is

below 0.8, these trajectories are considered saturating; otherwise, they are considered to

be near constant. As per Figure 3.32, I show that this phenomenon, while not affecting all

expansions or genes equally, is remarkably prevalent — indeed, the real data appears to be

a mixture of both near constant and saturating trajectories. Additionally, closer inspection

of the differences between historical and observed growth further reveals the remarkable

difference between DNMT3A, BRCC3 and TP53 and other genes (Figure 3.33).
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Figure 3.31.: Representation of the difference between observed and (minimal) historical growth
(dark red and golden, respectively). In both cases, the mean and 90% highest pos-
terior density interval for the inferred trajectories are represented as lines and bands,
respectively (Figure 4h in [97]).
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Figure 3.32.: Quantification of deceleration from phylodynamic and longitudinal data. "Near
constant" and "saturating" were obtained from simulated phylogenetic trees
(decelerationphylo), "real data (phyl.)" was obtained from observed phylogenetic
trees (decelerationphylo) and "real data (long.)" was obtained from longitudinal data
(decelerationlong) (based on Figure 4i and Extended Data Figure 7f in [97]).
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Figure 3.33.: Observed and historical growth stratified by gene. Each pair of points for each gene
represents the observed and minimal historical growth rate (full and hollow, respec-
tively) and is connected by a black line for ease of visualization (bigger lines imply
greater levels of deceleration; Figure 4j in [97]).

3.8. Clonal haematopoiesis is characterized by steady clonal

onset

Knowing that clones decelerate, I have to adjust the age at onset estimates similarly to

what was done in Chapter 2 to avoid having estimates precede birth — more concretely, I

consider it to be impossible for clones to have appeared before the age of -1, an arbitrary cut-

off representing conception. I show here that mutations in SRSF2-P95H and U2AF1 appear

much later in life than those in other genes, contributing to the previously reported age

association of splicing genes [90] (Figure 3.34). Mutations in every other gene, considering

the pervasive effects of deceleration, is likely to appear consistently through life.
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Figure 3.34.: Age at onset intervals for different drivers, calculated according to Equation (2.1). Each
interval represents the 90% credible interval for the posterior age at onset estimates
and each white point represents the age at onset estimate of different clones (Figure
4k in [97]).
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A key aspect of the age at clonal onset is its close association with the annual growth — in

Figure 3.35 it is clear that clones harbouring mutations which appear later in life grow faster

than other mutations; this is especially the case for SRSF2-P95H and U2AF1. Additionally,

the converse is visible for clones characterized by DNMT3A mutations which are projected

to appear very early in life, an effect that is impossible to disentangle from the deceleration

described in the previous section of the results. Even considering a relative low threshold —

0.2%, corresponding to the theoretical threshold for this longitudinal cohort (Appendix A) —

the growth rate of a considerable number of clones cannot have remained constant through

life if they reached the observed prevalence.
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Figure 3.35.: Association between age at onset and annual growth. Points represent the expected
value, whereas the coloured lines represent the 90% credible intervals. The black line
and shaded area represent the theoretical limit of detection at a variant allele frequency
of 0.2% (Extended Data Figure 9b in [97]).

There was the possibility — as previously discussed in Chapter 2 — that age at onset

estimates, particularly those associated with U2AF1 and SRSF2-P95H, could be due to a

particularly convenient set of values for the population size and number of generations per

year. To better clarify this, I also show that this particular age bias remains for a wide array

of possible values for the population size and generation time (Figure 3.36). Additionally, it

is possible that the choice of population size and number of generations per year does not

allow the detection of the late clonal onset of other drivers, particularly those in PTPN11 for

which there appears to be a bias for a later age at clone onset; however, further studies will

have to be conducted to assess this.

While no association was observable between smoking history and clonal dynamics, I

attempted to see if an association could be detected between clone onset and smoking,

in order to better understand if the association between smoking and CH was mediated by

an increased mutation rate, rather than by a change in clonal fitness. However, I found no
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Figure 3.36.: Age at onset intervals for different drivers given different combinations of values for the
population size (x axis) and number of generations per year (each colour, from blue to
red, represents an increasing number of generations/year; Extended Data Figure 9e
in [97]).

changes in the distributions for the age at clone onset between individuals smoking during

the age at clone acquisition and otherwise (Figure 3.37).
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Figure 3.37.: Age at onset density stratified by whether the individuals were smoking at the time of
clonal acquisition.

3.9. Clone fitness and its relation to progression

The final part of this project focused on analysing whether there was a more concrete

connection between the observed growth effects during old age. To this effect, I used the

risk coefficients for AML onset from [101] and the dN/dS values calculated for different sites

by Margarete Fabre in a MDS cohort and in an AML cohort to verify whether any association

was present between these values — AML risk and selection in MDS and AML, respectively

— and the observed growth rate during old age. As shown in Figure 3.38, there is a clear

association between AML risk and annual growth rate during old age (adj.R2 = 0.55, p =

0.0037) and between selection in MDS and AML and annual growth rate (adj.R2 = 0.19,

p = 0.0016).
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Figure 3.38.: Association between annual gene growth and acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) risk (left)
and annual genetic growth and selection in myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS) and AML
(right) for the different drivers studied (based on Figure 5 in [97]).

3.10. Discussion

In this work I present a comprehensive study of the dynamics of CH by using longitudinal

targeted sequencing data and phylogenetic trees derived from single-cell colonies. By doing

so, I present distinct growth coefficients that depend on gene identity, as well as a clear

perspective on the variability associated with each gene. Additionally, I show that, while
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clonal trajectories are very consistent during old age, they decelerate over life, an effect that

is likely to be associated with an increasingly competitive oligoclonal landscape. I also show

how most clones appear consistently through life, except those characterized by mutations

in U2AF1 and SRSF2-P95H. Finally, I show how selection in myeloid malignancies and risk

of progression to AML is associated with dynamics.

Differences between TET2 and DNMT3A. A striking aspect of this analysis arises when

considering DNMT3A and TET2, the two most frequently mutated genes in this cohort (Fig-

ure 3.3), with both showing up among the most mutated genes in CH across several studies

[82, 88, 121]: while DNMT3A shows very clear signs of deceleration as evidenced in both

targeted sequencing data and phylogenetic trees (Figure 3.33; Figure 3.25), TET2 is not

nearly as affected by this; in fact, here I show how the prevalence of TET2 increases with

age, whereas that of DNMT3A shows no clear sign of being affected by age. A number of

reasons can be associated with this: the most obvious one would be that DNMT3A clones

are simply less fit than TET2 clones while being exposed to similar mutational stimuli —

DNMT3A being less fit than TET2 would not only translate in TET2 clones outcompeting

DNMT3A clones; in fact, it would result in DNMT3A being much more prominently affected

by rises in the average fitness of the population in relative terms. On top of this, links have

been established between infection or inflammation and both DNMT3A [125, 126] and TET2

[149] growth, making it complicated to assign phenomena such as inflammaging to the dif-

ferences between both genes [290]. However, recent work on mCA in CH and its association

with specific mutations has shown that TET2 is associated with copy number without loss

of heterozygosity (CNLOH) events in the same chromosome as TET2. Simply put, CN-

LOH happens when, during cell division, chromosome segregation leads to there being two

copies of a previously heterozygous mutation in the same cell, resulting in two cells with two

and no copies of the mutation, respectively. These events, which are impossible to call given

my data, can contribute to the incorrect estimation of the fraction of cells harbouring a TET2

mutation (if a mutation is homozygous rather heterozygous, the counts would have to be

adjusted) and potentially an overestimation of the fitness of clones harbouring such events,

particularly considering that these events increase the risk of AML [94], which is itself asso-

ciated with clonal dynamics as demonstrated above. Additionally, DNMT3A loss-of-function

is more heavily associated with increasing HSC self-renewal and decreasing differentia-

tion [434], whereas TET2 loss-of-function leads to an increased myeloid-differentiation bias

[124]. These effects combined may explain why DNMT3A mutations become increasingly

less detectable in blood while TET2 overtakes it as the most prevalent gene. If this is the

case and considering that I found no difference between truncating and missense mutations

(Figure 3.14) in both TET2 and DNMT3A, this effect may also impact mutations in these
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genes which do not lead to loss-of-function.

The age-bias of U2AF1 and SRSF2-P95H. Mutations in U2AF1 and SRSF2-P95H were

the ones conferring the highest fitness advantage to clones and appearing only at relatively

old ages in contrast with other genes which appeared consistently over life, explaining the

previously reported later onset of splicing gene mutations [90]. This particular age bias is

further highlighted once their prevalence across other myeloid conditions is considered as

in Figure 3.39 — while mutations in these drivers appear at a relatively low prevalence in

this cohort when compared with haematological malignancies, it is considerably higher than

that observable in other studies concerning CH, which may be attributable to the fact that

this cohort is on average older than other cohorts. Mutations in these genes have also been

shown to be practically absent from cases of juvenile or paediatric haematological malig-

nancies, appearing only in adult cases [258, 435], a possible consequence of the later age

at onset. Specifically considering SRSF2-P95H, it is worth highlighting that other recurring

SRSF2 mutations — P95A and P95L — confer a considerably smaller fitness advantage

when compared with P95H. This is striking because all three mutations affect the same

residue, a proline which interacts directly with RNA and is responsible for exon recognition

[436, 437]. P95H, however, is responsible for the most striking changes when considering

the number of affected sites [256, 261]. A possible factor contributing to the difference be-

tween P95H and other P95 mutations is the fact that a change from proline to histidine is

much more dramatic in terms of amino acid polarity when compared with changes to alanine

or leucine. Mutations in PTPN11 are also worthy of some attention — similarly to U2AF1

and SRSF2-P95H, these mutations confer a considerable fitness advantage and are asso-

ciated with syndromes which predispose to oncological diseases [196, 197, 202], making

their prevalence in this cohort — 2.3% — quite surprising.

Unknown drivers of clonal growth. The fact that several expansions in the phylogenetic

trees derived for this study have no known driver is also worth highlighting (5 out of 8;

Figure 3.21; Figure 3.22; Figure 3.20). This further contributes to the increasingly common

knowledge that CH is still vastly understudied, similarly to what has been reported elsewhere

[96, 294] and highlights one of the shortcomings of this study — while focusing on a small

panel is considerably more feasible from an economic and labour perspective, it does not

permit a comprehensive genetic characterization of CH at the genome level or of structural

variants [93, 94, 295, 296]. This could have been relevant to better understand the relative

advantage of TET2 mutations over DNMT3A or of PPM1D mutations, both of which are

associated with mCA events on the chromosome where they are located. Additional copy-

number characterization would have helped to decipher the reason for JAK2 trajectories to
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Figure 3.39.: Prevalence of SRSF2-P95H (top) and U2AF1 across different conditions, in other
clonal haematopoiesis (CH) studies and in the cohort used in to study clonal dynam-
ics in this dissertation. Data sources were collated from different sources: U2AF1
prevalence in acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) [438], in myelodysplastic syndrome
(MDS) [439], in chronic myelomonocytic (CMML) [258]; SRSF2 in MDS [440], in
acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) [438], U2AF1 and SRSF2 prevalence in CH [82,
88, 90, 96, 118–120, 430]. To obtain probability of an individual harbouring a mu-
tation on either SRSF2 or U2AF1 of myeloid origin I marginalize the other proba-
bilities (P (mutmyeloid) = P (mut|AML)P (AML) + P (mut|CMML)P (CMML) +
P (mut|MDS)P (MDS) + P (mut|CH)P (CH)).

be so prone to have a non-constant growth rate as it would have allowed the detection of

uni-parental disomy events, frequently associated with JAK2 [184]. Having access to copy-

number information could have also helped in assigning mutations to specific clones, rather

than assuming that mutations are mutually exclusive in the same individual. In any case,

this is likely to be true for most clones [341], but one should expect deviations from this.

Clonal deceleration and its impact on clonal dynamics. Deceleration appears to be

a phenomenon affecting most clones and can have a wealth of possible explanations —

while these have been explored above for DNMT3A clones, it still is necessary to highlight

a few other factors that may lead to a decreased ability for clones to reach their theoreti-

cal carrying capacity. Firstly, the most likely solution is that drivers which are undetected

are responsible for filling the bone marrow since, as mentioned, a large fraction of CH re-

mains unexplored, increasing the average population fitness and causing generalized clonal

deceleration. Additionally, it is important to consider that the bone marrow may not be as

homogenous as assumed — the stem cell niche, where HSC are known to thrive, gets de-

pleted in a non-homogeneous manner as individuals grow older [441]; it might be the case

that a clone could be fit enough to out-compete others but has no space where its growth

could be viable due to an inability in fostering the constitution or restitution of an adequate

stem cell niche. Indeed, the vasculature that enables the existence of stem cell niches is
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negatively affected by age, which would reduce the ability of HSC to exist in the bone mar-

row [442, 443]. Additionally, the HSC population increases considerably with age, as does

the myeloid-to-lymphoid bias in cell differentiation [444], which can simply lead to a greater

denominator concerning the calculation of VAF if this expansion happens only in specific

sites of the bone marrow — in a scenario where the population is not homogenous (and,

consequently, the selective pressure is unevenly distributed), a clone may be unable to grow

because the local stem cell niche does not permit it, while other regions are still capable of

driving clonal expansions. It is also worth considering that murine studies show that an event

of HSC depletion does not cause considerable harm to the body’s ability to produce blood

cells, with progenitors and short-term HSC playing a key role in the production of peripheral

blood cells — a consistent shift from a predominantly HSC population to one composed

of progenitors incapable of consistent long-term self-renewal could be responsible for the

apparent slowing down of clones without any of them reaching the carrying capacity of the

bone marrow [98, 445]. Finally, it is worth noting that while there is no definite example of

this in the longitudinal data here studied, it is possible that the consistent overestimation of

the SRSF2 clone VAF visible in Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.11 is caused by deceleration.

Clonal dynamics and the risk of progression. The association between clonal dynam-

ics and both AML onset risk and selection in AML and MDS highlights the connection be-

tween a clone’s ability to expand within the HSC population and transformation and pro-

gression to disease, and how this may be unrelated to the relative prevalence of different

mutations — while TET2 and DNMT3A are highly prevalent in CH, both their clonal dynam-

ics and their contribution to disease progression are considerably lower than those of U2AF1

and SRSF2. This has the potential to help clinicians in further stratifying CH — for instance,

while a relatively large DNMT3A clone may be of little importance, a large U2AF1 clones

would warrant closer monitoring of disease progression.

Comparison with other studies. Finally, two other studies inferring clonal dynamics can

be cited and adequately discussed here — that of Watson et al. [346] and that of Robertson

et al. [348]. Watson et al. study CH dynamics with recourse to several cross-sectional CH

cohorts, working under the assumption that fitness and mutation rate are constant through

life and removing relatively small clones from their analysis. In essence, they use these two

mutation-specific parameters — fitness and mutation rate — to explain the evolution of the

distribution of VAF for a given clone. One of their main findings is that, among common

mutations, DNMT3A clones constituted 12 of the 20 mutations conferring the largest fitness

advantage. Considering only the coefficients for clonal growth during old age I presented

earlier, where DNMT3A clones are among the slowest, this is hard to explain. However,
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I also show that clonal deceleration is relatively prevalent, affecting particularly DNMT3A

clones; indeed, it is likely that the expected growth through life for DNMT3A clones when

considering its VAF distribution is quite close to what was inferred by Watson et al., but

it is also likely that, given the findings presented here regarding clonal deceleration and

DNMT3A growth during old age, this growth was considerably higher during the first years

of clonal growth and considerably lower at the time of sampling. Additionally, given cross-

sectional data, it was hard for Watson et al. to uncover aspects pertaining to a possible

bias in the age at onset as shown here for U2AF1 and SRSF2-P95H, which may have

led them to the underestimation of the fitness of SRSF2-P95H clones [346]. Robertson

et al., on the other hand, use a cohort of longitudinal data similar to the one presented

here, reaching similar conclusions regarding the relatively slow growth during old age of

DNMT3A clones, linking this to aspects associated with competition due to the presence of

fitter clones. Moreover, they also observe that mutations in splicing genes (SF3B1, SRSF2

and U2AF1) confer the highest fitness advantages [348].

The work here presented not only confirms some aspects of but provides a necessary

bridge between both studies, showing that clonal deceleration is largely responsible for the

apparent difference between the average lifelong growth and that observed during old age.

Additionally, it offers definitive evidence that driver mutations in splicing genes — particularly

in U2AF1 and SRSF2-P95H — are typical of old age.

3.11. Code availability

The code for this analysis and the associated notebooks are available in https://gerstung-lab.

github.io/ch-dynamics/, more specifically in "Growth rate coefficients and age at on-

set inference, possible associations with phenotype", "Analysis of the phylogenetic trees in

Mitchell et al. (2021)" and "Investigating the historical growth effect and poor fits".
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4. Automated computational detection of
cells in whole blood slide images

4.1. Contribution and disclaimer

In this chapter I present the outline and validation of a method I developed to detect and

characterize cells in WBS. To do this, I used a combination of traditional CV and DL to

develop a protocol that controls the quality of WBS regions and detects and characterizes

RBC and WBC. I then applied this protocol to over 400 WBS, detecting, in total, millions of

cells.

4.2. Introduction

The analysis of WBS is an essential part of diagnosing haematological conditions [55]. It

is through it that haematologists can acquire the most informative aspects of cellular mor-

phology for peripheral blood cells. While this works fairly well, it is important to highlight how

burdensome it can be — Dr. Emma Gudgin, a haematologist at Addenbrooke’s Hospital,

stated that they have to analyse 300 bone marrow slides (and often WBS) on a monthly

basis (10-20 slides must be analysed each day).

Expert diagnosis in histopathology shows a good level of concordance, but there often

is considerable disagreement when grading dysplasia [446], identifying specific cell types

[447, 448] and identifying nuclear atypia [446, 449]. A 2010 assessment of concordance

between 28 experts in cytomorphology showed that there was consensus only on 60% of the

analysed blood cells, with particular differences in the identification of blasts and monocytes

[450]. Specifically in MDS, studies have shown that while there generally is good agreement

between experts as far as diagnosis is concerned, the identification of specific cell types

— particularly those featuring dysplasia — will oftentimes encompass a high-level of inter-

individual variability [71, 451]. Finally, it is also worth considering that experts can offer

wrong estimates for fairly simple morphological features — indeed, Zhang et al. showed

that morphologists have a tendency to over-estimate the nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratio [452].

The considerable labour required to analyse WBS and the high inter-individual variability
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regarding the identification and characterization of blood cells create a unique oportunity

for the development of computational systems capable of detecting and characterizing cells

in WBS. While some companies have developed systems and algorithms capable of doing

this [453, 454], the importance of producing freely accessible methods is paramount for

good scientific production. Over this chapter I will outline a computational method for the

detection and characterization of blood cells in WBS and present the results of its application

to three different cohorts.

4.3. Data collection and definition of cohorts

This work required access to a sufficiently large collection of WBS. To this effect, during

this work I had access to three cohorts:

• AC1 — 55 WBS from normal individuals, used to develop the WBC and RBC de-

tection pipelines detailed in this Chapter (slides from Addenbrooke’s Hospital digital-

ized by Jonathan L. Cooper at the Sanger Institute over a day with a Hamamatsu

Nanozoomer 2.0). This cohort was used to develop the computational pipeline for

blood cell detection

• MLLC — 354 WBS from individuals with MDS with mutations in either SF3B1, SRSF2,

U2AF1 or RUNX1, iron deficiency anaemia, megaloblastic anaemia and controls (dig-

italized by myself at the Munich Leukaemia Laboratory over two weeks with a Hama-

matsu Nanozoomer 2.0). This cohort was used to develop the computational algo-

rithms for predicting different clinical conditions

• AC2 — 68 WBS from individuals with MDS with mutations in either SF3B1or SRSF2,

iron deficiency anaemia, megaloblastic anaemia and controls (digitalized by Dr. Emma

Gudgin at Addenbrooke’s Hospital using an Aperio AT2). This cohort was used to

validate the computational algorithms for predicting different clinical conditions.

For MLLC and AC2 I also had access to blood counts (WBCC, haemoglobin concentration

and platelet counts) and the age and sex of each individual. Each slide was inspected

individually and, if there was a problem covering the entire slide (i.e. cellular density was

too high across the whole slide or the digitalization resulted in a consistently blurry slide)

this was removed from further analysis. Consequently, 11 slides from MLLC and 1 slide

from AC2 were removed. Finally, I excluded 4 WBS in AC2 since they belonged to the same

individual, keeping only one slide per individual.
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4.4. Quality control of slide tiles

Considering that the digitalization WBS is automated and that the size of each WBS is on

the order of gigapixels, I process individual tiles — small h × w (512 × 512 in my case) re-

gions of the WBS — individually to determine whether they should be further analysed. This

step intends to exclude tiles which are either blurred, have very high cellular density or very

low cellular density. While there are relatively simple ways to quantify blurriness, accurately

identifying scenarios of very high or very low cellular density is not as trivial as this gener-

ally requires contextual information (whether there are cells or other specific objects in the

image). Additionally, recent work has shown that DL can accurately quantify the blurriness

of an image in microscopy settings, outperforming other ad hoc metrics devised to quantify

blurriness [455]. Inspired by this work, I trained a classifier based on a densely connected

layer network with 121 layers (DenseNet121) [456], an ANN known for its relatively low pa-

rameter count while maintaining good performance and relatively quick prediction. To this

effect I labelled 10,000 tiles from MLLC and classified them as either "poor quality" (blurry

tiles, poorly illuminated tiles, tiles with very high or very low cellular density; N=7,775) or

"good quality" (clear and sharp tiles, tiles with appropriate cellular density (i.e. at least a

few cells which are not in close contact with other cells); N=2,225). This dataset was split

into two separate training and testing sets based on the slide of origin, with 75 slides and a

total of 8,050 tiles in the training set, and 18 slides and a total of 1,950 tiles for the testing

set. I trained this model for 25 epochs with a batch size of 32 and the Adam optimizer with

an initial learning rate of 0.00005 that decayed by 90% every time the training loss stopped

decreasing. During training, each image had a 60% probability of having its brightness,

saturation, hue and contrast randomly altered (by 15%, 10%, 10% and 10%, respectively)

or of having random JPEG compression artefacts introduced. This makes the training more

robust to alteration of WBS preparation and variability in image digitalization.

Using the protocol described in the previous paragraph, I fine-tuned the weights of a

DenseNet121 to classify whether individual tiles from slides were of good or poor quality

(Figure 4.1). Validation shows good predictive performance with an AUROC of 93.4%,

recall of 82.2% and precision of 85.2%. In other words, this model is slightly better at

identifying poor quality slides than good quality slides. This leads to a tolerable excess

of false negatives when compared with false positives — given the problem at hand (the

morphologic characterization of WBC and RBC), it is preferable to avoid false positives as

this also avoids the detection of downstream false positives (i.e. objects in the WBS which

are not blood cells), thus minimizing the detected artefactual morphological signatures.

An overview of the slide regions classified as good quality further confirms the quality of
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P(good quality) = 100%
Predicted class: good quality

P(good quality) = 100%
Predicted class: good quality

P(good quality) = 69.6%
Predicted class: good quality

P(good quality) = 8.8%
Predicted class: good quality

Ground truth: good quality

P(good quality) = 9.97*10-7%
Predicted class: poor quality

P(good quality) = 4.23*10-7%
Predicted class: poor quality

P(good quality) = 5.12*10-10%
Predicted class: poor quality

P(good quality) = 93.9%
Predicted class: poor quality

Ground truth: poor quality

Correct prediction Incorrect prediction

Figure 4.1.: Examples of good and poor quality tiles used in training and testing with classifications.
P(good quality) refers to the predicted probability of a tile being of good quality.

the predictions Figure 4.2 — mostly, the regions corresponding to the monolayer, a region

of the slide where a good number of non-overlapping cells are observable and that is usually

preferred for WBS analysis by haematologists [457], is the one identified by this approach.

While there exist simpler measures of blurriness or other ways to assess whether an

image is of good quality, I note that these can be too simplistic — indeed, using the colour

histograms of each tile as a measure of colour distribution, together with the variance of

the Laplacian operation over the image as a measure of image sharpness [458] (blurry

images have smaller gradient distribution widths) and training a simple ML algorithm (an

elastic network regression, which will be further explained in Chapter 5 [459]) to predict slide

quality, the AUROC in the testing set is 74.1%. In comparison with the AUROC obtained with

a DL model (93.4%), this approach would prove much less effective. Additionally, looking

at the distribution of the variance of the Laplacian (the sharpness of an image) shows that

using such simple features would be insufficient (Figure 4.3) — while the distributions are

different, there is a significant overlap between the sharpness distribution of good and poor

quality tiles.
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Slide ID: III-16Slide ID: VIII-13

Slide ID: XI-10

original slide

quality map

Figure 4.2.: Examples of regions of the slide labelled as being of good or poor quality (brighter
regions on the quality map were predicted as being of good quality).

Finally, looking at how the percentage of good quality tiles are distributed across datasets

and conditions, reveals that, on average, MLLC has 3.6% more good quality tiles than the
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Figure 4.3.: Distribution of sharpness stratified by the annotated tile quality. Each point represents a
tile and the sharpness was calculated as the variance of the Laplacian for each tile.

other two cohorts (p = 8×10−5 for t-test of the association between cohort and the percent-

age of good quality tiles while controlling for condition), a likely consequence from having

used this cohort to train this algorithm (Figure 4.4). Additionally, it is worth noting that within

MDS cases, MLLC has 4.8% more good quality tiles than AC2. For this reason, it is impor-

tant to note a few aspects of MDS slide preparation in AC2 — these slides can be prepared

up to 24 hours after the blood was collected, considerably increasing likelihood of artefacts

[407, 460] and prepared manually, unlike the rest of the slides in AC2 which are prepared

using a Hematek 3000 system, which automatically smears and stains each WBS. It is not

unlikely that these differences lead to systematic different proportions of good quality slides

across slides.

Normal

MDS

Anaemia

0% 10% 20% 30%
Percentage of good quality tiles per slide

AC1
MLLC
AC2

Iron deficiency
Megaloblastic
Non−SF3B1−mutant
Normal
SF3B1−mutant

Figure 4.4.: Distribution of the predicted fraction of good quality tiles per slide. Each point repre-
sents a single slide and the predicted fraction of good quality tiles was calculated as the
ratio between good quality tiles and the total number of tiles for a given slide. Different
shapes represent different datasets, while different colours represent different condi-
tions. Large points and horizontal bars represent the median and the 50% confidence
interval, respectively.

Finally, it is worth noting the scale at which this was applied — a total of 26,509,520

tiles were predicted as being of poor or good quality. Approximately 10% (2,781,513) of

these tiles, predicted as beinig of good quality, are further analysed, with the detection and

characterization of RBC and WBC described below.

4.5. Detection of red blood cells

The detection algorithm for RBC is relatively simple since the detection of all RBC in a

WBS was not of interest to this project. The reason for this is simple — a WBS typically
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holds 5 mL of blood, and typically there are, approximately, between 4 and 6 million RBC

in each microlitre [461] — in other words, a WBS will have between 20 and 30 billion RBC.

Additionally, modern diagnosis from a WBS analyses, at most, 250 cells, nucleated or oth-

erwise [407], and, as mentioned earlier in this Chapter, it is of interest to analyse regions of

the slide where an adequate cellular density is observed (the monolayer) [457], i.e. when

cells are sufficiently distant from one another to prevent the misquantification morphology.

Taking all of this into account, it was more important to detect separate and isolated RBC in

WBS. To do so, I developed a two-step approach for the detection of RBC — the first step in-

volves the segmentation and detection of all objects which are likely to be isolated red blood

cells using traditional CV and morphological operators. The second step characterizes and

classifies each object as "RBC" or "not RBC", to filter out all false positives.

4.5.1. Segmentation and detection algorithm

As mentioned, the protocol for RBC segmentation is relatively simple and is best summa-

rized in Algorithm 1. For clarity, CannyEdgeDetector represents the Canny edge detection

algorithm [373], getContours is a standard routine to detect object contours from a binary

image, drawContours is a routine to draw contours on the image and fill them, getArea is

a function that calculates the area of a contour or ellipse, averageColour is a function that

selects the pixels in an image belonging to a contour and calculates their average value,

fitEllipse is a function that fits an ellipse to a contour, getMajorAndMinorAxis is a func-

tion that calculates the lengths of the major and minor axes of an ellipse and isolateObject

is a function that returns the region of the image containing the RBC and its respective mask.

4.5.2. Machine-learning-assisted filtering

While simple, the protocol described above for RBC detection can return objects which

may not be RBC. As such, I filter them out by characterizing them in terms of shape, colour

and texture (details below in the "Characterization of blood cells" subsubsection) and use

these features to train a classifier that predicts each object as being "RBC" (1) or "not RBC"

(0) (Figure 4.5). For this, I used extreme gradient boosting (xgboost). xgboost is a boost-

ing algorithm which uses decision trees as its base learner, featuring tree penalization and

pruning, high parallelization and implicit feature selection [462]. To train this algorithm, I

picked a random set of 158 2096 × 2096 tiles from AC1 and split them into training (109)

and testing tiles (48) and, for each tile, I run the RBC detection pipeline described above

and characterize each RBC. I then labelled objects as "RBC" (positive class) or "not RBC"

(negative class), with a total of 2262 objects labelled for training (positive class: 1870; neg-

ative class: 392) and 1107 (positive class: 962; negative class: 145) for testing. I train an

xgboost model with a maximum number of 50 weak estimators and DART boosting (used
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Data: image
Result: Set of masked RBC images and their contours S
S ← {};
edgeImage← CannyEdgeDetector(image);
contours← getContours(edgeImage);
contourImage← drawContours(contours);
contourImage← contourImage− edgeImage;
contours← getContours(contourImage);
for contour in contours do

area← getArea(contour);
if area > 300px and area < 2000px then

;
end
averageColour← getAverageColour(image, contour);
if averageColour > 170 and averageColour < 220 then

ellipse← fitEllipse(contour);
majorAxis,minorAxis← getMajorAndMinorAxis(ellipse);
areaEllipse← getArea(ellipse);
if areaEllipse < 1500px and areaEllipse > 300px and
majorAxis/minorAxis < 1.5 then

isolatedCellImage, isolatedCellMask←
isolateObject(image, contour);

append {isolatedCellImage, isolatedCellMask, contour} to S;
end

end
end

Algorithm 1: Red blood cell detection algorithm.

to ensure that earlier trees do not become considerably more important than later trees

through the use of dropout) [463] on the training set and test them on the validation set.

Additionally, given the relatively high class imbalance (approximately only 1 out of every 7

objects belongs to the negative class), the objective function of each positive sample was

scaled by a factor of 0.1.

4.5.3. Computational detection of millions of red blood cells

Individual RBC were detected using a pipeline of relatively simple morphological opera-

tions and filtering (1). However, this approach led to the detection of false positives Fig-

ure 4.5, with objects such as large platelets and small clusters of RBC being detected as

RBC, and oversegmentation of RBC with other objects such as small platelets — using a

small subset, I estimate that approximately 17% of all objects detected as RBC were false

positives. I filter these out with the xgboost model described above. This performs consid-

erably well, with a 98% precision, 99% recall and 98% specificity on an independent test
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Positive class Negative class

Correct prediction
Incorrect prediction

Figure 4.5.: Examples of red blood cells stratified by their classification by an xgboost model (left —
positive class and kept for further analysis; right — negative class and filtered out from
downstream analysis).

set, implying that very few correctly detected RBC are filtered out (≈ 1%) and only ≈ 2%

of all wrongly detected RBC are kept for downstream analysis, yielding a post-filtering false

positive rate of ≈ 0.34%.

A median of 20,277 RBC were detected in each WBS across cohorts (range between 70

and 133,916 and a total of 12,042,425), with more RBC being detected on AC1, the cohort

used to develop the detection algorithms with no obvious biases dependent on condition

or condition subtype being detected except when comparing normal WBS with those from

individuals with a clinically-relevant condition (Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7). While controlling

for the number of good quality tiles (the ones used in RBC detection) and dataset, normal

WBS are expected to have 11944 RBC fewer cells (p = 3× 10−8 for a t-test).

RBC

101 102 103 104 105

Normal

MDS

Anaemia

Number of cells

AC1
MLLC
AC2

Normal
SF3B1−mutant
RUNX1−mutant
SRSF2−mutant
U2AF1−mutant
Iron deficiency
Megaloblastic

Figure 4.6.: Detected red blood cells (RBC) stratified by condition (normal, myelodysplastic syn-
drome (MDS), and anaemia). Each point represents a single slide and different shapes
represent different datasets, while different colours represent different condition sub-
types. Large points and horizontal bars represent the median and the 50% confidence
interval, respectively.

Lastly, a good level of correlation is observed between the number of detected RBC and

the number of tiles predict as being of good quality (robust R2 = 0.42 [0.34, 0.49]; Fig-

ure 4.8).
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Number of cells
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Figure 4.7.: Detected red blood cells (RBC) stratified by relevant condition subtype. Each point
represents a single slide and different shapes represent different datasets. Each point
represents a single slide and different shapes represent different datasets. Large points
and horizontal bars represent the median and the 50% confidence interval, respectively.
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Figure 4.8.: Association between the number of good quality tiles and detected white blood cell
(WBC) for each whole blood slide (robust R2 = 0.42).

4.6. Detection of white blood cells

Considering that WBC are more variable than RBC, I trained a U-Net model [387] to seg-

ment WBC. To this effect, I annotated all WBC in the 158 2096px× 2096px tiles mentioned

above, yielding a total of 2853 annotated WBC, 2747 of which were completely visible (no

pixels on the edge of the image). To assess the performance of U-Net across all cohorts, I

also labelled 2 images from MLLC (containing 60 WBC) and 30 tiles from AC2 (containing

69 WBC). Different architectures were tested to assess whether the depth (the number of

retrieved features) of the network (i.e. the richness of the characterization) had a prepon-

derant impact on the output; to this effect, different instances of a U-Net model were trained

where the depths of each layer were multiplied by 1.0, 0.5 and 0.25 and rounded to the near-

est integer. I trained each U-Net model on randomly rotated 512px × 512px tiles extracted

from the original tiles and an L2-regularization of 0.005 with a weighted cross-entropy loss

and using the Adam optimizer [464] over 200 epochs. The learning rate for training was

set to 0.0005 for depth multipliers of 0.25 and 0.5 and 0.0001 for the original depth (depth

multiplier = 1). The weighted cross-entropy was weighted based on each pixel’s relative
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distance to the nearest cell border — particularly, the weight of pixels belonging to a cell

was 1, whereas that of other pixels was calculated based on their distance to the nearest

cell border d as w = 0.5 × (1 − 0.5)e
− 2d2

2×102 ; in other words, pixels belonging to the cell

and near the cell were more heavily considered during training as a mechanism to avoid the

over-segmentation of cells (i.e. two cells being segmented as a single object) [387]. I also

tested whether using TTA could improve results [401], and assess the performance of all

models at epoch 75 to verify whether early stopping can lead to improved results in my case

[397].

Training in any case was performed with real-time data-augmentation — particularly, ran-

dom alterations to the brightness, saturation, hue and contrast were introduced to each

image (10%, 10%, 5% and 10%, respectively), random Gaussian noise with a standard de-

viation of 0.005 was added to the image and each image had the probability of being slightly

blurred with a Gaussian filter (probability of 0.1%; standard deviation of 0.005). Addition-

ally, each image is warped using a random elastic transform as suggested in the original

U-Net paper [387] — this creates small, local warping distortions in the image, increasing

the amount of WBC shape variability during training.

All models were evaluated based on their mean IoU on independent test sets for all three

cohorts. The IoU considers the intersection and union between the ground truth and the

pixels predicted as belonging to the object of interest (WBC in my case) and calculates

the ratio between intersection and union — as such, a value of 1 implies a perfect over-

lap between ground truth and prediction, with the IoU decreasing as segmentation quality

becomes worse.

In this work I also segment the nucleus of WBC. To this effect, I use the knowledge that

the nucleus is darker than the rest of the WBC and, to segment it, I cluster the pixels on each

segmented WBC using k-means clustering and two separate clusters, taking inspiration from

a wealth of WBC segmentation techniques that are discussed elsewhere [465]. Through this

I can easily assign each pixel to the darkest (nucleus) or brightest (cytoplasm) part of the

image.

During inference, I consider only objects with an area greater than 1000px and smaller

than 8000px as being WBC. These values were calculated from the size distribution of the

WBC I labelled for segmentation. Additionally, I use TTA to improve the robustness of the

detected objects and to avoid segmenting objects on the edge of an image (which may be

incomplete) I use a sliding window of size 640px with a 128px stride and remove objects

detected as being on the edge of the sliding window.
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4.6.1. Computational detection of hundreds of thousands of white blood cells

As described above, the detection of WBC was performed with a U-Net model [387]

trained on tiles from a few slides from AC1 and validated on tiles from other slides from

AC1, MLLC and AC2. I tested different network sizes (multiplying the depth of all layers by

a factor of 0.25, 0.5 and 1.0), showing that an intermediate (0.5) size yields the best results

(mean IoU across cohorts = 87%; Figure 4.9) which generalize well to the other cohorts

being studied Figure 4.12. Additionally, it is clear that TTA improves results consistently

(mean IoU improvement for depth multiplier = 0.5 across all datasets = 1.1%; Figure 4.10),

making it a simple yet effective addition to improve the results of my WBC detection pipeline.

This improvement stems mostly from the elimination of relatively small spurious and arte-

factual regions predicted as belonging to WBS as visible in Figure 4.12. Early stopping has

been reported as an effective strategy to potentially improve the performance of DL models

[397]. However, in my case, using an earlier epoch did not lead to any improvements in the

result for the best performing depth multiplier of 0.5 (Figure 4.11) which, together with the

performance in independent validation sets, hints that training for 100 epochs did not lead to

overfitting. However, when considering the case for depth multiplier of 1.0, training for fewer

epochs could have led to better results, especially on Adden2; this suggests that overfitting

is likely in this model.
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Figure 4.9.: U-Net metrics stratified by network size and testing dataset. The depth multiplier (Depth
mult.) refers to the fraction of channels used across all convolutions.
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Figure 4.10.: Comparison of U-Net performance with and without test-time augmentation (TTA) strat-
ified by network size and testing dataset.
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Figure 4.11.: Comparison of U-Net performance on epoch 50 and epoch 100 stratified by network
size and testing dataset.

I further post-processed each prediction by removing objects detected as WBC whose

size lies outside the expected distribution for WBC sizes, and filling small convex hull defects.

I note that this leads to a slight improvement in the prediction (mean IoU improvement for

inference with post-processing across all datasets = 1.2%; Figure 4.13; Figure 4.12).

Still regarding the performance of this model, it is worth considering a few cases where

predictions are of poor quality — in Figure 4.14 I show three examples of this, noting that

these are relatively rare as demonstrated by the high predictive performance of this U-Net

model. In essence, these can be classified as one of three types of error — undersegmen-

tation (Figure 4.14, top), where parts of the WBC where not segmented, oversegmentation

(Figure 4.14, middle), where the segmented object includes more than just the WBC, and

false positives ((Figure 4.14, bottom), where the detected object is not a WBC.

A median of 936 WBC were detected in each WBS across cohorts (range between 13

and 36,551 and a total of 646,952), with more WBC being detected on AC1, the cohort used

to develop and train the WBC detection algorithms with no obvious biases dependent on

condition or condition subtype being detected (Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16). While con-

trolling for the number of good quality tiles and dataset, no differences were found between

conditions. Given that WBC counts were available for all individuals in MLLC, I calculate

the association between WBC counts and the WBC density (ratio between the number of

detected WBC and the number of good quality tiles), showing good association between

both (robust R2 = 0.39 [0.30, 0.50]; Figure 4.17).

Lastly, it is worth noting that, similarly to RBC, a good level of correlation is observed

between the number of detected WBC and the number of tiles predict as being of good

quality (robust R2 = 0.33 [0.24, 0.43]; Figure 4.18). In both cases, this implies that few

biases affect the blood cell extraction protocol.
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Slide ID: AC1-10

Slide ID: AC1-10

Slide ID: AC1-10

Slide ID: AC2-Iron-5

Slide ID: AC2-Normal-N2

Slide ID: AC2-Normal-N8

Cohort: AC2Cohort: AC1

Slide ID: MLLC-VII-6

Slide ID: MLLC-XII-8

Slide ID: MLLC-XII-8

Cohort: MLLC
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(regular)

prediction
(with TTA)

prediction
(with TTA+refinement)

examples of improvement between
regular prediction and prediction with
test-time augmentation (TTA)

Figure 4.12.: Examples of white blood cell segmentation using a U-Net across three different co-
horts. The first column for each represents the input, the second the regular predic-
tion, the third the prediction using test-time augmentation (TTA) and the fourth shows
the effect of refining the prediction after filtering small objects and filling large convex
defects. The orange circles represent regions of the image where an improvement
between the regular prediction and the prediction using TTA is visible.

4.6.2. Morphological characterization of blood cells

After detecting and adequately segmenting each cell as detailed in the previous section

of the methods, I calculate for each cell a set of morphological descriptors. The descriptors

used here were implemented in a custom Python script but the large majority of them are
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Figure 4.13.: Comparison of U-Net performance before and after post-processing stratified by net-
work size and testing dataset.
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Figure 4.14.: Examples of poor white blood cell segmentations. The first column for each represents
the input, the second the regular prediction, the third the prediction using test-time aug-
mentation (TTA) and the fourth shows the effect of refining the prediction after filtering
small objects and filling large convex defects. Each of the three rows represents an er-
ror (undersegmentation, oversegmentation and false positive detection, respectively).

also present in bioimage analysis software programs [370, 371] or described in publications

reviewing morphometry in image analysis [406] and were selected as characterizing size,

shape, texture and colour distribution. Using the features described in Table 4.1, I describe

every RBC and WBC. Additionally, for each WBC I characterize its nucleus regarding its size

and shape using a reduced set of features, also detailed in Table 4.1. Finally, each WBC

is described by 53 features (42 for the cellular characterization and 11 for the nuclear char-

acterization) and each RBC by 42 features. To account for the different resolutions (0.2517

micrometers/pixel for Hamamatsu NanoZoomer 2.0; 0.2268 micrometers/pixel for Aperio
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Figure 4.15.: Detected white blood cells (WBC) stratified by condition (normal, myelodysplastic syn-
drome (MDS) and anaemia). Each point represents a single slide and different shapes
represent different datasets, while different colours represent different condition sub-
type. Large points and horizontal bars represent the median and the 50% confidence
interval, respectively.
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Figure 4.16.: Detected white blood cells (WBC) stratified by relevant condition subtype. Each point
represents a single slide and different shapes represent different datasets. Large
points and horizontal bars represent the median and the 50% confidence interval, re-
spectively.
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Figure 4.17.: Association between white blood cell (WBC) density in whole blood slides and WBC
counts as measured by complete blood counts (robust R2 = 0.39).

AT2) I rescale each cell image in AC2 by a factor of 1.1098 prior to their characterization.

I use this panel of features to capture distinct aspects of cell morphology — size, shape,

colour and intensity distribution and texture. To provide a more concrete understanding of

what a few of these features capture, I provide a few nominal examples of the distribution

of these features in both WBC and RBC in Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20. For further clarity,

in Figure 4.19 I show examples of variation in terms of cell size (perimeter — length of the

cell edge), shape (circle variance — how close the shape of the cell approximates that of
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Figure 4.18.: Association between the number of good quality tiles and detected white blood cell
(WBC) for each whole blood slide (robust R2 = 0.33).

a circle), nuclear shape (nuclear solidity — the ratio between the areas of the convex hull

of the nucleus and of the nucleus) and granularity (GLCM (textural) energy — measures

the homogeneity of a region of an image. i.e. the maximum value for the energy is 1 and

corresponds to a constant image) for WBC. In Figure 4.20, I show examples of variation

in terms of the shape of central pallor (maximum curvature of the cell edge) and shape

(eccentricity — ratio between the lengths of the minor and major axis).

4.7. Pipeline description and method implementation

Summarily, the pipeline for blood cell detection, implemented in Python and managed by

Snakemake, is represented in Figure 4.21 and described below, with one point for each

script used:

1. Each 512px× 512px tile is classified as being of poor or good quality and this classi-

fication is stored as a comma-separated values files;

2. Each good quality tile is analysed using the RBC and WBC detection protocols and

tile regions containing cells are stored in separate HDF5 files (one for RBC, another

for WBC), thus enabling quick access;

3. Each cell on each of the HDF5 files described in the point above is characterized using

separate protocols:

• The WBC characterization protocol first segments the nucleus and then charac-

terizes the whole cell and the nucleus separately

• The RBC characterization protocol only characterizes the whole cell.

All DL networks are implemented using Tensorflow 2.3 [467] and are available through

Github (Code Availability statement is presented at the end of this chapter). CV operations

were implemented using both OpenCV2 [468] and scikit-image [469], and slide I/O opera-
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Table 4.1.: Features used for morphological characterisation.

Feature (count) Description
Nuclear
(count)

Area (1) Area of detected object X (1)
Perimeter (1) Perimeter of detected object X (1)

Eccentricity (1) Ratio between major and minor axes X (1)

Circle variance (1)
Measure of the difference between the contour and a circle fitted to the

contour
X (1)

Ellipse variance (1)
Measure of the difference between the contour and an ellipse fitted to

the contour
X (1)

Convexity (1)
Ratio between the perimeter of the convex hull of the contour and of the

contour
X (1)

Solidity (1)
Ratio between the area of the convex hull of the contour and of the

contour
X (1)

Centroid distance
function (CDF) mean,

standard deviation,
minimum and
maximum (4)

Descriptors for the distribution of values in the function characterising
the distance between the object center and its edges

NA

CDF noise-insensitive
moments (3)

Different ratios between the first four normalised moments
(µ1,µ2,µ3,µ4) of the CDF (

√
µ2

µ1
, µ3

µ1.5
2

and µ4

µ2
2

) [406]
NA

Curvature function
mean, standard

deviation, minimum
and maximum (4)

Descriptors for the distribution of values in the function characterising
the curvature along the contour of the object

NA

Invariant region
moments (7)

The first seven region moments. A more detailed description can be
found in [406]

NA

CDF Fourier
reconstruction error

(1)

The area under the curve for the reconstruction error of a Fourier
transform of both CDF. In practice: 1) a Fourier transform is fitted to a
set of values; 2) the Fourier transform is used to construct a curve of

reconstruction errors and 3) the area under the curve for the
reconstruction error curve is calculated

NA

Standard deviation,
Fourier reconstruction

error, minimum and
maximum of the

intensity profile along
the major (4) and

minor axis (4) (8 in
total)

Descriptors for the distribution of values in the function characterising
the intensity profile along the major and minor axis. In practice: 1) the

intensity values along an axis are extracted and 2) the standard
deviation, Fourier reconstruction error, minimum and maximum are

calculated for these values

NA

Mass displacement
for the red, green and
blue channels and the
average intensity (4)

Difference in the center of mass between each colour channel and the
average intensity and a uniform prior over the region

X (4)

Textural descriptors
based on the gray

level co-occurrence
matrix (GLCM) (4)

Contrast, energy, homogeneity and correlation for GLCM. More details
in [406]

NA
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Figure 4.19.: Examples of features and how their characterization relates to white blood cell mor-
phology.

tions were handled by OpenSlide [466].

4.8. Code availability and statistical analysis

The code for different sections of this work is available across different repositories:

• Code to train, test and predict using the quality control network is available in https:
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Figure 4.20.: Examples of features and how their characterization relates to red blod cell morphol-
ogy.
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Figure 4.21.: Schematic representation of the blood cell detection pipeline. The input is a whole
blood slide (WBS) in any format comprehended by Openslide [466]. The WBS is first
quality-controlled using a neural network and the regions of the slide that were clas-
sified as being of good quality are further analysed using a red and white blood cell
detection pipeline.

//github.com/josegcpa/quality-net

• Code to train, test and predict using the U-Net model is available in https://github.

com/josegcpa/u-net-tf2

• Code to train and test the automatic RBC object filter is available in https://github.

com/josegcpa/rbc-segmentation

• The cell detection and characterization pipeline is available in https://github.com/

josegcpa/wbs-prediction under pipeline_tf2
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• R scripts and code to generate figures some of the figures in this chapter is available

in https://github.com/josegcpa/wbs-prediction under analysis-plotting

All statistical analyses were performed in R 3.6.3 [470], withMASS being used to calculate

robust R2 values [471].

4.9. Discussion

In this chapter I outline a methodology capable of detecting and characterizing between

hundreds and hundreds of thousands of cells (RBC and WBC) in WBS. In this approach, I

first use an accurate and deep-learning-assisted method for quality control, isolating all the

regions of an image which could be used downstream in cellular detection. I detect RBC

and WBC separately, using a combination of traditional CV and ML-assisted filtering for the

former and DL for the latter. Each of these cells is then characterized using a relatively small

panel of features describing size, shape, colour distribution and texture.

I apply this methodology to three distinct cohorts — AC1, composed of healthy individ-

uals, and MLLC and AC2, composed of healthy individuals and individuals with either iron

deficiency anaemia, megaloblastic anaemia, SF3B1-mutant MDS and other MDS subtypes.

I thus show that this methodology performs similarly well across different cohorts, acting as

a powerful tool that can be used for other works looking into the computational cytomorphol-

ogy of WBS. The scale at which this methodology is applied is, to the best of my knowledge,

unprecedented — detecting and characterizing, in total, millions of cells (hundreds to hun-

dreds of thousands of cells on each WBS) highlights how computational methods can be

applied in clinical imaging to create very large collections of cells. I additionally show that

there is good correlation between the number of detected WBC and the WBC concentration

as detected in a CBC.
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5. Computational cytomorphology of
haematological conditions

5.1. Contribution and disclaimer

In this chapter I used the method developed and applied in the last chapter to two dis-

tinct cohorts of WBS and develop methods that enable the prediction of clinically relevant

conditions from the distributions of features within WBS and using individual cells. I also

outline multiple instance learning of virtual cell types (MILe-ViCe), a weakly-supervised ML

framework to cluster cells into virtual cell types, and show how this can be used to derive

cellular archetypes that are enriched in specific conditions, enabling the discovery of novel

and clinically relevant morphological phenotypes. I note here that, for the remainder of this

dissertation, virtual cell types describes types of cell derived using computational methods,

whereas cellular archetypes describe the morphological description of virtual cell types as-

sociated with specific clinical conditions.

5.2. Introduction

MDS are a heterogeneous group of myeloid neoplasms. The characterization of MDS en-

compasses several distinct clinical observations: consistently decreased numbers of mature

blood cells (cytopenia) associated with a decreased ability of the bone marrow to produce

blood cells (bone marrow failure), identification of blood cells from one or more specific lin-

eages with abnormal cytomorphology (dysplasia) and an increase in the probability of AML

onset due to genetic instability [472–474]. In other words, MDS are simultaneously an on-

cological malignancy and a precursor to more severe forms of cancer. This highlights MDS

as an integral part of blood cancer evolution and how its detection and treatment are crit-

ical to prevent the development of more serious haematooncological conditions — one of

the key features separating AML from MDS is that the former is characterized by a much

higher prevalence of bone marrow blasts (>20%); in other words, when MDS leads to a

more considerable expansions of blasts, it is more likely that it will become AML [475].
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Expert diagnosis of myelodysplastic syndromes. The diagnosis of MDS is done through

a number of complementary assessments and analyses. CBC, generally obtained through

the use of an automated blood counter and can detect cytopenias (reduction in circulating

mature blood cells) such as anaemias, leukopenias and/or thrombocytopenias (cytopenias

affecting RBC, WBC and platelets, respectively), all of which are common in MDS [476, 477].

Megaloblastic anaemias, in particular, can be indicative of or easily confounded with MDS

[478–480]. The analysis of WBS or bone marrow slides with different stains allows the de-

tection of specific dysplastic features in blood cells. The former allows the characterization

of abnormalities such as granulocytes with reduced nuclear lobulation, abnormal granular-

ity in neutrophils or abnormal RBC (such as macrocytes, elliptocytes and dacrocytes) [477,

481–483]. The analysis of bone marrow slides enables the identification of abnormal cell

maturation or an excessive count of blasts [474]. Cytochemistry and immunohistochemistry

can also be used with bone marrow slides and allows the identification of, among others,

ring sideroblasts, which define a subtype of MDS [477, 484]. Additionally, flow cytometry,

cytogenetic characterization and molecular sequencing are necessary for the classification

of MDS [360, 474, 485], with multiparametric flow cytometry being often times considered

essential for the diagnosis of MDS [486].

Confounders in MDS diagnostic and the relevance of SF3B1 mutation status in prog-

nosis. MDS can be complicated to diagnose when little information is available — as

mentioned, anaemias are a common symptom of MDS, but can be caused by multiple rea-

sons such as nutrient deficiency [73, 408, 487]. In other words, anaemias can be a symptom

of MDS or caused by other, non-oncological factors and diagnosing between anaemias and

MDS from a WBS alone is non-trivial and unfeasible in a clinical setting. Additionally, MDS

subtypes characterized by specific mutations can be hard to characterize when no molecular

sequencing or bone marrow slides are available. Such a MDS subtype is SF3B1, charac-

terized clinically by longer survival times [488] and morphologically by the presence of ring

sideroblasts in the bone marrow using specific stains that allow their identification [241].

However, no morphological phenotypes have been identified for SF3B1-mutant MDS in the

blood. Considering the clinical relevance of this mutation, it is important to better understand

the cytomorphological manifestations of SF3B1-mutant MDS in the blood. Computational

methods such as the ones outlined in Chapter 4 and in the present Chapter can represent

a strategy to identify novel cellular archetypes for specific conditions.

Computational cytomorphology approaches to MDS diagnosis. A recent work showed

how previously established and expert-derived cytomorphological descriptions of WBS could

be used to classify MDS into specific and genomically-relevant subtypes with limited con-
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cordance in a validation cohort [362]. While this approach can be potentially useful, it

represents a laborious and time-consuming task for the trained expert. Additionally, the

subpar inter-individual concordance in classifying cell types can hinder the possibility for

finer-grained identification of cytomorphological determinants of MDS subtypes, novel or

otherwise. Other studies have shown how the analysis of bone marrow slides using DL

can be leveraged to not only classify diseases, but also to detect the presence of specific

mutations in both AML and MDS [361, 412]. These approaches are mostly possible due to

the elevated density of nucleated cells in bone marrow: this guarantees that high resolution

images (50x) with a relatively small size (2560*1920 pixels) are representative of the whole

bone marrow as in [412]. Bruck et al. also use this high cellular density to their advantage

by splitting relatively large bone marrow slides into small image tiles and training a DL model

at this level (224x224 and 299x299) [361]. The low density of nucleated cells in WBS makes

these approaches unfeasible.

In this work, I used computational cytomorphology to predict different conditions and iden-

tify novel cellular phenotypes associated with each. For this, I defined four distinct tasks to

assess how well computational cytomorphology could be used to predict different clinical

conditions based on the data available from the MLLC:

1. Disease detection — identifying the presence of either anaemia or MDS (easy for

trained experts);

2. Disease classification — distinguishing between anaemia and MDS (hard for trained

experts — anaemia can be a symptom of MDS);

3. SF3B1 mutation MDS detection — distinguishing between SF3B1-mutant MDS and

other subtypes of MDS (hard for trained experts — no known morphological manifes-

tation of SF3B1 mutations exist);

4. Anaemia classification — distinguishing between iron deficiency anaemia and mega-

loblastic anaemia (easy for trained experts).

In addition to the cytomorphological features already described, I also had access to

a few CBC parameters, particularly WBCC (WBC/µm), haemoglobin concentration (g/dL)

and platelet counts (platelets/µm). Here, I also assessed their impact on the predictive

performance of all the classification methods. For clarity, I do not report training metrics and

focus exclusively on cross-validated metrics or external validation metrics.
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5.3. Representative blood count trends

To confirm that the MLLC is a representative cohort, I started by analysing a few simple

aspects of this cohort. Particularly, I started by confirming that individuals with MDS are

generally much older than the rest of the population with a particular bias towards male

individuals, as previously reported [489]. Indeed, the chance of having MDS in our cohort

increases by 12% every year, with male individuals being more than twice as likely to con-

tract MDS (according to a binomial regression with binary MDS status as the dependent

variable and age and sex as the covariates, p = 8 ∗ 10−16 and p = 0.00017, respectively;

Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2). While recapitulating these patterns confirms that our cohort

is representative, it also prevents us from using both parameters as features in predictive

modelling as they might bias the results.
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Figure 5.1.: Age distribution for the different conditions and condition subtypes in MLLC.
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Figure 5.2.: Sex distribution for the different conditions in MLLC.

I additionally observed that individuals with either MDS or anaemia have a tendency to

be leukopenic, with individuals having approximately 1,200 and 1,800 fewer WBC/µmin

these conditions, respectively (according to a linear regression where WBC count is the

dependent variable and binary status as MDS and anaemia are the dependent variables,

p = 0.04 and p = 0.009, respectively, for WBCC coefficient t-tests; Figure 5.3). However,

this leukopenic tendency in anaemias is driven by individuals with megaloblastic anaemia

— indeed, whereas iron-deficient individuals are indistinguishable from normal individuals,

individuals with megaloblastic anaemia have approximately 3,200 WBC/µm fewer than nor-

mal individuals (p = 6 × 10−14 for a two sample t-test) — an effect that has been re-

ported elsewhere and that can be associated with folic acid or vitamin B12 deficiencies
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[478, 487] and that further highlights how megaloblastic anaemias can be confounded with

MDS. Haemoglobin concentrations are also much lower in MDS and, expectedly, anaemias

(Figure 5.4) — indeed, these individuals have 4.34 and 6.38 fewer haemoglobin g/dL, re-

spectively (according to a linear regression where Hb concentration is the dependent vari-

able and binary status as MDS and anaemia are the dependent variables, p < 2.2× 10−16

and p < 2.2× 10−16, respectively, for haemoglobin concentration coefficient t-tests). No de-

tectable difference between normal individuals and individuals with either MDS or anaemia

is observable when it comes to platelet counts, but it should be noted that individuals with

megaloblastic anaemia have approximately an expected 146,000 fewer platelets/µm than

normal individuals (p = 3 × 10−12 for a two sample t-test; Figure 5.5), concordant with

previous reports [487].
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Figure 5.3.: White blood cell count distribution for the different conditions and condition subtypes in
MLLC.
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Figure 5.4.: Haemoglobin concentration distribution for the different conditions and condition sub-
types in MLLC.
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Figure 5.5.: Platelet count distribution for the different conditions and condition subtypes in MLLC.

Finally, I also observe that SF3B1-mutant MDS presents clinically distinct features from

other MDS subtypes — particularly, WBC and platelet counts are indistinguishable from
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those of normal individuals while being much higher than those found in other MDS subtypes

(p = 0.34 and p = 0.15 for two sample t-tests comparing WBCC and platelet counts between

individuals with SF3B1-mutant MDS and normal individuals; p = 0.0017 and p < 2.2 ×
10−16 for two sample t-tests comparing WBCC and platelet counts, respectively, between

individuals with SF3B1-mutant MDS and individuals with other MDS subtypes in our cohort).

This is in agreement with what has been previously described in terms of higher platelet

and absolute neutrophil counts in SF3B1-mutant MDS [488, 490] and further highlights the

relevance of being able to discriminate between this and other MDS subtypes.

5.4. Disease classification with morphometric moments

I define morphometric moments as parametric characterizations of the distribution of each

feature within each WBS. For each WBS and cell type (RBC and WBC), each feature is

characterized by:

• Its first moment (its mean)

• Its second moment (its variance).

With this, I obtain a relatively simple characterization of the distribution of each feature on

each slide, which can be used in predictive modelling tasks as features. To ensure that my

estimates for the mean and variance of each feature are adequate, I exclude all cases where

fewer than 50 WBC or RBC were detected. Consequently, for the classification methods,

my input was, for each individual, a morphometric moment — a vector containing the mean

and variance of each feature. This constitutes, for the cytomorphological features, a total of

(53 + 42)× 2 = 190 features considering both WBC (mean and variance of 53 feaures) and

RBC (mean and variance of 42 feaures) which, when combined with the CBC data, yielded

a total of 193 features. To get different baselines, I defined three datasets — one composed

of CBC features (3 features), one composed of cytomorphological features (190) and one

composed of both feature types (193).

5.4.1. Assessment of the predictive ability of individual morphometric
moments

To get a sense on whether the retrieved features could be useful in classification, I first

aggregated them on a per-individual basis by calculating the mean and variance of each

feature for each cell type (RBC and WBC), generating what I call morphometric moments.

I then used a relatively simple statistical pipeline to test whether there were significant dif-

ferences between different clinical conditions on MLLC (normal individuals, individuals with

iron deficiency anaemia, individuals with megaloblastic anaemia, individuals with SF3B1
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MDS and individuals with other MDS subtypes): first, I perform a Kruskal-Wallis test — an

extension of the Mann-Whitney U-test (a sum of ranks based non-parametric test that tests

whether a set of samples originate from the same distribution) for multiple samples — on

each individual feature. Then, considering only the features for which the Kruskal-Wallis test

was significant after correcting for multiple testing, I performed a post-hoc Dunn test — a

pairwise sum of ranks test for multiple groups that tests if each group pair originates from

the same distribution — to determine how many features are relevant for each comparison

(if p < 0.05 after multiple testing correction).

Morphological distributions are different between conditions. This analysis shows

that, for most cases, a considerable amount of features has sufficient discriminatory power

to discriminate between conditions (Figure 5.6). I note here that for the remainder of this

paragraph I consider a feature to be significant if either its mean or variance is significant.

Identifying the presence of a clinically-relevant condition is the easier task, with at least 42

features (79.2%) and 22 features (52.4%) offering discriminatory power for WBC and RBC,

respectively. Additionally, discriminating between MDS and anaemia is a relatively easy

task (at least 38 features (71.7%) and 20 features (47.6%) for WBC and RBC, respectively).

Finally, it is worth noting that the greatest challenge — i.e. the comparison for which there

are fewer significant features — lies in the discrimination between SF3B1-mutant MDS and

other MDS subtypes, with 19 features (35.8%) and 23 features (54.8%) for WBC and RBC,

respectively.

Finally, inspecting the distributions of the two most discriminating features (largest Kruskal-

Wallis statistic) reveals already striking differences between features depending on the con-

dition (Figure 5.7). Regarding the mean of WBC features, a decrease on both the ellipse

variance (i.e. how distinct a shape is from an ellipse) and the first moment of the CDF (a rel-

atively abstract quantifier of shape irregularity) are typical of anaemia or MDS (p = 2×10−14

and p = 8 × 10−16 for Mann-Whitney tests comparing the distributions of the means of the

ellipse variance and the first moment of the CDF, respectively, for normal individuals and

individuals with a clinically-relevant condition). These features can also be used to discrim-

inate between both types of anaemia (p = 4 × 10−4 and p = 2 × 10−4 for Mann-Whitney

tests comparing distributions of the means of the ellipse variance and the first moment of the

CDF, respectively, for individuals with either iron deficiency or megaloblastic anaemia; Fig-

ure 5.7 (top) and Figure 5.8 (top)). The mean of RBC features shows that individuals with

SF3B1-mutant MDS have RBC with larger perimeters (which can be indicative of large size

or shape irregularities) and smaller minimum values for the CDF (which can be indicative of

smaller sizes or shape irregularities; p = 3 × 10−13 and p = 10−5 for Mann-Whitney tests
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Figure 5.6.: Number of statistically significant features (according to Dunn tests applied to features
whose Kruskal-Wallis test was statistically significant) which offer good discriminating
power for white blood cell means and variances (top left and top right, respectively), and
red blood cell means and variances (bottom left and bottom right). Colours represent
the percentage of features which are statistically significant.

comparing the distributions of the perimeter and minimum value of the CDF, respectively;

Figure 5.7 (bottom) and Figure 5.8 (bottom)).

5.4.2. Morphometric moments as features in supervised learning

Methods

These results show the potential of morphometric moments for diagnostic. However, they

also reveal complex relationships between features — in RBC, the perimeter and minimum

value of the CDF can both be indicative of size but are increased and decreased, respec-

tively, when comparing SF3B1-mutant MDS with other MDS subtypes. To study these re-

lationships, I started by splitting the data into 5 non-overlapping test sets using a stratified

cross-validation scheme, thus ensuring that each training and validation sets had a suffi-

cient number of each class. Following this, I preprocessed the data on each training set in

order to standardize it and remove features which are highly correlated with other features

(|R| > 0.9). Additionally, and considering that CBC was available for all individuals, I im-

puted the missing values for CBC data using the median for each parameter. I trained two

different models for each round of cross-validation — a binomial regression model with an
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Figure 5.7.: Examples of the two most discriminating features for white blood cell (top) and red blood
cells (bottom) stratified by clinically-relevant condition.
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Figure 5.8.: Examples for low and high values for the first noiseless moment of the centroid dis-
tance function (CDF) in white blood cells (top) and cell perimeter in red blood cells.
Both features were statistically significant and offered good discriminating power as per
Figure 5.7.

elastic network regularization (a weighted combination of the L1 and L2 regularizations) as

implemented in the glmnet package for R [459] and a random forest model [377]. Random

forests are ensemble models which combine the weighted predictions from several decision

trees trained on a random subset of data and features. The random nature of the training

makes them extremely robust to overfitting since it prevents a subset of data or of features

from having a disproportionate amount of effect on the trained model. To deal class imbal-

ance I weighted the objective of each sample of classi by 1− number of elements in classi
total number of elements .
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After training each model, I calculated the AUROC by using the concatenated results from

all cross-validation rounds to obtain the cross-validated AUROC [491]. However, for infer-

ence and assessment of feature importance I selected the best performing model out of

each set of cross-validated models. I assessed the feature importance for the binomial re-

gression by calculating the standardized value for each coefficient and for the random forests

by using the mean decrease in accuracy as recommended by Breiman in the original paper

describing random forests [377]. To assess the importance of a group of features — the

total explained variance for each group — I used the trained binomial regression model and

calculate the effect of each group of variables by summing the effects of the standardized

variables composing it for each individual. Finally, I calculated the total explained variance

by each group of features by calculating the sum of the rows in the covariance matrix be-

tween all 5 groups of features — WBC feature means, WBC feature variances, RBC feature

means, RBC feature variances and CBC parameters.

Morphometric moments predict clinically-relevant conditions

A simple linear model for disease prediction. I assessed which of the models offered

the best performance as this can reveal important aspects of how features are associated

with one another. Particularly, while a random forest (RF) model is capable of capturing both

linear and non-linear relationships, an elastic network model assumes that the relationship

between each variable and the label is linear. In Figure 5.9 and using both the morphome-

tric moments and blood count data I showed that the elastic regression model outperforms

the RF model for disease detection and classification, while being slightly worst for SF3B1

mutation detection. Additionally, both perform equally well on the task of anaemia classifi-

cation. The poorer performance of the RF model suggests that the relationships between

features are unlikely to be non-linear. I carry on with the elastic regression model, which has

the added advantage of allowing the simple calculation of feature group importance.
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SF3B1mut detection

Disease classification

Disease detection
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Figure 5.9.: Cross-validated AUROC for the elastic regression model (glmnet; green) and random
forest model (RF; dark red) for the different tasks considered. The average value for
each model-task combination is shown as a square slanted by 45 degrees (diamond).

I then trained models using only blood counts, only morphology (morphometric profiles),
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or both. I showed that morphology performs similarly or outperforms blood counts, with a

considerable improvement when considering disease classification and disease detection

(Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11), where using only blood counts for prediction performs con-

siderably worst. Importantly, I note that in all cases the performance is tendentially best

when using both types of data. Interestingly, using blood counts alone is relatively effective

at detecting the presence of a SF3B1 mutation in an individual with MDS (AUC = 82.9%), a

performance that is driven largely by the increased platelet counts in individuals with SF3B1-

positive MDS.
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Figure 5.10.: Cross-validated receiver operating characteristic curves for the four tasks considered.
Coloured depending on the data type used — blood counts (B.C.), morphology or both
(morphology + B.C.).
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Figure 5.11.: AUROC values for the four tasks considered. Coloured depending on the data type
used — blood counts (B.C.), Morphology or both (Morphology + B.C.). Black lines
represent the AUROC value plus/minus the standard error.

Feature importances reveal disease-associated morphometric moment trends. In-

specting how different features impact prediction using both blood counts and morphology

can reveal some important trends. For instance and for disease detection, lower haemoglobin

levels, an excess of average RBC eccentricity (the ratio between major and minor axes)
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and average WBC nuclear green mass displacement (measures how much the red colour

distribution is shifted from the centre, thus quantifying nuclear irregularities) contributes con-

siderably to the "normal" classification (Figure 5.12 (left)). Within individuals with a disease

(anaemia or MDS), it becomes clear that low platelet and WBC counts, together with high

haemoglobin concentration are hallmarks of MDS. An increase in the average RBC perime-

ter, decrease in the average WBC nuclear eccentricity, an increase in the variance of WBC

solidity (the ratio between the object and its convex hull, quantifying deformations to the

shape) can also be important in diagnostic of MDS (Figure 5.12 (right)).
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Figure 5.12.: Standardized coefficients for the five most important features of each feature group
(blood counts (B.C.), red blood cell mean and variance, white blood cell mean and
variance) in the elastic network regression (glmnet) model for disease detection (left)
and disease classification (right).

As for the discrimination between disease subtypes, this analysis shows that, for the most

part, high platelet counts are indicative of SF3B1-mutant MDS (Figure 5.13) as observed

earlier in Figure 5.5. Additionally, an increase in the average RBC perimeter is also predic-

tive of SF3B1-mutant MDS. Regarding the classification of different anaemia subtypes, an

increase in platelet counts is expected in iron deficiency anaemia, whereas an increase in

the RBC average minimum of the minor axis peak profile (a measure of the colour distribu-

tion along the major axis of the cell) is expected in megaloblastic anaemia Figure 5.14. This

can point towards a greater prevalence of spherocytes in iron deficiency anaemia. Addition-

ally, a seemingly unintuitive finding which will be further confirmed ahead is that morpho-

logical aspects of WBC — particularly concerning the nuclei of WBC — contribute heavily
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towards the classification of different subtypes of anaemia. However, this can be explained

by the fact that hyperlobulated neutrophils — neutrophils with more than 5 nuclear lobules

— are known to be overrepresented in WBS in megaloblastic anaemia cases [492].
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Figure 5.13.: Standardized coefficients for the important features in the elastic network regression
(glmnet; abs(coefficient) > 0) model by feature group (blood counts (B.C.), red blood
cell mean and variance, white blood cell mean and variance) for SF3B1 mutation de-
tection.
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Figure 5.14.: Standardized coefficients for the important features in the elastic network regression
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cell mean and variance, white blood cell mean and variance) for anaemia classification.
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Morphology and blood counts play important roles in prediction. Finally, looking at

how groups of features impact prediction shows that morphometric moments account for

most of the variance explained by these predictive models, with aspects pertaining to both

mean and variance playing a significant role (Figure 5.15). An obvious exception is the

detection of SF3B1 mutations in individuals with MDS — here, it is blood counts, particularly

platelet counts, that drive the classification, with WBC playing a practically negligible part.

This may be due to the fact that WBC abnormalities are present only in a few cells in MDS,

making the use of relatively generic distribution descriptors (i.e. mean and variance) not

adequate for classification.

SF3B1mut detection Anaemia classification

Disease detection Disease classification

WBC means
WBC variances

RBC means
RBC variances

B.C.

explained 
variance = 1.07

explained 
variance = 4.41

explained 
variance = 1.87

explained 
variance = 0.0083

Figure 5.15.: Feature group importance for the prediction of different conditions by feature group
(blood counts (B.C.), red blood cell mean and variance, white blood cell mean and
variance). Each circle is scaled according to the explained variance, which is annotated
next to each circle.

Morphology outperforms blood counts at discriminating between SF3B1-mutant MDS

and iron deficiency anaemia. Reconsidering this problem as a multiple class problem

and training models for each data type further highlights the value of morphology in classifi-

cation — the multiple class AUROC is considerably higher for morphology (91.3%) than for

blood counts only (83.6%; Figure 5.16), an effect driven largely by the poor predictive ability

of blood counts in discriminating between SF3B1-mutant MDS and iron deficiency anaemia

(AUC = 33%) and between megaloblastic anaemia and non-SF3B1-mutant anaemia (AUC

= 72%; Figure 5.17). As is the case for the binary classification tasks, using both blood

counts and morphology as features offers the best performance (AUC = 93.6%).

This section covers the potential of morphometric moments in haematological diagnos-
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Figure 5.16.: Multiple class AUROC for elastic network regression models trained on different sets
of data to predict the presence of different conditions.
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Figure 5.17.: Multiple class pairwise AUROC for different tasks and data types. Every three column
set represents models trained on blood counts (B.C.), Morphology and Morphology +
B.C., respectively.

tic. However, it also highlights an important caveat of this method — while it is relatively

simple to understand what an increase on the average perimeter of RBC (as observable

in cases of SF3B1-mutant MDS when compared with other MDS subtypes) or even a de-

crease in the variability of solidity in WBC (as observable in cases of MDS when compared

with anaemias), some of these features do not translate immediately to evident visual fea-

tures, especially when the variation of these features in a single individual is the relevant

aspect of classification. Additionally, as is the case for SF3B1 mutation detection, alter-

ations may be present in a small subset of cells, rendering morphometric moments less

suitable to capturing relevant morphological signatures. For this reason, I developed MILe-

ViCe, a method capable of creating visually coherent groups of cells which are relevant for

disease classification with minimal human input.

5.5. MILe-ViCe — Multiple Instance Learning of Virtual Cell

types

5.5.1. Methods

Motivation

While morphometric moments provide a description that is sufficiently good for prediction,

they lack the explainability one would expect from an expert analysis of large collections of

cells. Typically, when diagnosing MDS, an expert focuses on identifying abnormal (dysplas-
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tic) cell types and on quantifying their relative prevalence [472]. For example, according to

the IPSS-R, the prevalence of blasts in the WBS is key in understanding the risk associ-

ated with cases of MDS [360]. In other words, the relative abundance of specific blood cell

types is key in haematological diagnostic from a WBS. This can be further illustrated here

by reducing the morphological space of 50,000 cells to two dimensions using uniform man-

ifold approximation and projection (UMAP), a technique which allows the visualization of a

high-dimensional data in two dimensions by encoding the data as distance-weighted graph

and preserving its local structure in a lower-dimensional space [493]. In Figure 5.18, I used

this two-dimensional representation of my morphometric data to calculate the ratio of cell

densities between conditions. This highlights an important aspect of blood cell morphology

— while the morphological space is relatively homogeneous and continuous for both WBC

and RBC, the local prevalence of different cells is different between conditions, implying that

the accurate partition of this space can be useful for the prediction of clinical conditions.

Additionally, it is evident that these ratios are not the same for each task, highlighting the

necessity for a framework capable of not only learning how to predict conditions from the

morphological information present in WBS, but also to use high-level information, i.e. a

clinical condition, to assign each cell into a specific cell type relevant for classification.

Figure 5.18.: Two-dimensional UMAP representation of the morphological space density ratios be-
tween conditions for different comparisons for WBC (top) and RBC (bottom). To cal-
culate density ratios, the two-dimensional density of the UMAP representation of ap-
proximately 50,000 WBC and 50,000 RBC was calculated on fixed points and the ratio
between both was calculated (in cases with more than one class, the ratio between
the predominant and all other classes was calculated). I have coloured each zone ac-
cording to the predominant class and the transparency (colour intensity) corresponds
to the density ratio of the predominant class.
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Multiple instance learning

While traditional algorithms for supervised ML, are dedicated to learning a function that

maps a single instance to a class (a one-to-one mapping such as a picture of a cat to the

class "cat"), multiple instance learning (MIL), a type of supervised ML, learns how to map

a set of instances to a single class. Essentially, the objective of MIL algorithms is to take

a set of data points — a bag — and assign this bag to a class, rather than each individual

data point to a class. It is possible to split these methods based on how they handle each

individual element (whether they are independent or whether they should be classified indi-

vidually, for example) and based on how the classification for the bag is calculated (whether

the classification should depend on the presence/absence of specific elements or on their

relative proportions or whether the interest lies instead in detecting similarity within each

bag) [494, 495]. While problems such as protein sequence classification or sentiment anal-

ysis are good examples of MIL when the bags are inherently structured, I am considerably

more interested in the case where no structure is identifiable — indeed, I am interested in

classifying a "bag of cells" stratified by automatically detected WBC and RBC in a WBS. Not

only that, but I am also interested in the determination of a vocabulary — a correspondence

between the features that characterize a cell and a virtual cell types (VCT), a computational

construct that is morphologically coherent — that is relevant for the classification task. In

the ideal case scenario, this vocabulary-based method would map individual cells to specific

classes (i.e. VCT) and use the proportion of each VCT to classify a bag as having specific

haematological conditions, thus combining good predictive performance with the identifica-

tion of relevant VCT. The main advantage of this is that it allows for the discovery of novel

cytomorphological signatures which can be adapted to the clinic.

Model specification

A given a WBS is characterized as a set of n cells O ∈ Rn×f , where f is the number

of morphological features characterizing each cell. I am interested in assigning each of the

n cells to one of v VCT, such that V = softmax(O × θV , axis = 1), where V ∈ Rn×v

is the membership (between 0 and 1) of all cells to each VCT and θV ∈ Rf∗v are the

parameters of the softmax regression assigning each cell to one of v VCT. The virtual cell

composition of the slide C ∈ ∆v, where ∆v is the simplex of order v, is then calculated as

C = mean(V, axis = 0). C is then used to calculate the probability that a WBS belongs to

an individual with a given disease d as P (d|C) = sigmoid(θC ×C), where θC parametrizes

the weights of each VCT for the classification probability P (d|C).

I characterize the RBC R ∈ Rr×f and WBC R ∈ Rw×f in a slide S as separate en-

tities, where r and w are the number of RBC and WBC, respectively, and f and g are
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the number of features characterizing each RBC and WBC, respectively. To do this, I cal-

culate the virtual RBC and WBC compositions of each slide separately (with θR,RBC ∈
Rf×v and θR,WBC ∈ Rg×v, respectively) and use them to calculate P (d|CRBC, CWBC) =

sigmoid(θC,RBC × CRBC + θC,WBC × CWBC). This formulation also enables the use of

additional information, particularly blood counts (used earlier in this chapter) such that

P (d|CRBC, CWBC, counts) = sigmoid(θC,RBC×CRBC+θC,WBC×CWBC+θcounts×counts).

Finally, in Figure 5.19, I present a schematic representation of this model.
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Figure 5.19.: Schematic representation of the MILe-ViCe algorithm. White and red blood cells (WBC
and RBC, respectively) are classified as virtual cell types (VCT) and the relative pro-
portions of VCT are used to classify an individual as having a specific and clinically
relevant condition.

Model optimization

I am interested in the concurrent optimization of θV,RBC, θV,WBC, θC,RBC, θC,WBC and

θC,counts, enabling MILe-ViCe to not only learn how to predict conditions from specific WBS,

but also to learn which VCT are relevant for each task. Additionally, since WBS are com-

posed of thousands or hundreds of thousands of detected cells, I am interested in using a

method that enables randomly selected subsets of cells to be used in each training iteration

in such a way that converges towards an optimal solution. For this reason I used stochastic

gradient descent to optimize MILe-ViCe, assuming that there are an equal number of virtual

WBC and RBC types.

I tested each task using different numbers of VCT — [10, 25, 50] — assuming that both

WBC and RBC can be clustered into the same number of virtual cells. I also tested whether

blood counts (WBC counts (cells/µm), haemoglobin concentration (g/dL) and platelet counts
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(platelets/µm)) improve the classification performance of MILe-ViCe. I standardized (mean

= 0 and standard deviation = 1) all additional continuous variables — WBCC, haemoglobin

concentration or platelet counts.

From solving these four tasks separately, I can expect the best possible outcome to be

four separate models, each of which is trained to solve its task and to identify VCT which are

relevant for the detection of a specific condition. However, I was also interested in the VCT

which are exclusively useful for one task; to this effect, I trained additional models under two

specific settings — one that is a multi-class model, similar to that described in the previous

section, and one that focuses on the concurrent optimization of all four tasks using multi-

objective learning. Regarding the multi-objective learning setting, in each training step and

for each of the four tasks I sampled a set of relevant WBS to be considered, predicted the

outcome class and calculated the cross-entropy. I then added all four loss values after mul-

tiplying them by a vector sampled from a Dirichlet distribution with concentration [1,1,1,1], a

trick proposed in [496] to approximate Pareto optimality (i.e. no improvement can be done

to one task without making a different task worse [497]) and backpropagate this value. For

this scenario I also tested the inclusion of blood counts and demographic information in the

final vector V .

To select the best model in each setting I used the cross-validated AUROC. To get these

cross-validated scores, each model is trained over 5 folds and the average value and stan-

dard error of each metric is calculated. In each fold, a model is optimized for a maximum

15,000 steps with a learning rate of 0.01 and a weight decay of 0.25. I used a weighted

cross-entropy loss and the Adam optimizer [464]. The weight for the positive class is cal-

culated as 1− no. of elements in positive class
total number of elements . Additionally, the learning rate is decreased every

time the training loss stagnates for at least 100 steps by a factor of 0.5. If the learning rate

reaches a value of 0.000001 (smaller than the initial learning rate by 4 orders of magnitude)

training is stopped. On each training iteration I sample without replacement 500 WBC and

500 RBC. Whenever fewer than 500 cells were detected, I sample with replacement. This

may lead to a situation where bags of cells with a smaller amount of information (fewer cells)

contribute equally to those with a large amount of cells. To minimize this, I weigh each in-

stance with a weight wavail calculated from the number of available RBCm and WBC n such

that wavail = 1 + minimum(500,m)+minimum(500,n)
500∗2 .

Here, I trained MILe-ViCe models to perform the same tasks as those in the previous

section described above this Chapter — disease detection, disease classification, SF3B1-

mutant MDS detection and anaemia classification, as well as a multi-objective scenario

where the same set of cells is used to optimize different binary tasks. For clarity, I also call
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the binary class tasks as "single objective" tasks. To reduce the search space for MILe-ViCe,

I selected the subset of features whose mean or variance had a coefficient with an absolute

value greater than 0.01 in the elastic network regression model.

5.5.2. MILe-ViCe predicts clinical conditions

As mentioned above, MILe-ViCe has to assume that cells can be clustered into a given

number of virtual cells. I tested three different values for the number of virtual cells in the

binary classification tasks (10, 25 and 50) and two different values for the multi-objective

task (25 and 50). I also tested whether including blood count data can help improve results

Figure 5.20. While the number of virtual cells has some impact on the cross-validation

AUROC, I note that model selection is complicated — particularly, the minimum expected

error for the AUROC in a sample size of 350 is, approximately, 5%. Nonetheless and for the

purpose of downstream analyses, I follow the heuristic of selecting a model based on the

best cross-validated AUROC:

• In the single objective setting using morphology, the best performing models are

generally the ones with 25 virtual cells excluding the case of anaemia classification,

for which the best performing model considers 10 virtual cells;

• In the single objective setting using morphology and blood counts, the best per-

forming models have 50 virtual cells excluding the case of anaemia classification, for

which the best performance is observed for the model considering 10 virtual cells;

• In the multiple objective setting using morphology, the best performing models have

50 virtual cells excluding the case of anaemia classification. In this case, the best

performing model considers 25 virtual cells;

• In the multiple objective setting using morphology and blood counts, the best

performing models have 50 virtual cells excluding the case of disease classification,

for which the best performing model has 25 virtual cells.

While performance does not vary widely between different numbers of virtual cells, this

analysis highlights that for some tasks a smaller number of virtual cells is beneficial — this

may be associated with the over-parametrization of models with higher numbers of virtual

cells in specific tasks. Additionally, I also note that the multi-objective scenario leads to

slightly worse performance (Figure 5.20 and Figure 5.21). However, the multi-objective has

a clear advantage — while the single-objective performance can be slightly better, it also

offers a less compact representation, with a higher number of possible virtual cells.
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Figure 5.20.: AUROC for single and multiple objective MILe-ViCe models with different numbers of
virtual cells and using different types of data — "Morphology" (only using image fea-
tures retrieved from cells in the slide) and "Morphology + B.C." (using image features
from cells and blood counts). The models with the best performance for each set of
virtual cell numbers are highlighted with black rectangular outlines.
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Figure 5.21.: AUROC for single and multiple MILe-ViCe models with different numbers of virtual cells
and using different types of data — "Morphology" (only using image features retrieved
from cells in the slide) and "Morphology + B.C." (using image features from cells and
blood counts).

MILe-ViCe outperforms morphometric moment prediction. Comparing MILe-ViCe with

the elastic linear regression models trained on morphometric moments shows that MILe-

ViCe offers better performance (Figure 5.22 and Figure 5.23) in both the single and multiple

objective settings. The only exception is for the task of disease classification, where using

MILe-ViCe with morphology and blood counts leads to slightly worse performance in both

single and multiple objective settings, and using using MILe-ViCe with morphology leads to

slightly worse performance in the multiple objective setting. Overall, however, I showed here

that MILe-ViCe offers comparable performance while avoiding aggregating morphometric

data in a class-agnostic way.
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Figure 5.22.: Barplot comparing the cross-validated AUROC between MILe-ViCe and the elastic
linear regression model trained on morphometric features (glmnet) of all four tasks.
Black horizontal lines represent the AUROC plus/minus the standard error.
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Figure 5.23.: Scatterplot comparing the cross-validated AUROC between single and multiple ob-
jective MILe-ViCe and the elastic linear regression model trained on morphometric
features (glmnet) of all four tasks.

5.5.3. Virtual cell type association with clinical conditions

To better understand how the morphological space relates to the VCT determined by

MILe-ViCe, I show in Figure 5.24 (top: WBC; bottom: RBC; the same cells are also shown

in Figure 5.18) how different models lead to distinct partitions of this space depending on

the task at hand. Interestingly, this makes apparent how the multi-objective model not only

defines similar VCT, but also how it can define novel VCT which are not considered by other

models.

Using the virtual cell proportions for each slide, it is also possible to calculate the distance

between each WBS for each multi-objective task and hierarchically cluster these slides (Fig-

ure 5.25). This highlights how the characterisation of WBS into virtual cell proportions leads

to clinically-relevant clustering of WBS. Inspecting WBS in terms of their virtual cell compo-
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Figure 5.24.: Two-dimensional UMAP representation of the morphological space of WBC (top) and
RBC (bottom) in grey with virtual cell types centres represented by larger points in
different arbitrary colours for different MILe-ViCe models. Each grey point represents
a single cell.

sitions (Figure 5.26) further reveals this and highlights how specific VCT are more prevalent

in specific conditions. Within this cohort — enriched for disease cases, particularly of MDS,

a disease characterized as having dysplastic myeloid lineage cells — it is also worthwhile

noting that the most prevalent virtual WBC type — WBC26, composed of lymphocytes and

immature myeloid lineage cells and shown below in Figure 5.28 — is relevant mostly to

identify disease and MDS cases, becoming less relevant in comparisons within MDS cases

and cases of anaemia. For RBC, on the other hand, the most prevalent virtual RBC type is

RBC6, composed of relatively large RBC — a hallmark of both megaloblastic anaemia and

MDS — and shown below in Figure 5.29.

These representative analyses highlight an advantage of MILe-ViCe over predictions based

on morphometric moments — it is possible to better understand how the prevalence of spe-

cific and morphologically well-defined VCT impacts predictions. Next, I visually inspect these

VCT to construct condition-associated cellular archetypes.

After showing that MILe-ViCe is capable of discriminating different clinically relevant condi-

tions, performing always similarly to the elastic network regression model using morphome-

tric moments, and partitioning the multi-dimensional feature space, I inspect specific virtual

cell groups to better understand which ones are contributing the most towards classifica-

tion. To this effect, I retrieve the absolute coefficient values for the classification layer from

the best performing MILe-ViCe model for each task and multiply it by the cell proportions in

the MLLC cohort, thus obtaining an effect-size for each VCT. I then use this effect size to

rank the most and least important VCT, taking the 5 most important cells for classification

(the 5 cells with the highest absolute effect size). The final step is the careful observa-
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Figure 5.25.: Heatmaps showing the virtual cell proportion distance between slides in whole blood
slides for different tasks in the Morphology + B.C. models. The slides are ordered ac-
cording to a hierarchical clustering based on the distance matrix and on top of each
heatmap I have represented the class to which slide belongs. Brighter colours in the
heatmap imply greater similarity between slides in terms of virtual cell type composi-
tion.

tion of the more important VCT (the VCT with the highest effect size) in order to determine

how these cell types relate to cytomorphological phenotypes and define cellular (RBC and

WBC) archetypes. I refer here to "morphology-only model" as the models which consider

only morphological aspects of cells, and "complete model" as the model which, apart from

morphology, also considers CBC.

Cross-objective importance

I started by inspecting the VCT in the multiple objective models, highlighting that, while

some VCT show up as uniquely discriminative for specific tasks, others are important across

distinct tasks (Figure 5.27 and Figure 5.28). More particularly, virtual WBC type 39 (mostly

composed of monocytes) is more prevalent only in MDS when compared with anaemias,

possibly highlighting a monocytic bias in MDS. However, virtual WBC type 26, featuring
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Figure 5.26.: Heatmaps showing the proportions of all virtual cell types (VCT) which are prevalent
in at least one slide above 5% for different models. To the right of each heatmap I
show the median proportion of each VCT. Virtual cell types were ordered according
their average prevalence.

both lymphocytes and immature cells, likely of myeloid lineage, is important in both disease

detection and disease classification as it is more prevalent in disease, particularly in MDS.

The same applies to, for instance, virtual WBC types 1 and 10, featuring large and regular

sized hyperlobulated neutrophils and being more prevalent in megaloblastic anaemia and
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iron deficiency anaemia, respectively. Both cell types are also important in disease detec-

tion and for disease detection and SF3B1-mutant MDS detection, respectively. Other such

cases, where virtual WBC types show up as being important for more than one task, include

virtual WBC types 47 and 22 featuring regular lymphocytes (relevant for disease classifica-

tion and MDS-mutant MDS detection) and normal neutrophils (relevant for disease detection

and MDS-mutant MDS detection).
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Figure 5.27.: Average median effect size for white and red blood cells (WBC and RBC, respectively)
in the complete multi-objective model for all tasks. Diamonds represent the average
proportion ratio, while circles represent, thick vertical lines and vertical error bars rep-
resent the median, 50% confidence interval and minimum/maximum effect sizes, re-
spectively.

As for virtual RBC types I observe a similar scenario — some cell types are more relevant

for specific tasks (i.e. virtual RBC type 1, for disease detection), whereas others are relevant

across tasks (virtual RBC types 17, 50, 24, 45 and 6; Figure 5.27 and Figure 5.29). Par-

ticularly, small poikilocytic RBC (irregularly shaped; virtual RBC type 24) are more prevalent

in non-SF3B1-mutant MDS (vs. SF3B1-mutant MDS), iron deficiency anaemia (vs. mega-

loblastic anaemia) and in MDS (vs. with anaemia) and large RBC are more present in

anaemia (vs. MDS), SF3B1-mutant MDS (vs. non-SF3B1-mutant MDS) and megaloblastic
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lymphocytes + immature myeloid
lineage WBC/blasts (circled)

Virtual WBC type 26 Virtual WBC type 47

regular lymphocytes

Virtual WBC type 1

large hyperlobulated neutrophils (circled)

Virtual WBC type 39

monocyteshyperlobulated neutrophils (circled)

Virtual WBC type 10Virtual WBC type 22

normal neutrophils

More present in disease (vs. normal)
More present in MDS (vs. anaemia)

More present in anaemia (vs. MDS)
More present in SF3B1 w.t. (vs. SF3B1-mutant)

More present in normal (vs. disease)
More present in megaloblastic anaemia (vs. iron def.)

More present in normal (vs. disease)
More present in SF3B1-mutant (vs. SF3B1-w.t.)

More present in SF3B1-w.t. (vs. SF3B1-mutant)
More present in iron def. (vs. megaloblastic anaemia)

More present in MDS (vs. anaemia)

Figure 5.28.: Virtual white blood cell (WBC) type examples relevant for anaemia classification in the
complete multi-objective model. Short descriptions are offered in black under each
one, and descriptions regarding the relative prevalence of each are offered in differ-
ent colours relating to the relevant task (grey — disease detection; green — disease
classification; purple — SF3B1-mutation detection; red — anaemia classification).

anaemia (vs. iron deficiency anaemia), revealing fairly opposite trends.

This multi-objective model enables the detection of VCT which are important across tasks.

However, as it is also possible to focus on single-objective models not only to confirm some

VCT specified above but also to reveal novel and more nuanced virtual WBC types.
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Virtual RBC type 17 Virtual RBC type 1Virtual RBC type 50

large, elongated RBC large, elongated RBC +
some poikilocytes (dacrocytes)

large RBC +
echinocytes

Virtual RBC type 24 Virtual RBC type 45 Virtual RBC type 6

small poikylocytes regular RBC large RBC

More present in disease (vs. normal)
More present in SF3B1-mutant (vs. w.t.)

More present in disease (vs. normal)
More present in SF3B1-mutant (vs. w.t.)

More present in disease (vs. normal)

More present in MDS(vs. anaemia)
More present in SF3B1-w.t. (vs. SF3B1-mutant)

More present in iron def. (vs. megaloblastic anaemia)

More present in MDS (vs. anaemia)
More present in iron def.

(vs. megaloblastic anaemia)

More present in anaemia(vs. MDS)
More present in SF3B1-mutant (vs. w.t.)

More present in megaloblastic (vs. iron def.)

Figure 5.29.: Virtual red blood cell (RBC) type examples relevant for anaemia classification in the
complete multi-objective model. Short descriptions are offered in black under each
one, and descriptions regarding the relative prevalence of each are offered in differ-
ent colours relating to the relevant task (grey — disease detection; green — disease
classification; purple — SF3B1-mutation detection; red — anaemia classification).

Disease detection

In disease detection (normal vs. disease), it is evident that MILe-ViCe does a good job at

descriminating between cell types which are more prevalent in each condition when using

only morphology and when using both morphology and CBC (B.C.; Figure 5.30). More

particularly, when considering RBC, relatively large RBC (high perimeter) are one of the

RBC archetypes detected by MILe-ViCe as more prevalent in disease when compared with

normal cases (virtual RBC types 25, 42 and 5 in the morphology-only model and 44, 16, 35

and 19 in the complete model; Figure 5.31). Additionally, rounder RBC (low eccentricity)

are RBC archetypes of the normal classification (virtual RBC types 45 in the morphology-on

ly model and 37 in the complete model Figure 5.31). However, it should be noted that RBC

homogeneity makes it complicated to assign specific and well-defined RBC archetypes.

These RBC archetypes make sense — a hallmark of MDS and megaloblastic anaemia is

indeed enlarged RBC, while the presence of non-circular RBC (poikilocytosis) is a general

hallmark of aberrant RBC production as observed in both MDS and anaemia [498].
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Figure 5.30.: The effect size and average proportion ratio for the five most relevant virtual cell types
for both red blood cells (RBC) and white blood cells (WBC) for disease detection (dis-
ease vs. normal) when using only morphological features (Morphology) and when
using both morphological features and complete blood counts (Morphology + B.C.).
Positive effect values/higher proportion ratio are associated with normal cases (con-
trols), whereas negative effect values/lower proportion ratio are associated with dis-
ease cases. Diamonds represent the average proportion ratio, while circles represent,
thick vertical lines and vertical error bars represent the median, 50% confidence inter-
val and minimum/maximum effect sizes, respectively.

Virtual RBC type 25 Virtual RBC type 42 Virtual RBC type 5

Morphology-only model

Virtual RBC type 45

larger, poikilocytic rounder

Complete model

Virtual RBC type 16 Virtual RBC type 35 Virtual RBC type 19 Virtual RBC type 37Virtual RBC type 44

Figure 5.31.: Virtual red blood cell (RBC) type examples relevant for disease detection for the
morphology-only model and the complete model.

A relevant WBC archetype can also be pointed out (Figure 5.30) — virtual WBC type 20

in the morphology-only model and 4 in the complete model contain neutrophils featuring nu-

clear abnormalities (pseudo-Pelger-Huët anomalies/band cells, characterized by either U- or
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dumbbell-shaped nuclei [407] and nuclear hyperlobulation), whereas VCT features, among

other types of cells, a relatively high proportion of blasts Figure 5.32. It is worth highlighting

that, specifically for this task, the identified WBC archetypes are somewhat varied, probably

due to the considerable variability of WBC in anaemias and, more particularly, in MDS [55,

407]. I must note here that distinguishing between some specific WBC can be complicated

— particularly, band cells (immature and hypolobulated neutrophils, typically with U-shaped

nuclei) and pseudo-Pelger-Huët anomalies (granulocytes with U- or dumbbell-shaped nu-

clei) are remarkably similar and their distinction is non-trivial — as mentioned, both can be

loosely characterized as granulocytes with U-shaped nuclei, with band cells having slightly

larger nuclei and less densely packed chromatin (i.e. the staining appears lighter under the

microscope) [499]. These fine-grained differences are likely to go undifferentiated within

MILe-ViCe in the task of discriminating MDS and anaemia, particularly since both cell types

have been observed in cases of MDS [483, 500].

Virtual WBC type 20

Morphology-only model

Virtual WBC type 4

Complete model

Neutrophils with nuclear abnormalities, a large fraction of which are either
hyperlobulated (5+ nuclear lobules) or is a pseudo-Pelger-Huët anomaly/band cell

Figure 5.32.: Virtual white blood cell (WBC) type examples relevant for disease detection for the
morphology-only model and the complete model. Examples of hyperlobulated neu-
trophils and pseudo-Pelger-Huët anomalies/band cells are circled in red and green,
respectively.

Henceforth, I focus on the VCT important for the classification while using CBC — this

allows me to focus on aspects of condition prediction which are not captured by CBC as

these are relatively simple to obtain.
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Disease classification

In disease classification (anaemia vs. MDS), an RBC archetype typical of anaemia is

the presence of dacrocytes (tear-shaped RBC) and eliptocytes (elongated RBC; 25 in the

complete model), whereas larger RBC are expected in MDS (15 and 23 in the complete

model; Figure 5.33 and Figure 5.34). Regarding WBC archetypes, the presence of normal

lymphocytes is more prevalent in anaemia (18 in the complete model), whereas pseudo-

Pelger-Huët anomalies/band cells and immature myeloid lineage WBC (blasts) are more

typical of MDS (9 and 24 in complete model; Figure 5.35). Here it is important to highlight

the fact that blasts are not a group of cells defined by a single set of characteristics — indeed,

a blast can any of the following: a deformable nucleus (in contrast with lymphocytes, were

the nuclei are generally round), immature chromatin (textural variation within the nuclei),

a relatively small cytoplasm-to-nucleus ratio and relatively large sizes (typically larger than

lymphocytes) [55, 407, 461].
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Figure 5.33.: The effect size and average proportion ratio for the five most relevant virtual cell types
for both red blood cells (RBC) and white blood cells (WBC) for disease classification
(anaemia vs. myelodyspolastic syndrome (MDS)) when using only morphological fea-
tures (Morphology) and when using both morphological features and complete blood
counts (Morphology + B.C.). Positive effect values/higher proportion ratio are associ-
ated with MDS cases, whereas negative effect values/lower proportion ratio are asso-
ciated with anaemia cases. Diamonds represent the average proportion ratio, while
circles represent, thick vertical lines and vertical error bars represent the median, 50%
confidence interval and minimum/maximum effect sizes, respectively.

SF3B1-mutation detection

The task of SF3B1-mutation detection focuses on detecting which individuals with MDS

have an SF3B1 mutation. SF3B1 mutations are generally recognized as having a better

prognosis and a fairly well determined cytomorphological phenotype in the bone marrow

[241, 488, 490]. To the best of my knowledge, no cytomorphogical phenotype has been
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Virtual RBC type 25

elongated RBC
(dacrocytes, eliptocytes)

large RBC

Virtual RBC type 15 Virtual RBC type 23

Figure 5.34.: Virtual red blood cell (RBC) type examples relevant for disease classification for the
complete model.

Virtual WBC type 18 Virtual WBC type 9 Virtual WBC type 24

Pseudo-Pelger-Huët anomaly/band cell 
and immature myeloid lineage cells

Lymphocytes Immature myeloid lineage cells

Figure 5.35.: Virtual white blood cell (WBC) type examples relevant for disease classification for the
complete model. Examples of pseudo-Pelger-Huët anomalies/band cells and imma-
ture myeloid lineage cells are circled in green and blue, respectively.

previously identified for SF3B1-mutant MDS — here I outline such a phenotype.

Using MILe-ViCe, it is possible to detect both RBC and WBC archetypes in SF3B1-mutant

MDS (Figure 5.33) — the most easily identifiable RBC archetype is relatively large RBC,

which are more prevalent in SF3B1-mutant MDS, while poikilocytic RBC are more prevalent

in other MDS subtypes (15 and 2 in the complete model; Figure 5.37). As for WBC, the

prevalence of pseudo-Pelger-Huët anomalies is higher in cases of SF3B1-mutant MDS (VCT

2 in the complete model Figure 5.38). These are unlikely to be band cells due to the lack of

granules in the cytoplasm, a hallmark of pseudo-Pelger-Huët anomalies.

Anaemia classification

The final task I used to evaluate the performance of MILe-ViCe was that of anaemia

classification (iron deficiency vs. megaloblastic anaemia). Here, the RBC archetypes are

relatively simple as they all capture the expected aspects of both of these anaemias — iron
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Figure 5.36.: The effect size and average proportion ratio for the five most relevant virtual cell types
for both red blood cells (RBC) and white blood cells (WBC) for myelodysplastic syn-
drome (MDS) classification (SF3B1-mutant vs. non-SF3B1-mutant MDS) when using
only morphological features (Morphology) and when using both morphological fea-
tures and complete blood counts (Morphology + B.C.). Positive effect values/higher
proportion ratio are associated with non-SF3B1-mutant MDS cases, whereas negative
effect values/lower proportion ratio are associated with SF3B1-mutant MDS cases. Di-
amonds represent the average proportion ratio, while circles represent, thick vertical
lines and vertical error bars represent the median, 50% confidence interval and mini-
mum/maximum effect sizes, respectively.

Virtual RBC type 15 Virtual RBC type 2

Large RBC Poikilocytic RBC

Figure 5.37.: Virtual red blood cell (RBC) type examples relevant for myelodysplastic syndrome
(MDS) classification for the complete model.

deficiency anaemias exhibit RBC which are smaller, whereas RBC in megaloblastic anaemia

are considerably larger (virtual RBC types 4/23 and 19, respectively, in the complete model;

Figure 5.40) and there is a larger fraction of poikilocytic RBC in megaloblastic anaemia (vir-

tual RBC type 23; Figure 5.40). As for WBC, MILe-ViCe captures a fairly well known WBC

archetype in both megaloblastic anaemia and iron deficiency anemia — hyperlobulated neu-

trophils (virtual WBC type 14 and 12, respectively, in the complete model; Figure 5.41) [501,

502]. The main difference between both of these groups is that in megaloblastic anaemia hy-

perlobulated neutrophils (VCT 14) are considerably larger than in iron deficiency (VCT 12).

While being a hallmark of both iron deficiency and megaloblastic anaemia, hyperlobulated

neutrophils are larger in megaloblastic anaemia.
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Virtual WBC type 2

Pseudo-Pelger-Huët anomaly/band cell

Figure 5.38.: Virtual white blood cell (WBC) type examples relevant for myelodysplastic syndrome
classification for the complete model. Examples of pseudo-Pelger-Huët anoma-
lies/band cells are circled in green.
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Figure 5.39.: The effect size and average proportion ratio for the five most relevant virtual cell types
for both red blood cells (RBC) and white blood cells (WBC) for anaemia classification
(iron deficiency vs. megaloblastic anaemia) when using only morphological features
(Morphology) and when using both morphological features and complete blood counts
(Morphology + B.C.). Positive effect values/higher proportion ratio are associated with
iron deficiency anaemia cases, whereas negative effect values/lower proportion ratio
are associated with megaloblastic anaemia cases. Diamonds represent the average
proportion ratio, while circles represent, thick vertical lines and vertical error bars rep-
resent the median, 50% confidence interval and minimum/maximum effect sizes, re-
spectively.

5.5.4. Expert annotation

Three haematologists annotated 1746 RBC and 1600 WBC automatically detected in

MLLC using the protocol described in Chapter 4 to assess whether each VCT were enriched
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virtual RBC type 4 virtual RBC type 23virtual RBC type 19 virtual RBC type 9

large RBC small RBC poikilocytic RBC

Figure 5.40.: Virtual red blood cell (RBC) type examples relevant for anaemia classification for the
complete model.

virtual WBC type 14 virtual WBC type 12

larger hyperlobulated neutrophils smaller hyperlobulated neutrophils

Figure 5.41.: Virtual white blood cell (WBC) type examples relevant for anaemia classification for the
complete model. Examples of pseudo-Pelger-Huët anomalies/band cells are circled in
green.

in any expert-annotated blood cell type. For the annotation, I implemented an online platform

— The Blood Cell Atlas (TBCA) — where haematologists could register and annotate cells

according to previously defined cell types discussed with my co-advisor George Vassiliou.

More particularly, WBC could be classified as neutrophils, basophils, eosinophils, band cells,

lymphocytes, monocytes, blasts or artefacts (poor resolution, nucleated RBC, reticulocytes,

fragmented or dead WBC, multiple WBC, incomplete or no WBC and platelet clumps). RBC

could be classified as normal RBC, nucleated RBC, spherocytes, target cells, irregularly

contracted, dacrocytes, keratocytes, echinocytes, eliptocytes, acanthocytes and artefacts

(poor resolution, multiple RBC, incomplete or no RBC and platelet clumps, platelets or cases

where platelets were segmented jointly with RBC). Whenever a cell had more than one

annotation, I used a majority rule to decide which annotation to keep. To address ties, I

selected a label at random.
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The Blood Cell Atlas — was deployed in the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBML-

EBI) Embassy cloud using Kubernetes, with a backend in Flask, Python and PostGreSQL

and a frontend with Flask and Bootstrap. In TBCA, each WBC and RBC is labelled using a

dropdown menu by experts (Figure 5.42; available in http://45.88.80.93:5000/).

Figure 5.42.: Screenshot of white blood cell (WBC) annotation menu in The Blood Cell Atlas. Each
cell can be individually labelled with a WBC type. Each user has to create an account
to access the information in TBCA and the user base of expert haematologists from
Addenbrooke’s Hospital was curated and aproved by me and George Vassiliou.

Concordance is limited between experts. I started this analysis by noting that most

annotations were done by a single expert which can be problematic as shown by previous

studies [71, 447, 448, 451]. This is further highlighted once I take a more dedicated look at

the degree of agreeability between experts — in Figure 5.43 I show, for cells which were

annotated by two or more experts, the fraction of annotations with at least one disagree-
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ment. In essence, while some cell groups (neutrophils or lymphocytes) show good concor-

dance, others are more subjective — annotations of monocytes and band cells/Pelger-Huët

anomalies by experts show very limited agreeability between experts. Taking this into ac-

count during this analysis is crucial as it renders some annotations (particularly those of

monocytes and Pelger-Huët anomalies) considerably more questionable. Analysis of which

annotations are picked by experts stratified by the majority label shows that Pelger-Huët

anomalies were considered neutrophils in at least one third of the annotations (22/65), in

line with previous reports showing that the annotation of nuclear hypolobulation in neu-

trophils — where neutrophils have two or fewer nuclear lobules — showed the least inter-

expert agreement [449]. Monocytes are considered neutrophils or lymphocytes in 20.6%

and 7.6% of the annotations, respectively. I also note here that the "poor resolution" and the

"fragmented/unrecognizable" categories also have a relatively high fraction of uncertainty.

This may be due to the personal experience of each expert — while some experts will be

more confident in calling specific cell types, others will be more confident in not analysing

ambiguous cell types since the diagnostic is generally performed by inspecting a sufficiently

large number of peripheral blood cells. Very few RBC were annotated by more than one

expert (N=28) and, as such, no assessment of inter-expert agreement will be performed.
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Figure 5.43.: Proportion of white blood cell type annotations where all experts agree. Black horizon-
tal lines represent 95% confidence intervals assuming these proportions follow beta
distributions. For each cell, the expert annotation was defined as the majority annota-
tion.

An excess of blasts and Pelger-Huët/band cells are identified in the blood of healthy

individuals by experts. To further understand whether these labels could be used reli-

ably, I assessed whether annotated WBC typically associated with pathogenic clinical con-

ditions — Perger-Huët/band cells and blasts — were less prevalent in normal individuals.

There appears to be no statistically significant differences between either cell type and clin-

ical conditions, with the exception of an overrepresentation of Perger-Huët/band cells in

MDS when compared with anaemia (p = 0.027 for a Poisson rate ratio test; Figure 5.45
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Figure 5.44.: Distribution of annotations stratified by the majority label (the most consensual label).

and Figure 5.46). It is worth noting that, unlike blasts, band cells can be common in healthy

individuals (up to 10% of the total granulocyte count [503]). However, Pelger-Huët anoma-

lies are considerably more common in MDS than in normal individuals [482, 499] and the

reported rates of congenital Pelger-Huët anomalies are too low to explain the similar preva-

lence of these cell types between healthy individuals and individuals with MDS (1 in 6,000 in

the United Kingdom) [499]. Finally, it is unreasonable to expect blasts to be equally prevalent

in both healthy individuals and individuals with MDS — while MDS features a relatively lower

amount of blasts when compared with AML, healthy individuals should present no blasts in

peripheral blood [474].
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Figure 5.45.: Detection rates (number of instances per whole blood slide) for white blood cell types
stratified by condition.

Expert-annotated WBC types are enriched in specific VCT. While expert annotation

may not be agreeable or feasible in some cases, it is worth highlighting that, without explic-
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Figure 5.46.: Poisson rate ratio tests between different conditions for expert annotations for Pelger-
Huët/band cells and blasts. This intends to know whether two counts are statistically
significantly different from each other.

itly training MILe-ViCe to do so, it implicitly defines virtual WBC types which are enriched for

expert-annotated WBC types (Figure 5.47). This appears to be the clearest in the disease

detection task, where there is at least one virtual WBC enriched for all annotated WBC types

excluding blasts. The tasks where MILe-ViCe implicitly defined blast-enriched virtual WBC

types are those of disease classification (virtual WBC type 24, also visible in Figure 5.35).

Additionally, WBC type 9 in the disease classification task and virtual WBC type 2, en-

riched in Perger-Huët anomalies/band cells, were also discussed above and displayed in

Figure 5.35 and Figure 5.38. In anaemia classification, virtual WBC type 12 was identified

as being enriched by neutrophils and is also more prevalent in iron deficiency, characterized

by small/regular-sized and hyperlobulated neutrophils Figure 5.41. In this task, I also ob-

serve the unlikely enrichment of blasts in two virtual WBC groups, co-occurring in the same

virtual WBC types as monocytes and lymphocytes, respectively. This further highlights what

has been noted above regarding the agreeability of the blast-annotation between experts.

In RBC, on the other hand, there is little evidence of virtual RBC types capturing specific

RBC types except acanthocytes (irregularly-shaped RBC) in disease detection and dacro-

cytes in SF3B1-mutant MDS detection. However, it is worth noting that very few examples of

any RBC excluding normal RBC and spherocytes have been annotated, preventing a more

accurate estimation of these co-occurrence effects.

5.6. External validation of models

I used AC2, a cohort of individuals with either one of the conditions studied above in this

chapter — case controls (normal; N=10), iron deficiency anaemia (N=12), megaloblastic

anaemia (N=3), SF3B1-mutant MDS (N=13) and other MDS subtypes (specifically, SRSF2-

mutant MDS; N=12).

For the elastic regression model it is possible to state that there is a good generalization

capability, with AUROC scores suffering no significant drop in the external validation cohort

(Figure 5.49). However, when inspecting the same scores for MILe-ViCe trained only on

cell morphology, a considerable drop in AUROC for the disease detection task is evident
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Figure 5.47.: Proportion of annotated white blood cell (WBC) types in each virtual cell types (VCT;
left) and number of annotated WBC (right). Only VCT with at least 10% of a specific
WBC type are shown. Positive and statistically significant enrichments according to a
Fisher’s test are annotated with a "*".

(Figure 5.49), which led me to further investigate possible reasons for this drop.

To investigate why this drop in performance happens for disease detection using only

morphology, I inspected the virtual WBC types where there was a considerable shift in the
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Figure 5.48.: Proportion of annotated red blood cell (RBC) types in each virtual cell type (VCT;
left) and number of annotated RBC (right). Only VCT with at least 10% of a specific
RBC type are shown. Positive and statistically significant enrichments according to a
Fisher’s test are annotated with a "*".

median proportion between datasets (Figure 5.51). Three virtual WBC types are different

by more than 10% — 23, 15 and 47. Virtual WBC types 23 (much more prevalent in normal

individuals from AC2) and 15 (much more prevalent in normal individuals in MLLC) cap-

ture actual morphometric characteristics of cells which are likely to be differently distributed
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Figure 5.49.: Cross-validated (bars) and external validation AUROC values (diamonds) for the elastic
net regression models for different tasks. The AUROC plus/minus the standard error
for the external validation are represented as black lines.
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Figure 5.50.: Cross-validated (bars) and external validation AUROC values (diamonds) for the MILe-
ViCe models for different tasks. The AUROC plus/minus the standard error for the
external validation are represented as black lines.

between cohorts — Pelger-Huët anomalies/band cells and WBC with a higher eccentricity

(less round) or higher mass displacement (colour distribution shifted from the centre), re-

spectively. However, virtual WBC type 47 captures, in MLLC, artefacts and has very low

prevalence in this cohort. However, in AC2, this prevalence is significantly increased, par-

ticularly in WBS of individuals with a disease — this is likely due to both scanners having

distinct resolutions, which may lead to different estimates of texture attributes.

Having done this, I further inspect the possible differences between datasets — by reduc-

ing the morphometric moments to a two-dimensional space using a UMAP and inspecting

their distribution, a batch effect becomes considerably evident and relatively more apparent

for RBC when compared with WBC (Figure 5.52). Both of these analyses highlight a prob-

lem of trying to generalize ML algorithms trained on single-centre datasets — often times

one observes dataset shift.
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stratified by datasets for white blood cell features (left), red blood cell features (center)
and for the features of both cell types combined (right). UMAP1/2 refer to the two
dimensions of the UMAP projection.

5.6.1. Dataset shift

In ML, the objective is to estimate the joint probability of the predictors X and the labels

Y , (P (X,Y ) = P (Y |X)P (X)). However, the learning algorithm does not have access

to P (X), only to the probability of the training data Xtrain, P (Xtrain). Consequently, if the
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distribution of the validation data, P (Xval, of the relationship between the validation data and

the validation labels, P (Y |Xval), shifts, the joint probability will also change. This is known

as a dataset shift and can be further classified into covariate shift, where P (Xval) is shifted,

or concept shift, where P (Y |Xval) is shifted [504]. The fact that the feature distributions

are considerably different between datasets (Figure 5.52) hints that this may be a covariate

shift, where the feature extraction protocol produces different results between datasets.

Experimental causes for dataset shift

Firstly, I considered in which ways the external validation cohort (AC2) differed from the

training cohort (MLLC) — AC2, while similar in composition to (MLLC), was digitalized using

a different scanner — an Aperio AT2 — and slides were obtained in different ways depend-

ing on whether they were from an MDS patient. Whereas slides from normal individuals or

individuals with anaemia were digitalized within 12 hours after being automatically smeared

and stained using a Siemens Hematek 3000 system, the slides from individuals with MDS

came from a different laboratory, dedicated to haematooncological diagnostic, and were pre-

pared (smeared and stained) by hand 12-24 hours after blood collection. This difference in

preparation time induces different levels of EDTA artefacts — as mentioned in the Introduc-

tion, EDTA is an anticoagulant agent used to ensure that there is no cellular aggregates in

the WBS; however, if more than a few hours pass between the addition of EDTA to blood

and the smearing, artefacts affecting both WBC and RBC are to be expected even after 2

hours, with their severity and frequency increasing as time passes [407, 460].

Furthermore, the Aperio AT2, as mentioned earlier in this Chapter, has a slightly dif-

ferent resolution from the Hamamatsu Nanozoomer 2.0 which was used to digitalize the

other cohorts (0.2517 micrometers/pixel for Hamamatsu NanoZoomer 2.0; 0.2268 microm-

eters/pixel for Aperio AT2) and to correct this systematic shift I resize images digitalized

using the Aperio AT2 prior to their analysis; however, this resizing step may introduce inter-

polation artefacts which can cause small changes to the values of each shape descriptor.

Other artefacts, relating to differences in image compression and digitalization associated

with the use of difference scanners, may also influence this.

Unbiased feature selection

Typical solutions to training a ML algorithm that is resistant to dataset shift always rely on

either having multiple sources for the data (i.e. multi-centre datasets) and allowing the algo-

rithm to control for sources of noise associated with different datasets or in the estimation of

the importance of each sample based on the empirical or estimated density of this sample

in the validation dataset [504]. In other words, the solutions for dataset shift implicate having
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access to more data, be it data coming from other sources or the actual validation data.

As a demonstration of the potential of this feature extraction protocol, I have excluded

features which were predictive of each dataset — either MLLC or AC2. To do this, I used

the Mann-Whitney U-statistic between both datasets for all features and divide it by the

product of both sample sizes, a measure known as the common language effect size which

is equivalent to the AUROC. The common language effect size represents the proportion

of pairs supporting a direction — values close to 0 or 1 imply that the U-statistic is biased

in a specific direction (towards a specific dataset in my case), whereas values close to

0.5 imply little biasing [505]. Setting a hard cut-off for the common language effect size

between 1/3 and 2/3 (Figure 5.53), I regenerate the UMAP representations, confirming that

there no longer appears to be a visible separation between datasets Figure 5.54. Having

confirmed this, I retrain both the elastic regression model and MILe-ViCe using only these

unbiased features (20 WBC features and 18 RBC features). I note here that the point of

this analysis is not to prove generalization, but rather to demonstrate the task-specific utility

of the methodology here presented when the training protocol enables the elimination of

dataset-specific noise.
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Excluding features which were considerably different between datasets comes at the cost

of a considerable drop in performance for the SF3B1-mutant MDS detection task when con-

sidering the elastic net regression model, whereas other AUROC scores remained relatively

similar (Figure 5.55). On the other hand, while using an dataset-unbiased set of features,

MILe-ViCe consistently retains its predictive ability except for the task of disease classifi-

cation using only morphological data, where it dramatically underperforms (Figure 5.56).

Both cases are likely to stem from underfitting, where the morphological description is not

rich enough to enable the model to learn to discriminate between conditions. In any case,

I show that it is possible to partially address the fact that features are differently distributed

between cohorts.
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Figure 5.55.: Cross-validated (bars) and external validation AUROC values (diamonds) for the elastic
net regression model using only dataset-unbiased features. The confidence intervals
are represented as horizontal black lines.
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Figure 5.56.: Cross-validated (bars) and external validation AUROC values (diamonds) for MILe-
ViCe using only dataset-unbiased features. The confidence intervals are represented
as horizontal black lines.

5.7. Discussion

In this chapter I used one WBS cohort — MLLC — to show how the protocol outlined in

Chapter 4 can be used to create individual and clinically-relevant cytomorphological profiles
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based on morphometric moments, applying them successfully to the prediction of different

haematological conditions. Additionally, using vocabulary-based MIL, a ML paradigm fo-

cused on the discovery of latent terms which are relevant for the classification of bags of

instances, can be used to partition the cytomorphology space into clinically-relevant virtual

cells types, which can be used as cytomorphological hallmarks — cellular archetypes — of

different haematological conditions while performing adequately in most predictive tasks.

Computational cytomorphology enables the prediction of clinically-relevant condi-

tions and identification of cellular archetypes. In this Chapter, I show how the multi-

dimensional morphometric space of blood cells is relatively continuous, with specific mor-

phologies enriched in specific conditions. Computational cytomorphology can be used to

accurately predict different clinical conditions using only WBS and CBC, noting that this

generalizes to other datasets except when considering the task of disease detection us-

ing MILe-ViCe. I uncover specific cellular subtypes associated with each condition, showing

how weak supervision in a MIL setting can be used to derive powerful conclusions regarding

the specific cytomorphological signatures which characterize each condition.

The relative prevalence of these cellular archetypes across different conditions was used

to verify some previously stated conclusions such as the prevalence of hyperlobulated in

both iron deficiency and megaloblastic anaemia [501, 502] and the relatively large RBC

sizes in megaloblastic anaemia when compared with iron deficiency anaemia, both of which

were observed in the single and multiple objective models, and the presence of Pelger-Huët

cells in MDS [499]. Additionally, MILe-ViCe uncovers novel associations between cellular

archetypes and specific conditions — Perger-Huët anomalies are more common in SF3B1-

mutant MDS than in other MDS subtypes (detected in the single objective model) and, while

hyperlobulated neutrophils are present in both iron deficiency anaemia and megaloblastic

anaemia, those in the latter are typically larger (detected in both single and multiple objective

models). This suggests that the increase in cellular size observed in RBC in megaloblas-

tic anaemia also affects granulocytes. A further novel cellular archetype detected by both

the elastic network regression and MILe-ViCe is the increase in RBC size in SF3B1-mutant

MDS when compared with other MDS subtypes (detected in both single and multiple objec-

tive models). The main objective of these cellular archetypes is to provide haematologists

with novel types of cell that can allow them to better discriminate between conditions; consid-

ering this, the validation of cellular archetypes as valuable clinical tools will have to be done

by providing them as guidelines for trained experts and determining whether they provide

relevant information for condition discrimination.
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Neutrophil lobulation. Considering the biology of these tasks, little is known about the

mechanisms which lead to alterations to blood cell maturation such as the ones described

above. It is thought that neutrophil hyperlobulation can be caused by nutrient deficiency

(as would be the case of megaloblastic anaemia, typically caused by folate or vitamin B12

deficiency) or iron deficiency anaemia but no known functional role has been identified thus

far [506]. Hypolobulation, on the other hand, can be relatively normal if observed in band

cells small proportions or benign if associated with congenital Pelger-Huët anomaly [499],

but in sufficiently high numbers can be indicative of deficient cell maturation [474]. To further

complicate these reflections, the literature shows no good agreement regarding the actual

function of nuclear lobulation, with possible differences between the functional impacts of

inherited and acquired conditions [506]. Similarly, enlarged RBC can also be caused, as

mentioned, by nutrient deficiency and MDS [408], but have no specific functional impact.

Towards generalization. External validation shows this methodology has good general-

ization capabilities across all tasks when tested in data from a different centre except in a

single case — for MILe-ViCe, the detection of diseases (MDS or anaemia vs. healthy con-

trols) shows notably poorer predictive performance when tested on an independent test set,

an effect that is likely to stem from dataset shift — a change in the probability distribution

of the data. This highlights an important aspect of works in digital histopathology which

has been stated in recent reviews — large multi-centre training sets, allowing ML algorithms

to learn how to control for dataset origin (which can affect, among other aspects, image

compression, illumination, and stain intensity and distribution), are an increasing necessity

if good generalization is to be expected [393], especially in settings where images are ob-

tained mainly for clinical, rather than scientific, use. Additionally, using large multi-centre and

multi-digitaliser training sets would enable the training of deep-learning methods to charac-

terize the morphology of both WBC and RBC and ensure that they control for sources of

variation associated with specific centres and digitalisers.

5.8. Limitations and future directions

Apart from the issues described above regarding generalization and performance on an

external validation cohort, it is worth highlighting how other factors influence the applicability

of the methods outlined here and how they can be overcome.

Inter-individual variation. While I show the potential of computational cytomorphology to

determine novel cellular archetypes and predict clinical conditions, it is nonetheless worth

highlighting that alterations to blood morphology can be caused by a myriad of factors, in-

cluding genetics, age, sex, or ethnicity [55, 241, 507]. Controlling for these factors in compu-
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tational cytomorphology frameworks such as the ones developed in this Chapter may lead

to more robust and reliable associations between clinical conditions and cellular archetypes

systematically.

Technical variation. As discussed above, WBS scanning, preparation and staining, can

have a sizeable impact on cellular morphology. The implementation of standards is not novel

in WBS preparation and staining [508], but it should be highlighted that registering sources

of technical variability — the amount of time between blood being drawn and WBS prepa-

ration and method of preparation, for example — can greatly help in reducing the impact

these artefacts can have on the determination of cellular archetypes. Additionally, the de-

termination of the cytomorphological hallmarks of different artefacts — such as those cause

by EDTA or other anticoagulants — could be robustly assessed using a cohort of digitalized

slides prepared at increasing lengths of time after mixing with EDTA. This would not only

reveal how EDTA affects blood cytomorphology systematically, but also enable controlling

for these sources of variation. Additionally, having access to larger, multi-centre cohorts can

also greatly help in training models that implicitly control for confounding factors associated

with technical but inter-individual sources of variation.

Extending MILe-ViCe. While using a relatively small and simple panel of morphometric

features enables the identification of novel cellular archetypes, I note here that richer charac-

terizations derived from DL networks applied directly to images of blood cells can, in theory,

capture more complex features. While autoencoders have shown promising results in these

tasks [402, 403], it is also possible to derive features directly related to blood cell types by

using large datasets of annotated images [415]. Additionally, it is worth noting that training

MILe-ViCe with collections of images as input (instead of collections of vectors of morpho-

metric features) is also a theoretical possibility which could discover even more specific VCT.

The main caveat that the latter holds is how computationally expensive it is — typically, well-

performing predictive DL models for image classification have millions of parameters and

MIL requires each training step to process tens to hundreds of cell images. However, this

is still feasible provided multiple GPU cards are available, lowering the effective memory

requirements for each individual GPU card.

5.9. Code availability and statistical analysis

The code for different sections of this work is available across different repositories:

• R scripts and code to train the elastic network regression model and the regular-

ized random forest model, and generate figures is available in https://github.com/
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josegcpa/wbs-prediction under analysis-plotting

• The code to train, test and predict using MILe-ViCe is available in https://github.

com/josegcpa/wbs-prediction under mile-vice

All statistical analyses were performed in R 3.6.3 [470] — caret was used to calculate

cross-validated metrics [509] and pROC was used to calculate AUROC [510].
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6. Discussion

In this dissertation, I have studied the somatic evolution and cytomorphology of the haemato-

poietic system. To study the somatic evolution of haematopoiesis, I used longitudinal tar-

geted sequencing data from over 300 elderly individuals over a median period of 13 years

and 7 single-cell colony derived phylogenies to track CH clones and quantify their driver-

specific and lifelong growth patterns. Using simulations, I developed and validated statisti-

cal methods that quantify the clonal dynamics using these types of data and applied them,

revealing lifelong clonal growth behaviours. Changes to blood cytomorphology were stud-

ied using a cohort of over 300 WBS from individuals with either SF3B1-mutant MDS, other

subtypes of MDS, iron deficiency anaemia or megaloblastic anaemia and case controls us-

ing CV methods. I developed methods to detect and characterize blood cells from WBS

and showed how the morphometric characterizations of cells obtained using these meth-

ods can be used not only to predict clinical conditions, but also to define cytomorphology-

disease associations that reveal novel morphological cellular archetypes. Below I discuss

the main conclusions and limitations of both works and how they can be further extended

and improved to enable their clinical application. Finally, I discuss how both works could be

combined to enable the study of somatic evolution through cytomorphology.

6.1. The longitudinal dynamics and natural history of clonal

haematopoiesis

6.1.1. The biology of CH dynamics

In CH, different drivers are associated with distinct growth rates during old age: while

DNMT3A clones grow on average at 5% per year, others, such as those characterized by

U2AF1 mutations and SRSF2-P95H, grow 6 and 10 times faster, respectively. While con-

stant during old age, this growth rate is not representative of the lifelong behaviour of clones:

factors such as an increasingly competitive oligoclonal landscape lead to clonal decelera-

tion, a behaviour detected in the vast majority of expansions detected in the single-cell

colony-derived phylogenies of 7 individuals. While this phenomenon is likely to affect all

clones, the driver-specific effect it may exert on clonal dynamics is hard to assert from this
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study — the estimation of driver-specific dynamics was performed using longitudinal tar-

geted sequencing during old age, which does not permit the study of lifelong alterations to

clonal growth. Most mutations, including those in DNMT3A and TET2 (the two most com-

monly mutated genes in CH) appear consistently through life. However, mutations in U2AF1

and SRSF2-P95H (two genes associated with splicing) are restricted to old age in CH. Fi-

nally, there is a clear association between the gene-specific clonal growth rates and AML

onset risk, and between the site-specific clonal growth rates and positive selection in both

MDS and AML.

One of the most informative aspects of this work is tied to the different clonal dynamics

conferred by different mutations and, consequently, the different levels of clonal deceleration.

This is likely to be true for other tissues as demonstrated by selection analyses in different

cancer types and normal tissues [334, 335, 511] and mutation timing analyses in cancer

[340]. However, the mechanisms driving the associations between specific mutations and

different fitness advantages is still hard to trace — while for mutations in splicing genes this

is probably related with the extent and specificity of splicing alterations [436, 437], those in

DNMT3A, one of the most commonly mutated genes in CH, can be associated with loss

of function largely due to protein instability [512]. Additionally, possible interactions with in-

flammation have been observed in DNMT3A and TET2 CH [125, 126, 149], highlighting the

role of external factors in clonal dynamics. It is also worth considering the age-associated

and non-homogeneous depletion of the stem cell niche [441], leading to decreased HSC

growth and repopulation capabilities [442, 443] — this can have a considerable effect in

clonal deceleration (and consequently in the fitness advantage of clones during old age) by

reducing the available space for expansion in the bone marrow. While the field of CH has

expanded greatly in terms of understanding the prevalence of CH and disease associations

[82, 88, 101], the study of the biology of the mechanisms underlying the lifelong dynamics

of different clones requires more than large human sequencing cohorts. Particularly, studies

which combine animal models of CH with expression and epigenetic analyses can be used

to reveal how mutations lead to specific changes in haematopoiesis [513].

6.1.2. CH and its potential role in the clinic

It is a well known fact that CH is associated with progression to haematological malignan-

cies and death [82, 88, 101]. However, translating this knowledge to the clinic is complicated

— while there is a clear association between CH growth dynamics and risk of progression

to AML and selection in AML and MDS, most cases of CH will not be associated with trans-

formation to a myeloid malignancy. Beyond showing here how specific drivers in CH are

associated with relatively well-conserved dynamics, I also demonstrate that mutations as-
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sociated with an increased risk of progression grow at a much faster rate in healthy individ-

uals. This knowledge can potentially reveal which mutations should be of clinical concern

and whether they should be tracked through time. However, several studies, including the

work presented here, have highlighted how little is actually known about the prevalence and

behaviour of CH, with large clonal expansions having no known driver but similar dynam-

ics to other CH expansions with known drivers [97, 98, 294]. Moreover, recent evidence

shows the high prevalence of mCA and copy number alterations in CH — these can act as

confounders, especially considering that some mutations are associated with copy number

alterations that directly affect the gene [94, 342].

Closing the gap on CH knowledge. Future studies into CH need to focus much more on

the discovery of novel variants, creating a more complete picture of CH before effective and

economically-feasible tracking of most CH variants becomes a reality; for this, approaches

such as those applied by Genovese et al. and Jaiswal et al., where blood whole-exome

sequences were obtained for very large cohorts and used to identify blood clones in healthy

individuals [82, 88], can be adapted by increasing the sequencing depth to further reveal

recurring drivers of CH. Additionally, studies which use single-cell colonies to explore CH,

such as the work presented here and that by Mitchell et al. can be extremely useful — not

only do they allow the practical exploration of the lifelong trajectories of different expansions,

they can allow, given sufficient magnitude, for the tentative identification of novel drivers of

CH [97, 98]. However, the cost of sequencing a sufficient number of single-cell colonies can

act as a considerable obstacle. Poon et al. overcame the problem of data availability by

using large cohorts where synonymous mutations could be used to track clonal expansions

— by doing so, and under the assumption that synonymous mutations can only expand by

being passengers in clonal expansions, they were able to identify novel putative drivers. This

knowledge can be used to create large panels of potential drivers which can then be further

validated. With this knowledge, single-cell colonies could be used to establish the lifelong

dynamics of putative drivers in clonal expansions. Moreover, through the long-term storage

of viable DNA samples (which constitute relatively small and easily storable aliquots), it

could be possible to retrospectively reconstruct the VAF trajectories of clones, similarly to

what was done in Chapters 2 and 3, and to better understand the oncogenic trajectories of

different mutations and how they evolve as disease onset approached.

Finally, it is worth noting that the collection of clinical data — such as blood counts and

behavioural patterns — can help illuminate the mechanisms underlying specific expansions

or even stratify individuals regarding the risk of developing CH and of progression [101,

121]. Particularly, smoking has been shown to be associated with ASXL1 CH [121], while
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increased RDW is associated with increased risk of AML [101]. Other blood counts have

also shown specific associations with CH [82, 96, 101, 121, 187, 218, 298], further showing

how CH changes haemaotopoiesis.

6.2. The cytomorphology of myelodysplastic syndromes

6.2.1. Computational methods reveal morphology-disease association

The use of CV methods to analyse WBS can detect and characterize between thousands

and hundreds of thousands of cells as demonstrated in Chapter 4. These vast collections of

cells can then be used to predict clinical conditions with morphometric moments and through

the use of MIL as shown in Chapter 5. Morphometric moments are individual-specific para-

metric characterizations of blood cell morphometry. While simple and useful, morphometric

moments do not permit a visually intuitive characterization of blood cells. For this reason, I

developed MILe-ViCe, a MIL method that clusters cells into visually coherent and clinically-

relevant VCT and uses their relative proportions to predict diseases. These VCT reveal

novel cellular archetypes of different conditions such as anaemias and MDS and its different

subtypes. For instance, RBC are larger in SF3B1-mutant MDS than in other MDS subtypes,

whereas poikilocytic RBC are more prevalent in other MDS subtypes. Additionally, SF3B1-

mutant MDS has a larger relative prevalence of hypolobulated neutrophils when compared

with other SF3B1 subtypes, whereas hyperlobulated neutrophils, prevalent in both mega-

loblastic anaemia and iron deficiency anaemia, are larger in the megaloblastic anaemia.

Finally, I show how the predictive performance of most tasks generalizes to an external val-

idation cohort. However, when considering the prediction of whether a WBS belongs to an

individual with either MDS or anaemia, MILe-ViCe underperforms. I posit that this is likely to

be due to artefacts potentially introduced by the preparation and digitalisation of WBS and

show how a smaller subset of features, uncorrelated with dataset of origin, can alleviate the

drop in the external validation performance.

6.2.2. Generalization to other diseases

Different clinically-relevant conditions can be predicted from WBS using only computa-

tional methods and, through the use of MILe-ViCe, new cellular archetypes may be discov-

ered in situations where little expert annotation is required. However, clinical application

requires these methods to be applicable to a much larger number of clinical conditions, im-

plying the necessity for much larger cohorts of digitalised and diagnosed WBS. While the

work presented in Chapters 4 and 5 serves as a proof-of-concept for the possibilities of

computational cytomorphology, confirming these associations more routinely — in WBS co-

horts prepared in different centres but under similar circumstances and digitalised using the
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same slide scanner — is crucial to understand whether or not they can be reliably used by

trained experts. It is worth noting that other works have shown the theoretical potential of

computational cytomorphology in haematology [361, 412] but their lack of external valida-

tion makes it complicated to draw conclusions regarding widespread applicability. Finally, it

is worth noting that generalization to other cohorts, digitalized with a different scanner and

prepared under different standards, is still unsatisfactory — the most logical path towards a

possible solution for this lack of generalization is the use of multi-centre training cohorts.

6.2.3. Improving the characterization of blood cells

Regarding the characterization of blood cells, improvements can be made — large databases

of annotated cells can enable the extraction of morphologically-meaningful features with no

need for feature design. This can be achieved by training classification CNN models and

using the feature vectors produced by these models as morphological descriptors of differ-

ent cells, or by training auto-encoder models to characterize the morphology of WBC and

RBC. Other works have demonstrated the effectiveness of CNN models in the classification

of WBC type [414–416], so a potential path forward would be to build cytomorphometric

descriptors on top of the models suggested by these works, which has the additional ad-

vantage of not requiring fine-grained segmentation maps. Nonetheless, the work I present

in Chapters 4 and 5, where segmentation maps are obtained for millions of cells, could po-

tentially ellucidate how complex CNN-derived cytomorphometric descriptors associate with

simpler and more intuitive size, shape and texture descriptors.

6.2.4. Computational cytomorphology — a potential path to the clinic

ML and DL systems enable the high-throughput and reproducible analysis of WBS in a

clinical context. However, particular hurdles are still in the way — the absence of very large,

multi-centre cohorts impedes the realistic assessment of predictive power. Moreover, most

studies are retrospective (using available and previously stored data), which is not represen-

tative of point-of-care where predictions are expected on a regular basis for new slides [514].

Large multi-centre cohorts also enable a more realistic learning of the true disease signal,

which should be independent of cohort-specific noise. An additional factor to consider is

that diagnostic conventions change — how these prediction algorithms change is also wor-

thy of consideration: if an augmented intelligence setting is considered, where the predictive

algorithm is merely an assistant to the expert which is expected to confirm the diagnoses,

a reinforcement learning strategy should be considered, where the algorithm is iteratively

refined by a team of experts. Federated learning, a decentralized ML paradigm that permits

guarantees data-privacy and better data governance [515], could be combined with large

multi-centre databases and reinforcement learning to create a powerful semi-automated di-
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agnostic system capable of constant updates. However, if diagnostic criteria change, new

training cohorts are possibly necessary — in the worst case scenario, a disease subtype

may be stratified further, requiring expert annotation or confirmation (it may also be possi-

ble that a classification algorithm will already, implicitly, cluster disease subtypes within its

feature space). This last circumstance would require the retraining of these models.

Digitaliser agnostic models? Finally, it is worth considering whether generalization to

other digitalisers should be an objective of these models. Companies working on the auto-

mated analysis of WBS focus, for now, exclusively on the development of protocols which

work exclusively with their digitalizers. These methods perform differential counting of WBC

and generic cellular detection in WBS with some abnormality detection capabilities by lever-

aging large expert-annotated collections of WBC [453, 454]. Combined with MILe-ViCe,

which enables the definition of novel and clinically-relevant cellular archetypes, the robust

cellular detection and characterization capability of these systems can be not only expanded

but used for cell type discovery. It is also worth noting that the work presented in Chapters

4 and 5 shows how RBC morphology, generally not considered by these systems, can be

useful to establish novel cytomorphology-disease.

Some automated systems for WBS analysis incorporate the automatic preparation of

WBS from blood samples [454]. This eliminates most of the variability associated with slide

preparation and digitalization. In realistic terms, a relatively simple solution — training mod-

els which are optimized for detecting and characterizing cells in specific systems of slide

preparation and digitalization and testing them as diagnosis and prognosis tools prospec-

tively — will provide the strongest evidence for their generalization as a clinically applicable

and transferrable solution. Models for disease prediction from WBS — such as those devel-

oped and presented in Chapter 5, whose underperformance in an external validation cohort

is likely to be associated with WBS preparation and digitalisation — become much more

applicable in these circumstances. Nonetheless, it should be noted that specific sources

of noise, associated with the specific composition of different populations, may still be a

problem for these models — it has been shown that incidence and 5-year survival of blood

cancers, or the incidence of specific haemoglobinopathies (such as thalassemia, a condition

characterized by decreased or defective haemoglobin production), differs by ethnicity and

race [507, 516]. The aetiology of such differences is unknown, with factors such as diet,

socio-economic conditions and biology being possible causes, and the changes they elicit

on the cytomorphology of blood are far from being studied. Approaches such as the one

presented here, where morphometric trends and cell types are established in association

to specific conditions, could help reveal the morphological signatures of different ethnicities
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and races, possibly creating better informed diagnostic practices by defining novel patient

strata which are associated with clinical outcome in specific diseases.

6.3. Somatic evolution and cytomorphology

Determining the cytomorphology of CH. At the moment and to the best of my knowl-

edge there are no cytomorphological markers of CH. However, several blood count-CH as-

sociations have been established, hinting that CH leads to concrete changes to the haemato-

poietic process. Furthermore, through methods such as MILe-ViCe or other approaches, it

is possible to determine specific associations between RBC and WBC morphology and clin-

ical condition that standard expert analysis was unable to detect [361, 412]. Additionally, it

is worth noting that some changes in VCT prevalence associated with different conditions

discovered in this study may be hard to detect by humans (hyperlobulated neutrophils are

prevalent in both iron deficiency anaemia and in megaloblastic anaemia but are larger in the

latter), or that experts struggle to concordantly identify some well known blood cell types

(such as hypolobulated neutrophils) [449]. To assess the potential of MILe-ViCe to identify

CH cellular archetypes, a cohort of individuals with different types of CH (in terms of mutated

genes and clonality) and with information regarding the size of different clones would have

to be assembled. The former would allow a classification algorithm similar to that presented

in Chapter 5, using different mutations and/or clonality as classes in a multiclass and multi-

objective setting. Additionally, assigning groups of VCT to VAF for different mutations could

possibly be done as post hoc analysis or even be incorporated into the training process by

incorporating a regression objective that matched different sums of VCT proportions to VAF,

thus allowing the investigation of VCT proportion-clonal expansion associations.

Investigating the progression from CH to AML through cytomorphology. This type

of protocol could be further expanded — using the knowledge that CH, MDS and AML are

likely to be different stages of dysplasia and neoplasia, training a model based on MILe-ViCe

with WBS from healthy individuals and individuals with CH and different stages of MDS and

AML could enable a more unified understanding of the cytomorphological manifestations of

these conditions. Different possibilities can be posited here:

• VCT can be enriched in specific conditions — it is possible that AML may have more

severe levels of dysplasia which could be classified as a distinct VCT, or that a single,

very large CH clone will lead to slight and non-dysplastic changes which are prevalent

only in CH

• The prevalence of specific VCT may increase with the severity of the condition (with

CH, MDS and AML being increasingly more severe) and with the VAF of specific
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clones — this would, to some extent, confirm that CH, MDS and AML indeed exist on

a spectrum and open new doors to early detection of MDS and AML.

Finally, clinical research in MDS has established that blast counts in the bone marrow or

different cytopenias are associated with increased risk of death [360, 488], and previous

works have shown that the risk of AML onset can be predicted using CBC [101]. This sug-

gests that different proportions of VCT, together with information on CBC, may be potentially

helpful in predicting the severity different diseases and risk of myeloid progression in healthy

individuals.
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A. Determining the effect of repeated
sampling on the limit of detection

Across this work we sequence individuals a median of three times across their lifetime.

We define a detection threshold of 0.5% VAF as the minimum clone size for detection on

individual timepoints, but the repeated sampling leads to 0.5% VAF being an overestimation

of the actual limit of detection (LOD) — the size at which clones become detectable.

To show this, we simulate the repeated sampling of variants existing at a true clone pro-

portion between 0 and 2%. We use this proportion p as the probability parameter in a beta

binomial distribution, the overdispersion calculated using technical replicates as the overdis-

persion β in the same beta binomial distribution and a coverage of 1000. Having fully pa-

rameterized this distribution (counts ∼ BB(trials = 1000, pβ
1−p , β)) we sample counts from

it between 1 to 5 times. For each combination of clone size and number of samples we

perform 1,000 realizations and calculate the number of detected clones at a threshold of

0.5%. This allows us to assess the fraction of clones with a specific size which are detected

if we sample them multiple times — in other words, are able to assess the detection rate for

different clone sizes and different numbers of samples.

With this, we show that, at a threshold of 0.5% and sampling only once, we detect 14.8% of

all clones existing at 0.5% (Supplementary Figure A.1). However, repeating this sampling

3 and 5 times leads to the detection of approximately 37.7% and 54.3% of all clones existing

at 0.5%, respectively. As such, under regular conditions — a single sample — we would

detect 13.5% of all clones present at 0.5% with a detection threshold of 0.5%. The question

we should now ask is: what is the smallest possible clone size we detect at the same rate

of detection — 13.5% — if we increase the number of samples? Using the same set of

simulations, we can calculate the likely minimal size of the detected clones, summarized in

Supplementary Table A.1, with clones as small as 0.21% and 0.14% being detected with 3

and 5 samples, respectively, using the same detection rate. As such, when considering the

theoretical LOD used in Figure 4k, we avoided using 0.5% which, as we show, would be at

least twice as high as the theoretical LOD obtained from simulations.
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Figure A.1.: Fraction of detected clones upon repeated samples/timepoints at a detection threshold
of 0.5%.

Table A.1.: The minimal size of detected clones using a 0.5% threshold and assuming that we are
interested in detecting the same fraction of clones we would detect with a single sample
at a detection threshold of 0.5%.

Number of
samples

Minimal size of
detected clones

at 15.08%

1 0.50%
2 0.30%
3 0.21%
4 0.16%
5 0.14%
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